
To Pre-nup? Or not to Pre-nup? 
 

Due to the issues and problems surrounding 
prenuptial agreements, many individuals have 
turned to alternatives to protecting assets obtained 
prior to marriage, such as a domestic or foreign 
asset protection trust.  

“ 

“The prenup needs to be drawn up 
months before the wedding, not 

days - it's not something you slap 
together and sign in the car on the 
way to the ceremony. A shotgun 

prenup might not hold up in court.” 
~Suze Orman 

 

In this Wedding Month 
issue: 

• Afraid to Broach the Subject of the 

Prenup   

• Prenuptial Agreements in Estate 

Planning 

• Requirements and validity of the 

Pre-nup 

• To Pre-nup? Or not to Pre-nup? 

• Simple Alternative to a Pre-nup  

• June’s Recipe—Grilled Chicken 

Tacos with Strawberry Salsa 

• Expert Thoughts on Pre-nups 

 Ingredients 

4 boneless, skinless chicken breasts 
1/4 cup extra-virgin olive oil 
1/4 cup tequila 
1 Tbsp. chili powder 
1 Tsp. ground cumin 
2 limes 
Kosher salt and fresh ground black pepper 
1 Qt. strawberries 
1 medium red onion, very finely diced 
1 jalapeno, seeded and minced (include some seeds 
for extra heat) 
1/2 bunch cilantro, chopped 
12 corn tortillas 
Crumbled queso fresco or cotija cheese 
 
Directions 

 Put the chicken breasts in a resealable plastic bag 
and add the oil, tequila, chili powder, cumin, the 
grated zest of both limes and some salt and 
pepper. Seal the bag and squish it all together. 
Refrigerate for 30 minutes or up to 2 hours. 

 While the chicken is marinating, make the salsa. 
Put the strawberries in a bowl along with the 
onions, bell peppers, jalapenos and most of the 
cilantro, reserving some for garnish. Add some 
salt and the juice of 1 of the limes. Mix it all 
together, cover and refrigerate. 

 Heat a grill pan over medium-high heat. Remove 
the chicken from the bag, shaking off any excess 
marinade. Grill until the chicken is well browned 
and cooked through, 5 to 6 minutes per side. 
Remove and let rest on a plate. When just cool 
enough to handle, shred the chicken with a fork. 

 To serve: remove the salsa from the fridge, taste 
and adjust the seasoning with more salt or lime 
juice. Heat the tortillas over a flame or in a 
microwave and keep warm. Fill a tortilla with 
some of the shredded chicken and top with some 
salsa. Serve topped with extra cilantro and the 
cheese, if using. Cut some wedges from the 
remaining lime to serve on the side. 
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June’s Recipe - Grilled Chicken Tacos with Strawberry Salsa 

What Various Relationship Experts Say on the Issue of Pre-
Nups  

Pro: The most common reason couples fight is because of finances. Getting it all out on the table 
up front will help with discussing financial matters down the road. —Carol Clark 

Con: If both parties are young and are just starting out with relatively equal contributions, then it 
does not seem to make sense to have a prenup signed. It erodes trust immediately and can leave 
one feeling suspicious as to the motives of the other. —Dr. John Beiter 

Pro: Spending habits need to be considered. If one person spends irresponsibly and the other per-
son is frugal/responsible then in order to be fair in the event of a death or divorce the one who 
saved should not be "penalized" twice. —Dr. John Beiter 

Con: Fool-proof crystal balls are in short supply these days. It's hard to anticipate every change in 

circumstance that might occur between the time a prenuptial agreement is written and when the 

marriage falls apart. What seems reasonable in 2012 might be ridiculously unfair to one of the 

spouses ten or twenty years later. —Meri Arnett-Kremian 
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Requirements and Validity of the Pre-nup 

The requirements and validity of Prenuptial Agreements vary significantly from state to state. 
What would work in one state will not work in another. 
 
For example, if you were doing a Prenuptial Agreement with your intended, how much infor-
mation do you have to give to them? Must you reveal all assets and debts?  The answer depends 
on your state.  Is it valid if your spouse did not reveal all of their assets and debts?  The answer 
depends on your state.  Must you reveal “expectancies?” The answer depends on your state.  
Must both sides be represented by counsel? This answer also depends on your state. 
 
There’s a long list of such items that vary by state. And, the requirements in practice may differ 
somewhat from what a cursory reading of the law might reveal. 

Estate Planning is the intersection of many different areas of the law. Of course, an Estate Planning 
attorney should understand Probate and Trust Law. And, Estate Planning attorneys must understand 
Estate & Gift taxes, at a minimum.  It is also generally expected that they will have somewhat broader 
knowledge of Tax Law. On the other hand, there are some areas of the law that they certainly are not 
expected to understand. Criminal Law is a good example of this. 
 
Arguably, Prenuptial Agreements fall in a grey area. They certainly can affect traditional areas of Estate 
Planning, such as the disposition of assets at death. But, they also tread on traditional areas of Family 
Law, such as the disposition of assets upon divorce. 

Simple Alternative to a Pre-nup is the …. 
 

NEVADA SELF-SETTLED SPENDTHRIFT TRUST which is a trust that 
protects assets from creditors, including by definition a future 
spouse.  

 
This technique is very appealing to many individuals who, 
although they would like to protect their assets from the 
uncertain future or the widely unpredictable discretion of 
a judge, would like to do so quietly and without the hassle 
of a pre-nuptial agreement. 
 
More information on this complex area of estate planning 
is available on our website at www.hagendorflaw.com.  
Additionally, please contact us to set up a consultation for 
the answers to any of your questions. 

Afraid to Broach the Subject of a Pre-nup  
According to research, you’re not alone.  Experts advise: 

1. Have the conversation as early as possible 

2. Know that it’s going to be a weird, heavy conversation 

3. Emphasize how much of a headache you’ll be saving 
yourselves later 

4. Remind your partner that all relationships end one 
way or another.  You’re just trying to make the inevi-
table easier. 

5. Point out that a good prenup benefits the lower-
earning spouse, too 

6. Suggest that you co-create the agreement 

7. Leave room for change over time 

 

Pre-nuptial Agreements in Estate Planning 
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2. Know that it’s going to be a weird, heavy conversation 

3. Emphasize how much of a headache you’ll be saving 
yourselves later 

4. Remind your partner that all relationships end one 
way or another.  You’re just trying to make the inevi-
table easier. 

5. Point out that a good prenup benefits the lower-
earning spouse, too 

6. Suggest that you co-create the agreement 

7. Leave room for change over time 
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turned to alternatives to protecting assets obtained 
prior to marriage, such as a domestic or foreign 
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“ 
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months before the wedding, not 

days - it's not something you slap 
together and sign in the car on the 
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Remove and let rest on a plate. When just cool 
enough to handle, shred the chicken with a fork. 

 To serve: remove the salsa from the fridge, taste 
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cheese, if using. Cut some wedges from the 
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expected to understand. Criminal Law is a good example of this. 
 
Arguably, Prenuptial Agreements fall in a grey area. They certainly can affect traditional areas of Estate 
Planning, such as the disposition of assets at death. But, they also tread on traditional areas of Family 
Law, such as the disposition of assets upon divorce. 

Simple Alternative to a Pre-nup is the …. 
 

NEVADA SELF-SETTLED SPENDTHRIFT TRUST which is a trust that 
protects assets from creditors, including by definition a future 
spouse.  

 
This technique is very appealing to many individuals who, 
although they would like to protect their assets from the 
uncertain future or the widely unpredictable discretion of 
a judge, would like to do so quietly and without the hassle 
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attorney should understand Probate and Trust Law. And, Estate Planning attorneys must understand 
Estate & Gift taxes, at a minimum.  It is also generally expected that they will have somewhat broader 
knowledge of Tax Law. On the other hand, there are some areas of the law that they certainly are not 
expected to understand. Criminal Law is a good example of this. 
 
Arguably, Prenuptial Agreements fall in a grey area. They certainly can affect traditional areas of Estate 
Planning, such as the disposition of assets at death. But, they also tread on traditional areas of Family 
Law, such as the disposition of assets upon divorce. 

Simple Alternative to a Pre-nup is the …. 
 

NEVADA SELF-SETTLED SPENDTHRIFT TRUST which is a trust that 
protects assets from creditors, including by definition a future 
spouse.  

 
This technique is very appealing to many individuals who, 
although they would like to protect their assets from the 
uncertain future or the widely unpredictable discretion of 
a judge, would like to do so quietly and without the hassle 
of a pre-nuptial agreement. 
 
More information on this complex area of estate planning 
is available on our website at www.hagendorflaw.com.  
Additionally, please contact us to set up a consultation for 
the answers to any of your questions. 

Afraid to Broach the Subject of a Pre-nup  
According to research, you’re not alone.  Experts advise: 

1. Have the conversation as early as possible 

2. Know that it’s going to be a weird, heavy conversation 

3. Emphasize how much of a headache you’ll be saving 
yourselves later 

4. Remind your partner that all relationships end one 
way or another.  You’re just trying to make the inevi-
table easier. 

5. Point out that a good prenup benefits the lower-
earning spouse, too 

6. Suggest that you co-create the agreement 

7. Leave room for change over time 
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To Pre-nup? Or not to Pre-nup? 
 

Due to the issues and problems surrounding 
prenuptial agreements, many individuals have 
turned to alternatives to protecting assets obtained 
prior to marriage, such as a domestic or foreign 
asset protection trust.  

“ 

“The prenup needs to be drawn up 
months before the wedding, not 

days - it's not something you slap 
together and sign in the car on the 
way to the ceremony. A shotgun 

prenup might not hold up in court.” 
~Suze Orman 
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1 jalapeno, seeded and minced (include some seeds 
for extra heat) 
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Directions 
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and add the oil, tequila, chili powder, cumin, the 
grated zest of both limes and some salt and 
pepper. Seal the bag and squish it all together. 
Refrigerate for 30 minutes or up to 2 hours. 

 While the chicken is marinating, make the salsa. 
Put the strawberries in a bowl along with the 
onions, bell peppers, jalapenos and most of the 
cilantro, reserving some for garnish. Add some 
salt and the juice of 1 of the limes. Mix it all 
together, cover and refrigerate. 

 Heat a grill pan over medium-high heat. Remove 
the chicken from the bag, shaking off any excess 
marinade. Grill until the chicken is well browned 
and cooked through, 5 to 6 minutes per side. 
Remove and let rest on a plate. When just cool 
enough to handle, shred the chicken with a fork. 

 To serve: remove the salsa from the fridge, taste 
and adjust the seasoning with more salt or lime 
juice. Heat the tortillas over a flame or in a 
microwave and keep warm. Fill a tortilla with 
some of the shredded chicken and top with some 
salsa. Serve topped with extra cilantro and the 
cheese, if using. Cut some wedges from the 
remaining lime to serve on the side. 
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Pro: Spending habits need to be considered. If one person spends irresponsibly and the other per-
son is frugal/responsible then in order to be fair in the event of a death or divorce the one who 
saved should not be "penalized" twice. —Dr. John Beiter 

Con: Fool-proof crystal balls are in short supply these days. It's hard to anticipate every change in 

circumstance that might occur between the time a prenuptial agreement is written and when the 

marriage falls apart. What seems reasonable in 2012 might be ridiculously unfair to one of the 
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Con: Fool-proof crystal balls are in short supply these days. It's hard to anticipate every change in 

circumstance that might occur between the time a prenuptial agreement is written and when the 

marriage falls apart. What seems reasonable in 2012 might be ridiculously unfair to one of the 

spouses ten or twenty years later. —Meri Arnett-Kremian 
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Requirements and Validity of the Pre-nup 

The requirements and validity of Prenuptial Agreements vary significantly from state to state. 
What would work in one state will not work in another. 
 
For example, if you were doing a Prenuptial Agreement with your intended, how much infor-
mation do you have to give to them? Must you reveal all assets and debts?  The answer depends 
on your state.  Is it valid if your spouse did not reveal all of their assets and debts?  The answer 
depends on your state.  Must you reveal “expectancies?” The answer depends on your state.  
Must both sides be represented by counsel? This answer also depends on your state. 
 
There’s a long list of such items that vary by state. And, the requirements in practice may differ 
somewhat from what a cursory reading of the law might reveal. 

Estate Planning is the intersection of many different areas of the law. Of course, an Estate Planning 
attorney should understand Probate and Trust Law. And, Estate Planning attorneys must understand 
Estate & Gift taxes, at a minimum.  It is also generally expected that they will have somewhat broader 
knowledge of Tax Law. On the other hand, there are some areas of the law that they certainly are not 
expected to understand. Criminal Law is a good example of this. 
 
Arguably, Prenuptial Agreements fall in a grey area. They certainly can affect traditional areas of Estate 
Planning, such as the disposition of assets at death. But, they also tread on traditional areas of Family 
Law, such as the disposition of assets upon divorce. 

Simple Alternative to a Pre-nup is the …. 
 

NEVADA SELF-SETTLED SPENDTHRIFT TRUST which is a trust that 
protects assets from creditors, including by definition a future 
spouse.  

 
This technique is very appealing to many individuals who, 
although they would like to protect their assets from the 
uncertain future or the widely unpredictable discretion of 
a judge, would like to do so quietly and without the hassle 
of a pre-nuptial agreement. 
 
More information on this complex area of estate planning 
is available on our website at www.hagendorflaw.com.  
Additionally, please contact us to set up a consultation for 
the answers to any of your questions. 

Afraid to Broach the Subject of a Pre-nup  
According to research, you’re not alone.  Experts advise: 

1. Have the conversation as early as possible 

2. Know that it’s going to be a weird, heavy conversation 

3. Emphasize how much of a headache you’ll be saving 
yourselves later 

4. Remind your partner that all relationships end one 
way or another.  You’re just trying to make the inevi-
table easier. 

5. Point out that a good prenup benefits the lower-
earning spouse, too 

6. Suggest that you co-create the agreement 

7. Leave room for change over time 
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To Pre-nup? Or not to Pre-nup? 
 

Due to the issues and problems surrounding 
prenuptial agreements, many individuals have 
turned to alternatives to protecting assets obtained 
prior to marriage, such as a domestic or foreign 
asset protection trust.  

“ 

“The prenup needs to be drawn up 
months before the wedding, not 

days - it's not something you slap 
together and sign in the car on the 
way to the ceremony. A shotgun 

prenup might not hold up in court.” 
~Suze Orman 
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 Ingredients 

4 boneless, skinless chicken breasts 
1/4 cup extra-virgin olive oil 
1/4 cup tequila 
1 Tbsp. chili powder 
1 Tsp. ground cumin 
2 limes 
Kosher salt and fresh ground black pepper 
1 Qt. strawberries 
1 medium red onion, very finely diced 
1 jalapeno, seeded and minced (include some seeds 
for extra heat) 
1/2 bunch cilantro, chopped 
12 corn tortillas 
Crumbled queso fresco or cotija cheese 
 
Directions 

 Put the chicken breasts in a resealable plastic bag 
and add the oil, tequila, chili powder, cumin, the 
grated zest of both limes and some salt and 
pepper. Seal the bag and squish it all together. 
Refrigerate for 30 minutes or up to 2 hours. 

 While the chicken is marinating, make the salsa. 
Put the strawberries in a bowl along with the 
onions, bell peppers, jalapenos and most of the 
cilantro, reserving some for garnish. Add some 
salt and the juice of 1 of the limes. Mix it all 
together, cover and refrigerate. 

 Heat a grill pan over medium-high heat. Remove 
the chicken from the bag, shaking off any excess 
marinade. Grill until the chicken is well browned 
and cooked through, 5 to 6 minutes per side. 
Remove and let rest on a plate. When just cool 
enough to handle, shred the chicken with a fork. 

 To serve: remove the salsa from the fridge, taste 
and adjust the seasoning with more salt or lime 
juice. Heat the tortillas over a flame or in a 
microwave and keep warm. Fill a tortilla with 
some of the shredded chicken and top with some 
salsa. Serve topped with extra cilantro and the 
cheese, if using. Cut some wedges from the 
remaining lime to serve on the side. 
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does not seem to make sense to have a prenup signed. It erodes trust immediately and can leave 
one feeling suspicious as to the motives of the other. —Dr. John Beiter 

Pro: Spending habits need to be considered. If one person spends irresponsibly and the other per-
son is frugal/responsible then in order to be fair in the event of a death or divorce the one who 
saved should not be "penalized" twice. —Dr. John Beiter 

Con: Fool-proof crystal balls are in short supply these days. It's hard to anticipate every change in 

circumstance that might occur between the time a prenuptial agreement is written and when the 

marriage falls apart. What seems reasonable in 2012 might be ridiculously unfair to one of the 

spouses ten or twenty years later. —Meri Arnett-Kremian 
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Requirements and Validity of the Pre-nup 

The requirements and validity of Prenuptial Agreements vary significantly from state to state. 
What would work in one state will not work in another. 
 
For example, if you were doing a Prenuptial Agreement with your intended, how much infor-
mation do you have to give to them? Must you reveal all assets and debts?  The answer depends 
on your state.  Is it valid if your spouse did not reveal all of their assets and debts?  The answer 
depends on your state.  Must you reveal “expectancies?” The answer depends on your state.  
Must both sides be represented by counsel? This answer also depends on your state. 
 
There’s a long list of such items that vary by state. And, the requirements in practice may differ 
somewhat from what a cursory reading of the law might reveal. 

Estate Planning is the intersection of many different areas of the law. Of course, an Estate Planning 
attorney should understand Probate and Trust Law. And, Estate Planning attorneys must understand 
Estate & Gift taxes, at a minimum.  It is also generally expected that they will have somewhat broader 
knowledge of Tax Law. On the other hand, there are some areas of the law that they certainly are not 
expected to understand. Criminal Law is a good example of this. 
 
Arguably, Prenuptial Agreements fall in a grey area. They certainly can affect traditional areas of Estate 
Planning, such as the disposition of assets at death. But, they also tread on traditional areas of Family 
Law, such as the disposition of assets upon divorce. 

Simple Alternative to a Pre-nup is the …. 
 

NEVADA SELF-SETTLED SPENDTHRIFT TRUST which is a trust that 
protects assets from creditors, including by definition a future 
spouse.  

 
This technique is very appealing to many individuals who, 
although they would like to protect their assets from the 
uncertain future or the widely unpredictable discretion of 
a judge, would like to do so quietly and without the hassle 
of a pre-nuptial agreement. 
 
More information on this complex area of estate planning 
is available on our website at www.hagendorflaw.com.  
Additionally, please contact us to set up a consultation for 
the answers to any of your questions. 

Afraid to Broach the Subject of a Pre-nup  
According to research, you’re not alone.  Experts advise: 

1. Have the conversation as early as possible 

2. Know that it’s going to be a weird, heavy conversation 

3. Emphasize how much of a headache you’ll be saving 
yourselves later 

4. Remind your partner that all relationships end one 
way or another.  You’re just trying to make the inevi-
table easier. 

5. Point out that a good prenup benefits the lower-
earning spouse, too 

6. Suggest that you co-create the agreement 

7. Leave room for change over time 
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To Pre-nup? Or not to Pre-nup? 
 

Due to the issues and problems surrounding 
prenuptial agreements, many individuals have 
turned to alternatives to protecting assets obtained 
prior to marriage, such as a domestic or foreign 
asset protection trust.  

“ 

“The prenup needs to be drawn up 
months before the wedding, not 

days - it's not something you slap 
together and sign in the car on the 
way to the ceremony. A shotgun 

prenup might not hold up in court.” 
~Suze Orman 
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1 Tsp. ground cumin 
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Kosher salt and fresh ground black pepper 
1 Qt. strawberries 
1 medium red onion, very finely diced 
1 jalapeno, seeded and minced (include some seeds 
for extra heat) 
1/2 bunch cilantro, chopped 
12 corn tortillas 
Crumbled queso fresco or cotija cheese 
 
Directions 

 Put the chicken breasts in a resealable plastic bag 
and add the oil, tequila, chili powder, cumin, the 
grated zest of both limes and some salt and 
pepper. Seal the bag and squish it all together. 
Refrigerate for 30 minutes or up to 2 hours. 

 While the chicken is marinating, make the salsa. 
Put the strawberries in a bowl along with the 
onions, bell peppers, jalapenos and most of the 
cilantro, reserving some for garnish. Add some 
salt and the juice of 1 of the limes. Mix it all 
together, cover and refrigerate. 

 Heat a grill pan over medium-high heat. Remove 
the chicken from the bag, shaking off any excess 
marinade. Grill until the chicken is well browned 
and cooked through, 5 to 6 minutes per side. 
Remove and let rest on a plate. When just cool 
enough to handle, shred the chicken with a fork. 

 To serve: remove the salsa from the fridge, taste 
and adjust the seasoning with more salt or lime 
juice. Heat the tortillas over a flame or in a 
microwave and keep warm. Fill a tortilla with 
some of the shredded chicken and top with some 
salsa. Serve topped with extra cilantro and the 
cheese, if using. Cut some wedges from the 
remaining lime to serve on the side. 
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enough to handle, shred the chicken with a fork. 

 To serve: remove the salsa from the fridge, taste 
and adjust the seasoning with more salt or lime 
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cheese, if using. Cut some wedges from the 
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Con: If both parties are young and are just starting out with relatively equal contributions, then it 
does not seem to make sense to have a prenup signed. It erodes trust immediately and can leave 
one feeling suspicious as to the motives of the other. —Dr. John Beiter 

Pro: Spending habits need to be considered. If one person spends irresponsibly and the other per-
son is frugal/responsible then in order to be fair in the event of a death or divorce the one who 
saved should not be "penalized" twice. —Dr. John Beiter 

Con: Fool-proof crystal balls are in short supply these days. It's hard to anticipate every change in 

circumstance that might occur between the time a prenuptial agreement is written and when the 

marriage falls apart. What seems reasonable in 2012 might be ridiculously unfair to one of the 

spouses ten or twenty years later. —Meri Arnett-Kremian 
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Requirements and Validity of the Pre-nup 

The requirements and validity of Prenuptial Agreements vary significantly from state to state. 
What would work in one state will not work in another. 
 
For example, if you were doing a Prenuptial Agreement with your intended, how much infor-
mation do you have to give to them? Must you reveal all assets and debts?  The answer depends 
on your state.  Is it valid if your spouse did not reveal all of their assets and debts?  The answer 
depends on your state.  Must you reveal “expectancies?” The answer depends on your state.  
Must both sides be represented by counsel? This answer also depends on your state. 
 
There’s a long list of such items that vary by state. And, the requirements in practice may differ 
somewhat from what a cursory reading of the law might reveal. 

Estate Planning is the intersection of many different areas of the law. Of course, an Estate Planning 
attorney should understand Probate and Trust Law. And, Estate Planning attorneys must understand 
Estate & Gift taxes, at a minimum.  It is also generally expected that they will have somewhat broader 
knowledge of Tax Law. On the other hand, there are some areas of the law that they certainly are not 
expected to understand. Criminal Law is a good example of this. 
 
Arguably, Prenuptial Agreements fall in a grey area. They certainly can affect traditional areas of Estate 
Planning, such as the disposition of assets at death. But, they also tread on traditional areas of Family 
Law, such as the disposition of assets upon divorce. 

Simple Alternative to a Pre-nup is the …. 
 

NEVADA SELF-SETTLED SPENDTHRIFT TRUST which is a trust that 
protects assets from creditors, including by definition a future 
spouse.  

 
This technique is very appealing to many individuals who, 
although they would like to protect their assets from the 
uncertain future or the widely unpredictable discretion of 
a judge, would like to do so quietly and without the hassle 
of a pre-nuptial agreement. 
 
More information on this complex area of estate planning 
is available on our website at www.hagendorflaw.com.  
Additionally, please contact us to set up a consultation for 
the answers to any of your questions. 

Afraid to Broach the Subject of a Pre-nup  
According to research, you’re not alone.  Experts advise: 

1. Have the conversation as early as possible 

2. Know that it’s going to be a weird, heavy conversation 

3. Emphasize how much of a headache you’ll be saving 
yourselves later 

4. Remind your partner that all relationships end one 
way or another.  You’re just trying to make the inevi-
table easier. 

5. Point out that a good prenup benefits the lower-
earning spouse, too 

6. Suggest that you co-create the agreement 

7. Leave room for change over time 
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prior to marriage, such as a domestic or foreign 
asset protection trust.  
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days - it's not something you slap 
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way to the ceremony. A shotgun 
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enough to handle, shred the chicken with a fork. 
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and adjust the seasoning with more salt or lime 
juice. Heat the tortillas over a flame or in a 
microwave and keep warm. Fill a tortilla with 
some of the shredded chicken and top with some 
salsa. Serve topped with extra cilantro and the 
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salt and the juice of 1 of the limes. Mix it all 
together, cover and refrigerate. 

 Heat a grill pan over medium-high heat. Remove 
the chicken from the bag, shaking off any excess 
marinade. Grill until the chicken is well browned 
and cooked through, 5 to 6 minutes per side. 
Remove and let rest on a plate. When just cool 
enough to handle, shred the chicken with a fork. 

 To serve: remove the salsa from the fridge, taste 
and adjust the seasoning with more salt or lime 
juice. Heat the tortillas over a flame or in a 
microwave and keep warm. Fill a tortilla with 
some of the shredded chicken and top with some 
salsa. Serve topped with extra cilantro and the 
cheese, if using. Cut some wedges from the 
remaining lime to serve on the side. 
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Pro: The most common reason couples fight is because of finances. Getting it all out on the table 
up front will help with discussing financial matters down the road. —Carol Clark 

Con: If both parties are young and are just starting out with relatively equal contributions, then it 
does not seem to make sense to have a prenup signed. It erodes trust immediately and can leave 
one feeling suspicious as to the motives of the other. —Dr. John Beiter 

Pro: Spending habits need to be considered. If one person spends irresponsibly and the other per-
son is frugal/responsible then in order to be fair in the event of a death or divorce the one who 
saved should not be "penalized" twice. —Dr. John Beiter 

Con: Fool-proof crystal balls are in short supply these days. It's hard to anticipate every change in 

circumstance that might occur between the time a prenuptial agreement is written and when the 

marriage falls apart. What seems reasonable in 2012 might be ridiculously unfair to one of the 

spouses ten or twenty years later. —Meri Arnett-Kremian 
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Requirements and Validity of the Pre-nup 

The requirements and validity of Prenuptial Agreements vary significantly from state to state. 
What would work in one state will not work in another. 
 
For example, if you were doing a Prenuptial Agreement with your intended, how much infor-
mation do you have to give to them? Must you reveal all assets and debts?  The answer depends 
on your state.  Is it valid if your spouse did not reveal all of their assets and debts?  The answer 
depends on your state.  Must you reveal “expectancies?” The answer depends on your state.  
Must both sides be represented by counsel? This answer also depends on your state. 
 
There’s a long list of such items that vary by state. And, the requirements in practice may differ 
somewhat from what a cursory reading of the law might reveal. 

Estate Planning is the intersection of many different areas of the law. Of course, an Estate Planning 
attorney should understand Probate and Trust Law. And, Estate Planning attorneys must understand 
Estate & Gift taxes, at a minimum.  It is also generally expected that they will have somewhat broader 
knowledge of Tax Law. On the other hand, there are some areas of the law that they certainly are not 
expected to understand. Criminal Law is a good example of this. 
 
Arguably, Prenuptial Agreements fall in a grey area. They certainly can affect traditional areas of Estate 
Planning, such as the disposition of assets at death. But, they also tread on traditional areas of Family 
Law, such as the disposition of assets upon divorce. 

Simple Alternative to a Pre-nup is the …. 
 

NEVADA SELF-SETTLED SPENDTHRIFT TRUST which is a trust that 
protects assets from creditors, including by definition a future 
spouse.  

 
This technique is very appealing to many individuals who, 
although they would like to protect their assets from the 
uncertain future or the widely unpredictable discretion of 
a judge, would like to do so quietly and without the hassle 
of a pre-nuptial agreement. 
 
More information on this complex area of estate planning 
is available on our website at www.hagendorflaw.com.  
Additionally, please contact us to set up a consultation for 
the answers to any of your questions. 

Afraid to Broach the Subject of a Pre-nup  
According to research, you’re not alone.  Experts advise: 

1. Have the conversation as early as possible 

2. Know that it’s going to be a weird, heavy conversation 

3. Emphasize how much of a headache you’ll be saving 
yourselves later 

4. Remind your partner that all relationships end one 
way or another.  You’re just trying to make the inevi-
table easier. 

5. Point out that a good prenup benefits the lower-
earning spouse, too 

6. Suggest that you co-create the agreement 

7. Leave room for change over time 
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Must both sides be represented by counsel? This answer also depends on your state. 
 
There’s a long list of such items that vary by state. And, the requirements in practice may differ 
somewhat from what a cursory reading of the law might reveal. 

Estate Planning is the intersection of many different areas of the law. Of course, an Estate Planning 
attorney should understand Probate and Trust Law. And, Estate Planning attorneys must understand 
Estate & Gift taxes, at a minimum.  It is also generally expected that they will have somewhat broader 
knowledge of Tax Law. On the other hand, there are some areas of the law that they certainly are not 
expected to understand. Criminal Law is a good example of this. 
 
Arguably, Prenuptial Agreements fall in a grey area. They certainly can affect traditional areas of Estate 
Planning, such as the disposition of assets at death. But, they also tread on traditional areas of Family 
Law, such as the disposition of assets upon divorce. 

Simple Alternative to a Pre-nup is the …. 
 

NEVADA SELF-SETTLED SPENDTHRIFT TRUST which is a trust that 
protects assets from creditors, including by definition a future 
spouse.  

 
This technique is very appealing to many individuals who, 
although they would like to protect their assets from the 
uncertain future or the widely unpredictable discretion of 
a judge, would like to do so quietly and without the hassle 
of a pre-nuptial agreement. 
 
More information on this complex area of estate planning 
is available on our website at www.hagendorflaw.com.  
Additionally, please contact us to set up a consultation for 
the answers to any of your questions. 

Afraid to Broach the Subject of a Pre-nup  
According to research, you’re not alone.  Experts advise: 

1. Have the conversation as early as possible 

2. Know that it’s going to be a weird, heavy conversation 

3. Emphasize how much of a headache you’ll be saving 
yourselves later 

4. Remind your partner that all relationships end one 
way or another.  You’re just trying to make the inevi-
table easier. 

5. Point out that a good prenup benefits the lower-
earning spouse, too 

6. Suggest that you co-create the agreement 

7. Leave room for change over time 
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To Pre-nup? Or not to Pre-nup? 
 

Due to the issues and problems surrounding 
prenuptial agreements, many individuals have 
turned to alternatives to protecting assets obtained 
prior to marriage, such as a domestic or foreign 
asset protection trust.  

“ 

“The prenup needs to be drawn up 
months before the wedding, not 

days - it's not something you slap 
together and sign in the car on the 
way to the ceremony. A shotgun 

prenup might not hold up in court.” 
~Suze Orman 
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 Ingredients 

4 boneless, skinless chicken breasts 
1/4 cup extra-virgin olive oil 
1/4 cup tequila 
1 Tbsp. chili powder 
1 Tsp. ground cumin 
2 limes 
Kosher salt and fresh ground black pepper 
1 Qt. strawberries 
1 medium red onion, very finely diced 
1 jalapeno, seeded and minced (include some seeds 
for extra heat) 
1/2 bunch cilantro, chopped 
12 corn tortillas 
Crumbled queso fresco or cotija cheese 
 
Directions 

 Put the chicken breasts in a resealable plastic bag 
and add the oil, tequila, chili powder, cumin, the 
grated zest of both limes and some salt and 
pepper. Seal the bag and squish it all together. 
Refrigerate for 30 minutes or up to 2 hours. 

 While the chicken is marinating, make the salsa. 
Put the strawberries in a bowl along with the 
onions, bell peppers, jalapenos and most of the 
cilantro, reserving some for garnish. Add some 
salt and the juice of 1 of the limes. Mix it all 
together, cover and refrigerate. 

 Heat a grill pan over medium-high heat. Remove 
the chicken from the bag, shaking off any excess 
marinade. Grill until the chicken is well browned 
and cooked through, 5 to 6 minutes per side. 
Remove and let rest on a plate. When just cool 
enough to handle, shred the chicken with a fork. 

 To serve: remove the salsa from the fridge, taste 
and adjust the seasoning with more salt or lime 
juice. Heat the tortillas over a flame or in a 
microwave and keep warm. Fill a tortilla with 
some of the shredded chicken and top with some 
salsa. Serve topped with extra cilantro and the 
cheese, if using. Cut some wedges from the 
remaining lime to serve on the side. 
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What Various Relationship Experts Say on the Issue of Pre-
Nups  

Pro: The most common reason couples fight is because of finances. Getting it all out on the table 
up front will help with discussing financial matters down the road. —Carol Clark 

Con: If both parties are young and are just starting out with relatively equal contributions, then it 
does not seem to make sense to have a prenup signed. It erodes trust immediately and can leave 
one feeling suspicious as to the motives of the other. —Dr. John Beiter 

Pro: Spending habits need to be considered. If one person spends irresponsibly and the other per-
son is frugal/responsible then in order to be fair in the event of a death or divorce the one who 
saved should not be "penalized" twice. —Dr. John Beiter 

Con: Fool-proof crystal balls are in short supply these days. It's hard to anticipate every change in 

circumstance that might occur between the time a prenuptial agreement is written and when the 

marriage falls apart. What seems reasonable in 2012 might be ridiculously unfair to one of the 

spouses ten or twenty years later. —Meri Arnett-Kremian 
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one feeling suspicious as to the motives of the other. —Dr. John Beiter 

Pro: Spending habits need to be considered. If one person spends irresponsibly and the other per-
son is frugal/responsible then in order to be fair in the event of a death or divorce the one who 
saved should not be "penalized" twice. —Dr. John Beiter 

Con: Fool-proof crystal balls are in short supply these days. It's hard to anticipate every change in 

circumstance that might occur between the time a prenuptial agreement is written and when the 

marriage falls apart. What seems reasonable in 2012 might be ridiculously unfair to one of the 

spouses ten or twenty years later. —Meri Arnett-Kremian 
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Requirements and Validity of the Pre-nup 

The requirements and validity of Prenuptial Agreements vary significantly from state to state. 
What would work in one state will not work in another. 
 
For example, if you were doing a Prenuptial Agreement with your intended, how much infor-
mation do you have to give to them? Must you reveal all assets and debts?  The answer depends 
on your state.  Is it valid if your spouse did not reveal all of their assets and debts?  The answer 
depends on your state.  Must you reveal “expectancies?” The answer depends on your state.  
Must both sides be represented by counsel? This answer also depends on your state. 
 
There’s a long list of such items that vary by state. And, the requirements in practice may differ 
somewhat from what a cursory reading of the law might reveal. 

Estate Planning is the intersection of many different areas of the law. Of course, an Estate Planning 
attorney should understand Probate and Trust Law. And, Estate Planning attorneys must understand 
Estate & Gift taxes, at a minimum.  It is also generally expected that they will have somewhat broader 
knowledge of Tax Law. On the other hand, there are some areas of the law that they certainly are not 
expected to understand. Criminal Law is a good example of this. 
 
Arguably, Prenuptial Agreements fall in a grey area. They certainly can affect traditional areas of Estate 
Planning, such as the disposition of assets at death. But, they also tread on traditional areas of Family 
Law, such as the disposition of assets upon divorce. 

Simple Alternative to a Pre-nup is the …. 
 

NEVADA SELF-SETTLED SPENDTHRIFT TRUST which is a trust that 
protects assets from creditors, including by definition a future 
spouse.  

 
This technique is very appealing to many individuals who, 
although they would like to protect their assets from the 
uncertain future or the widely unpredictable discretion of 
a judge, would like to do so quietly and without the hassle 
of a pre-nuptial agreement. 
 
More information on this complex area of estate planning 
is available on our website at www.hagendorflaw.com.  
Additionally, please contact us to set up a consultation for 
the answers to any of your questions. 

Afraid to Broach the Subject of a Pre-nup  
According to research, you’re not alone.  Experts advise: 

1. Have the conversation as early as possible 

2. Know that it’s going to be a weird, heavy conversation 

3. Emphasize how much of a headache you’ll be saving 
yourselves later 

4. Remind your partner that all relationships end one 
way or another.  You’re just trying to make the inevi-
table easier. 

5. Point out that a good prenup benefits the lower-
earning spouse, too 

6. Suggest that you co-create the agreement 

7. Leave room for change over time 

 

Pre-nuptial Agreements in Estate Planning 
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To Pre-nup? Or not to Pre-nup? 
 

Due to the issues and problems surrounding 
prenuptial agreements, many individuals have 
turned to alternatives to protecting assets obtained 
prior to marriage, such as a domestic or foreign 
asset protection trust.  

“ 

“The prenup needs to be drawn up 
months before the wedding, not 

days - it's not something you slap 
together and sign in the car on the 
way to the ceremony. A shotgun 

prenup might not hold up in court.” 
~Suze Orman 
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• Expert Thoughts on Pre-nups 

 Ingredients 

4 boneless, skinless chicken breasts 
1/4 cup extra-virgin olive oil 
1/4 cup tequila 
1 Tbsp. chili powder 
1 Tsp. ground cumin 
2 limes 
Kosher salt and fresh ground black pepper 
1 Qt. strawberries 
1 medium red onion, very finely diced 
1 jalapeno, seeded and minced (include some seeds 
for extra heat) 
1/2 bunch cilantro, chopped 
12 corn tortillas 
Crumbled queso fresco or cotija cheese 
 
Directions 

 Put the chicken breasts in a resealable plastic bag 
and add the oil, tequila, chili powder, cumin, the 
grated zest of both limes and some salt and 
pepper. Seal the bag and squish it all together. 
Refrigerate for 30 minutes or up to 2 hours. 

 While the chicken is marinating, make the salsa. 
Put the strawberries in a bowl along with the 
onions, bell peppers, jalapenos and most of the 
cilantro, reserving some for garnish. Add some 
salt and the juice of 1 of the limes. Mix it all 
together, cover and refrigerate. 

 Heat a grill pan over medium-high heat. Remove 
the chicken from the bag, shaking off any excess 
marinade. Grill until the chicken is well browned 
and cooked through, 5 to 6 minutes per side. 
Remove and let rest on a plate. When just cool 
enough to handle, shred the chicken with a fork. 

 To serve: remove the salsa from the fridge, taste 
and adjust the seasoning with more salt or lime 
juice. Heat the tortillas over a flame or in a 
microwave and keep warm. Fill a tortilla with 
some of the shredded chicken and top with some 
salsa. Serve topped with extra cilantro and the 
cheese, if using. Cut some wedges from the 
remaining lime to serve on the side. 
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Con: If both parties are young and are just starting out with relatively equal contributions, then it 
does not seem to make sense to have a prenup signed. It erodes trust immediately and can leave 
one feeling suspicious as to the motives of the other. —Dr. John Beiter 

Pro: Spending habits need to be considered. If one person spends irresponsibly and the other per-
son is frugal/responsible then in order to be fair in the event of a death or divorce the one who 
saved should not be "penalized" twice. —Dr. John Beiter 

Con: Fool-proof crystal balls are in short supply these days. It's hard to anticipate every change in 

circumstance that might occur between the time a prenuptial agreement is written and when the 

marriage falls apart. What seems reasonable in 2012 might be ridiculously unfair to one of the 

spouses ten or twenty years later. —Meri Arnett-Kremian 
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Requirements and Validity of the Pre-nup 

The requirements and validity of Prenuptial Agreements vary significantly from state to state. 
What would work in one state will not work in another. 
 
For example, if you were doing a Prenuptial Agreement with your intended, how much infor-
mation do you have to give to them? Must you reveal all assets and debts?  The answer depends 
on your state.  Is it valid if your spouse did not reveal all of their assets and debts?  The answer 
depends on your state.  Must you reveal “expectancies?” The answer depends on your state.  
Must both sides be represented by counsel? This answer also depends on your state. 
 
There’s a long list of such items that vary by state. And, the requirements in practice may differ 
somewhat from what a cursory reading of the law might reveal. 

Estate Planning is the intersection of many different areas of the law. Of course, an Estate Planning 
attorney should understand Probate and Trust Law. And, Estate Planning attorneys must understand 
Estate & Gift taxes, at a minimum.  It is also generally expected that they will have somewhat broader 
knowledge of Tax Law. On the other hand, there are some areas of the law that they certainly are not 
expected to understand. Criminal Law is a good example of this. 
 
Arguably, Prenuptial Agreements fall in a grey area. They certainly can affect traditional areas of Estate 
Planning, such as the disposition of assets at death. But, they also tread on traditional areas of Family 
Law, such as the disposition of assets upon divorce. 

Simple Alternative to a Pre-nup is the …. 
 

NEVADA SELF-SETTLED SPENDTHRIFT TRUST which is a trust that 
protects assets from creditors, including by definition a future 
spouse.  

 
This technique is very appealing to many individuals who, 
although they would like to protect their assets from the 
uncertain future or the widely unpredictable discretion of 
a judge, would like to do so quietly and without the hassle 
of a pre-nuptial agreement. 
 
More information on this complex area of estate planning 
is available on our website at www.hagendorflaw.com.  
Additionally, please contact us to set up a consultation for 
the answers to any of your questions. 

Afraid to Broach the Subject of a Pre-nup  
According to research, you’re not alone.  Experts advise: 

1. Have the conversation as early as possible 

2. Know that it’s going to be a weird, heavy conversation 

3. Emphasize how much of a headache you’ll be saving 
yourselves later 

4. Remind your partner that all relationships end one 
way or another.  You’re just trying to make the inevi-
table easier. 

5. Point out that a good prenup benefits the lower-
earning spouse, too 

6. Suggest that you co-create the agreement 

7. Leave room for change over time 
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To Pre-nup? Or not to Pre-nup? 
 

Due to the issues and problems surrounding 
prenuptial agreements, many individuals have 
turned to alternatives to protecting assets obtained 
prior to marriage, such as a domestic or foreign 
asset protection trust.  

“ 

“The prenup needs to be drawn up 
months before the wedding, not 

days - it's not something you slap 
together and sign in the car on the 
way to the ceremony. A shotgun 

prenup might not hold up in court.” 
~Suze Orman 
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1 jalapeno, seeded and minced (include some seeds 
for extra heat) 
1/2 bunch cilantro, chopped 
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Crumbled queso fresco or cotija cheese 
 
Directions 

 Put the chicken breasts in a resealable plastic bag 
and add the oil, tequila, chili powder, cumin, the 
grated zest of both limes and some salt and 
pepper. Seal the bag and squish it all together. 
Refrigerate for 30 minutes or up to 2 hours. 

 While the chicken is marinating, make the salsa. 
Put the strawberries in a bowl along with the 
onions, bell peppers, jalapenos and most of the 
cilantro, reserving some for garnish. Add some 
salt and the juice of 1 of the limes. Mix it all 
together, cover and refrigerate. 

 Heat a grill pan over medium-high heat. Remove 
the chicken from the bag, shaking off any excess 
marinade. Grill until the chicken is well browned 
and cooked through, 5 to 6 minutes per side. 
Remove and let rest on a plate. When just cool 
enough to handle, shred the chicken with a fork. 

 To serve: remove the salsa from the fridge, taste 
and adjust the seasoning with more salt or lime 
juice. Heat the tortillas over a flame or in a 
microwave and keep warm. Fill a tortilla with 
some of the shredded chicken and top with some 
salsa. Serve topped with extra cilantro and the 
cheese, if using. Cut some wedges from the 
remaining lime to serve on the side. 
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1 Tsp. ground cumin 
2 limes 
Kosher salt and fresh ground black pepper 
1 Qt. strawberries 
1 medium red onion, very finely diced 
1 jalapeno, seeded and minced (include some seeds 
for extra heat) 
1/2 bunch cilantro, chopped 
12 corn tortillas 
Crumbled queso fresco or cotija cheese 
 
Directions 

 Put the chicken breasts in a resealable plastic bag 
and add the oil, tequila, chili powder, cumin, the 
grated zest of both limes and some salt and 
pepper. Seal the bag and squish it all together. 
Refrigerate for 30 minutes or up to 2 hours. 

 While the chicken is marinating, make the salsa. 
Put the strawberries in a bowl along with the 
onions, bell peppers, jalapenos and most of the 
cilantro, reserving some for garnish. Add some 
salt and the juice of 1 of the limes. Mix it all 
together, cover and refrigerate. 

 Heat a grill pan over medium-high heat. Remove 
the chicken from the bag, shaking off any excess 
marinade. Grill until the chicken is well browned 
and cooked through, 5 to 6 minutes per side. 
Remove and let rest on a plate. When just cool 
enough to handle, shred the chicken with a fork. 

 To serve: remove the salsa from the fridge, taste 
and adjust the seasoning with more salt or lime 
juice. Heat the tortillas over a flame or in a 
microwave and keep warm. Fill a tortilla with 
some of the shredded chicken and top with some 
salsa. Serve topped with extra cilantro and the 
cheese, if using. Cut some wedges from the 
remaining lime to serve on the side. 
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June’s Recipe - Grilled Chicken Tacos with Strawberry Salsa 

What Various Relationship Experts Say on the Issue of Pre-
Nups  

Pro: The most common reason couples fight is because of finances. Getting it all out on the table 
up front will help with discussing financial matters down the road. —Carol Clark 

Con: If both parties are young and are just starting out with relatively equal contributions, then it 
does not seem to make sense to have a prenup signed. It erodes trust immediately and can leave 
one feeling suspicious as to the motives of the other. —Dr. John Beiter 

Pro: Spending habits need to be considered. If one person spends irresponsibly and the other per-
son is frugal/responsible then in order to be fair in the event of a death or divorce the one who 
saved should not be "penalized" twice. —Dr. John Beiter 

Con: Fool-proof crystal balls are in short supply these days. It's hard to anticipate every change in 

circumstance that might occur between the time a prenuptial agreement is written and when the 

marriage falls apart. What seems reasonable in 2012 might be ridiculously unfair to one of the 

spouses ten or twenty years later. —Meri Arnett-Kremian 
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Requirements and Validity of the Pre-nup 

The requirements and validity of Prenuptial Agreements vary significantly from state to state. 
What would work in one state will not work in another. 
 
For example, if you were doing a Prenuptial Agreement with your intended, how much infor-
mation do you have to give to them? Must you reveal all assets and debts?  The answer depends 
on your state.  Is it valid if your spouse did not reveal all of their assets and debts?  The answer 
depends on your state.  Must you reveal “expectancies?” The answer depends on your state.  
Must both sides be represented by counsel? This answer also depends on your state. 
 
There’s a long list of such items that vary by state. And, the requirements in practice may differ 
somewhat from what a cursory reading of the law might reveal. 

Estate Planning is the intersection of many different areas of the law. Of course, an Estate Planning 
attorney should understand Probate and Trust Law. And, Estate Planning attorneys must understand 
Estate & Gift taxes, at a minimum.  It is also generally expected that they will have somewhat broader 
knowledge of Tax Law. On the other hand, there are some areas of the law that they certainly are not 
expected to understand. Criminal Law is a good example of this. 
 
Arguably, Prenuptial Agreements fall in a grey area. They certainly can affect traditional areas of Estate 
Planning, such as the disposition of assets at death. But, they also tread on traditional areas of Family 
Law, such as the disposition of assets upon divorce. 

Simple Alternative to a Pre-nup is the …. 
 

NEVADA SELF-SETTLED SPENDTHRIFT TRUST which is a trust that 
protects assets from creditors, including by definition a future 
spouse.  

 
This technique is very appealing to many individuals who, 
although they would like to protect their assets from the 
uncertain future or the widely unpredictable discretion of 
a judge, would like to do so quietly and without the hassle 
of a pre-nuptial agreement. 
 
More information on this complex area of estate planning 
is available on our website at www.hagendorflaw.com.  
Additionally, please contact us to set up a consultation for 
the answers to any of your questions. 

Afraid to Broach the Subject of a Pre-nup  
According to research, you’re not alone.  Experts advise: 

1. Have the conversation as early as possible 

2. Know that it’s going to be a weird, heavy conversation 

3. Emphasize how much of a headache you’ll be saving 
yourselves later 

4. Remind your partner that all relationships end one 
way or another.  You’re just trying to make the inevi-
table easier. 

5. Point out that a good prenup benefits the lower-
earning spouse, too 

6. Suggest that you co-create the agreement 

7. Leave room for change over time 

 

Pre-nuptial Agreements in Estate Planning 
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To Pre-nup? Or not to Pre-nup? 
 

Due to the issues and problems surrounding 
prenuptial agreements, many individuals have 
turned to alternatives to protecting assets obtained 
prior to marriage, such as a domestic or foreign 
asset protection trust.  

“ 

“The prenup needs to be drawn up 
months before the wedding, not 

days - it's not something you slap 
together and sign in the car on the 
way to the ceremony. A shotgun 

prenup might not hold up in court.” 
~Suze Orman 
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cilantro, reserving some for garnish. Add some 
salt and the juice of 1 of the limes. Mix it all 
together, cover and refrigerate. 

 Heat a grill pan over medium-high heat. Remove 
the chicken from the bag, shaking off any excess 
marinade. Grill until the chicken is well browned 
and cooked through, 5 to 6 minutes per side. 
Remove and let rest on a plate. When just cool 
enough to handle, shred the chicken with a fork. 

 To serve: remove the salsa from the fridge, taste 
and adjust the seasoning with more salt or lime 
juice. Heat the tortillas over a flame or in a 
microwave and keep warm. Fill a tortilla with 
some of the shredded chicken and top with some 
salsa. Serve topped with extra cilantro and the 
cheese, if using. Cut some wedges from the 
remaining lime to serve on the side. 
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up front will help with discussing financial matters down the road. —Carol Clark 

Con: If both parties are young and are just starting out with relatively equal contributions, then it 
does not seem to make sense to have a prenup signed. It erodes trust immediately and can leave 
one feeling suspicious as to the motives of the other. —Dr. John Beiter 

Pro: Spending habits need to be considered. If one person spends irresponsibly and the other per-
son is frugal/responsible then in order to be fair in the event of a death or divorce the one who 
saved should not be "penalized" twice. —Dr. John Beiter 

Con: Fool-proof crystal balls are in short supply these days. It's hard to anticipate every change in 

circumstance that might occur between the time a prenuptial agreement is written and when the 

marriage falls apart. What seems reasonable in 2012 might be ridiculously unfair to one of the 

spouses ten or twenty years later. —Meri Arnett-Kremian 
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Requirements and Validity of the Pre-nup 

The requirements and validity of Prenuptial Agreements vary significantly from state to state. 
What would work in one state will not work in another. 
 
For example, if you were doing a Prenuptial Agreement with your intended, how much infor-
mation do you have to give to them? Must you reveal all assets and debts?  The answer depends 
on your state.  Is it valid if your spouse did not reveal all of their assets and debts?  The answer 
depends on your state.  Must you reveal “expectancies?” The answer depends on your state.  
Must both sides be represented by counsel? This answer also depends on your state. 
 
There’s a long list of such items that vary by state. And, the requirements in practice may differ 
somewhat from what a cursory reading of the law might reveal. 

Estate Planning is the intersection of many different areas of the law. Of course, an Estate Planning 
attorney should understand Probate and Trust Law. And, Estate Planning attorneys must understand 
Estate & Gift taxes, at a minimum.  It is also generally expected that they will have somewhat broader 
knowledge of Tax Law. On the other hand, there are some areas of the law that they certainly are not 
expected to understand. Criminal Law is a good example of this. 
 
Arguably, Prenuptial Agreements fall in a grey area. They certainly can affect traditional areas of Estate 
Planning, such as the disposition of assets at death. But, they also tread on traditional areas of Family 
Law, such as the disposition of assets upon divorce. 

Simple Alternative to a Pre-nup is the …. 
 

NEVADA SELF-SETTLED SPENDTHRIFT TRUST which is a trust that 
protects assets from creditors, including by definition a future 
spouse.  

 
This technique is very appealing to many individuals who, 
although they would like to protect their assets from the 
uncertain future or the widely unpredictable discretion of 
a judge, would like to do so quietly and without the hassle 
of a pre-nuptial agreement. 
 
More information on this complex area of estate planning 
is available on our website at www.hagendorflaw.com.  
Additionally, please contact us to set up a consultation for 
the answers to any of your questions. 

Afraid to Broach the Subject of a Pre-nup  
According to research, you’re not alone.  Experts advise: 

1. Have the conversation as early as possible 

2. Know that it’s going to be a weird, heavy conversation 

3. Emphasize how much of a headache you’ll be saving 
yourselves later 

4. Remind your partner that all relationships end one 
way or another.  You’re just trying to make the inevi-
table easier. 

5. Point out that a good prenup benefits the lower-
earning spouse, too 

6. Suggest that you co-create the agreement 

7. Leave room for change over time 
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protects assets from creditors, including by definition a future 
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Afraid to Broach the Subject of a Pre-nup  
According to research, you’re not alone.  Experts advise: 
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prenuptial agreements, many individuals have 
turned to alternatives to protecting assets obtained 
prior to marriage, such as a domestic or foreign 
asset protection trust.  

“ 

“The prenup needs to be drawn up 
months before the wedding, not 

days - it's not something you slap 
together and sign in the car on the 
way to the ceremony. A shotgun 

prenup might not hold up in court.” 
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For example, if you were doing a Prenuptial Agreement with your intended, how much infor-
mation do you have to give to them? Must you reveal all assets and debts?  The answer depends 
on your state.  Is it valid if your spouse did not reveal all of their assets and debts?  The answer 
depends on your state.  Must you reveal “expectancies?” The answer depends on your state.  
Must both sides be represented by counsel? This answer also depends on your state. 
 
There’s a long list of such items that vary by state. And, the requirements in practice may differ 
somewhat from what a cursory reading of the law might reveal. 

Estate Planning is the intersection of many different areas of the law. Of course, an Estate Planning 
attorney should understand Probate and Trust Law. And, Estate Planning attorneys must understand 
Estate & Gift taxes, at a minimum.  It is also generally expected that they will have somewhat broader 
knowledge of Tax Law. On the other hand, there are some areas of the law that they certainly are not 
expected to understand. Criminal Law is a good example of this. 
 
Arguably, Prenuptial Agreements fall in a grey area. They certainly can affect traditional areas of Estate 
Planning, such as the disposition of assets at death. But, they also tread on traditional areas of Family 
Law, such as the disposition of assets upon divorce. 

Simple Alternative to a Pre-nup is the …. 
 

NEVADA SELF-SETTLED SPENDTHRIFT TRUST which is a trust that 
protects assets from creditors, including by definition a future 
spouse.  

 
This technique is very appealing to many individuals who, 
although they would like to protect their assets from the 
uncertain future or the widely unpredictable discretion of 
a judge, would like to do so quietly and without the hassle 
of a pre-nuptial agreement. 
 
More information on this complex area of estate planning 
is available on our website at www.hagendorflaw.com.  
Additionally, please contact us to set up a consultation for 
the answers to any of your questions. 

Afraid to Broach the Subject of a Pre-nup  
According to research, you’re not alone.  Experts advise: 

1. Have the conversation as early as possible 

2. Know that it’s going to be a weird, heavy conversation 

3. Emphasize how much of a headache you’ll be saving 
yourselves later 

4. Remind your partner that all relationships end one 
way or another.  You’re just trying to make the inevi-
table easier. 

5. Point out that a good prenup benefits the lower-
earning spouse, too 

6. Suggest that you co-create the agreement 

7. Leave room for change over time 
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To Pre-nup? Or not to Pre-nup? 
 

Due to the issues and problems surrounding 
prenuptial agreements, many individuals have 
turned to alternatives to protecting assets obtained 
prior to marriage, such as a domestic or foreign 
asset protection trust.  

“ 

“The prenup needs to be drawn up 
months before the wedding, not 

days - it's not something you slap 
together and sign in the car on the 
way to the ceremony. A shotgun 

prenup might not hold up in court.” 
~Suze Orman 
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 Ingredients 

4 boneless, skinless chicken breasts 
1/4 cup extra-virgin olive oil 
1/4 cup tequila 
1 Tbsp. chili powder 
1 Tsp. ground cumin 
2 limes 
Kosher salt and fresh ground black pepper 
1 Qt. strawberries 
1 medium red onion, very finely diced 
1 jalapeno, seeded and minced (include some seeds 
for extra heat) 
1/2 bunch cilantro, chopped 
12 corn tortillas 
Crumbled queso fresco or cotija cheese 
 
Directions 

 Put the chicken breasts in a resealable plastic bag 
and add the oil, tequila, chili powder, cumin, the 
grated zest of both limes and some salt and 
pepper. Seal the bag and squish it all together. 
Refrigerate for 30 minutes or up to 2 hours. 

 While the chicken is marinating, make the salsa. 
Put the strawberries in a bowl along with the 
onions, bell peppers, jalapenos and most of the 
cilantro, reserving some for garnish. Add some 
salt and the juice of 1 of the limes. Mix it all 
together, cover and refrigerate. 

 Heat a grill pan over medium-high heat. Remove 
the chicken from the bag, shaking off any excess 
marinade. Grill until the chicken is well browned 
and cooked through, 5 to 6 minutes per side. 
Remove and let rest on a plate. When just cool 
enough to handle, shred the chicken with a fork. 

 To serve: remove the salsa from the fridge, taste 
and adjust the seasoning with more salt or lime 
juice. Heat the tortillas over a flame or in a 
microwave and keep warm. Fill a tortilla with 
some of the shredded chicken and top with some 
salsa. Serve topped with extra cilantro and the 
cheese, if using. Cut some wedges from the 
remaining lime to serve on the side. 
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up front will help with discussing financial matters down the road. —Carol Clark 

Con: If both parties are young and are just starting out with relatively equal contributions, then it 
does not seem to make sense to have a prenup signed. It erodes trust immediately and can leave 
one feeling suspicious as to the motives of the other. —Dr. John Beiter 

Pro: Spending habits need to be considered. If one person spends irresponsibly and the other per-
son is frugal/responsible then in order to be fair in the event of a death or divorce the one who 
saved should not be "penalized" twice. —Dr. John Beiter 

Con: Fool-proof crystal balls are in short supply these days. It's hard to anticipate every change in 

circumstance that might occur between the time a prenuptial agreement is written and when the 

marriage falls apart. What seems reasonable in 2012 might be ridiculously unfair to one of the 

spouses ten or twenty years later. —Meri Arnett-Kremian 
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Pro: The most common reason couples fight is because of finances. Getting it all out on the table 
up front will help with discussing financial matters down the road. —Carol Clark 

Con: If both parties are young and are just starting out with relatively equal contributions, then it 
does not seem to make sense to have a prenup signed. It erodes trust immediately and can leave 
one feeling suspicious as to the motives of the other. —Dr. John Beiter 

Pro: Spending habits need to be considered. If one person spends irresponsibly and the other per-
son is frugal/responsible then in order to be fair in the event of a death or divorce the one who 
saved should not be "penalized" twice. —Dr. John Beiter 

Con: Fool-proof crystal balls are in short supply these days. It's hard to anticipate every change in 

circumstance that might occur between the time a prenuptial agreement is written and when the 

marriage falls apart. What seems reasonable in 2012 might be ridiculously unfair to one of the 

spouses ten or twenty years later. —Meri Arnett-Kremian 
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Requirements and Validity of the Pre-nup 

The requirements and validity of Prenuptial Agreements vary significantly from state to state. 
What would work in one state will not work in another. 
 
For example, if you were doing a Prenuptial Agreement with your intended, how much infor-
mation do you have to give to them? Must you reveal all assets and debts?  The answer depends 
on your state.  Is it valid if your spouse did not reveal all of their assets and debts?  The answer 
depends on your state.  Must you reveal “expectancies?” The answer depends on your state.  
Must both sides be represented by counsel? This answer also depends on your state. 
 
There’s a long list of such items that vary by state. And, the requirements in practice may differ 
somewhat from what a cursory reading of the law might reveal. 

Estate Planning is the intersection of many different areas of the law. Of course, an Estate Planning 
attorney should understand Probate and Trust Law. And, Estate Planning attorneys must understand 
Estate & Gift taxes, at a minimum.  It is also generally expected that they will have somewhat broader 
knowledge of Tax Law. On the other hand, there are some areas of the law that they certainly are not 
expected to understand. Criminal Law is a good example of this. 
 
Arguably, Prenuptial Agreements fall in a grey area. They certainly can affect traditional areas of Estate 
Planning, such as the disposition of assets at death. But, they also tread on traditional areas of Family 
Law, such as the disposition of assets upon divorce. 

Simple Alternative to a Pre-nup is the …. 
 

NEVADA SELF-SETTLED SPENDTHRIFT TRUST which is a trust that 
protects assets from creditors, including by definition a future 
spouse.  

 
This technique is very appealing to many individuals who, 
although they would like to protect their assets from the 
uncertain future or the widely unpredictable discretion of 
a judge, would like to do so quietly and without the hassle 
of a pre-nuptial agreement. 
 
More information on this complex area of estate planning 
is available on our website at www.hagendorflaw.com.  
Additionally, please contact us to set up a consultation for 
the answers to any of your questions. 

Afraid to Broach the Subject of a Pre-nup  
According to research, you’re not alone.  Experts advise: 

1. Have the conversation as early as possible 

2. Know that it’s going to be a weird, heavy conversation 

3. Emphasize how much of a headache you’ll be saving 
yourselves later 

4. Remind your partner that all relationships end one 
way or another.  You’re just trying to make the inevi-
table easier. 

5. Point out that a good prenup benefits the lower-
earning spouse, too 

6. Suggest that you co-create the agreement 

7. Leave room for change over time 
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To Pre-nup? Or not to Pre-nup? 
 

Due to the issues and problems surrounding 
prenuptial agreements, many individuals have 
turned to alternatives to protecting assets obtained 
prior to marriage, such as a domestic or foreign 
asset protection trust.  

“ 

“The prenup needs to be drawn up 
months before the wedding, not 

days - it's not something you slap 
together and sign in the car on the 
way to the ceremony. A shotgun 

prenup might not hold up in court.” 
~Suze Orman 
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 Ingredients 

4 boneless, skinless chicken breasts 
1/4 cup extra-virgin olive oil 
1/4 cup tequila 
1 Tbsp. chili powder 
1 Tsp. ground cumin 
2 limes 
Kosher salt and fresh ground black pepper 
1 Qt. strawberries 
1 medium red onion, very finely diced 
1 jalapeno, seeded and minced (include some seeds 
for extra heat) 
1/2 bunch cilantro, chopped 
12 corn tortillas 
Crumbled queso fresco or cotija cheese 
 
Directions 

 Put the chicken breasts in a resealable plastic bag 
and add the oil, tequila, chili powder, cumin, the 
grated zest of both limes and some salt and 
pepper. Seal the bag and squish it all together. 
Refrigerate for 30 minutes or up to 2 hours. 

 While the chicken is marinating, make the salsa. 
Put the strawberries in a bowl along with the 
onions, bell peppers, jalapenos and most of the 
cilantro, reserving some for garnish. Add some 
salt and the juice of 1 of the limes. Mix it all 
together, cover and refrigerate. 

 Heat a grill pan over medium-high heat. Remove 
the chicken from the bag, shaking off any excess 
marinade. Grill until the chicken is well browned 
and cooked through, 5 to 6 minutes per side. 
Remove and let rest on a plate. When just cool 
enough to handle, shred the chicken with a fork. 

 To serve: remove the salsa from the fridge, taste 
and adjust the seasoning with more salt or lime 
juice. Heat the tortillas over a flame or in a 
microwave and keep warm. Fill a tortilla with 
some of the shredded chicken and top with some 
salsa. Serve topped with extra cilantro and the 
cheese, if using. Cut some wedges from the 
remaining lime to serve on the side. 
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does not seem to make sense to have a prenup signed. It erodes trust immediately and can leave 
one feeling suspicious as to the motives of the other. —Dr. John Beiter 

Pro: Spending habits need to be considered. If one person spends irresponsibly and the other per-
son is frugal/responsible then in order to be fair in the event of a death or divorce the one who 
saved should not be "penalized" twice. —Dr. John Beiter 

Con: Fool-proof crystal balls are in short supply these days. It's hard to anticipate every change in 

circumstance that might occur between the time a prenuptial agreement is written and when the 

marriage falls apart. What seems reasonable in 2012 might be ridiculously unfair to one of the 

spouses ten or twenty years later. —Meri Arnett-Kremian 
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Requirements and Validity of the Pre-nup 

The requirements and validity of Prenuptial Agreements vary significantly from state to state. 
What would work in one state will not work in another. 
 
For example, if you were doing a Prenuptial Agreement with your intended, how much infor-
mation do you have to give to them? Must you reveal all assets and debts?  The answer depends 
on your state.  Is it valid if your spouse did not reveal all of their assets and debts?  The answer 
depends on your state.  Must you reveal “expectancies?” The answer depends on your state.  
Must both sides be represented by counsel? This answer also depends on your state. 
 
There’s a long list of such items that vary by state. And, the requirements in practice may differ 
somewhat from what a cursory reading of the law might reveal. 

Estate Planning is the intersection of many different areas of the law. Of course, an Estate Planning 
attorney should understand Probate and Trust Law. And, Estate Planning attorneys must understand 
Estate & Gift taxes, at a minimum.  It is also generally expected that they will have somewhat broader 
knowledge of Tax Law. On the other hand, there are some areas of the law that they certainly are not 
expected to understand. Criminal Law is a good example of this. 
 
Arguably, Prenuptial Agreements fall in a grey area. They certainly can affect traditional areas of Estate 
Planning, such as the disposition of assets at death. But, they also tread on traditional areas of Family 
Law, such as the disposition of assets upon divorce. 

Simple Alternative to a Pre-nup is the …. 
 

NEVADA SELF-SETTLED SPENDTHRIFT TRUST which is a trust that 
protects assets from creditors, including by definition a future 
spouse.  

 
This technique is very appealing to many individuals who, 
although they would like to protect their assets from the 
uncertain future or the widely unpredictable discretion of 
a judge, would like to do so quietly and without the hassle 
of a pre-nuptial agreement. 
 
More information on this complex area of estate planning 
is available on our website at www.hagendorflaw.com.  
Additionally, please contact us to set up a consultation for 
the answers to any of your questions. 

Afraid to Broach the Subject of a Pre-nup  
According to research, you’re not alone.  Experts advise: 

1. Have the conversation as early as possible 

2. Know that it’s going to be a weird, heavy conversation 

3. Emphasize how much of a headache you’ll be saving 
yourselves later 

4. Remind your partner that all relationships end one 
way or another.  You’re just trying to make the inevi-
table easier. 

5. Point out that a good prenup benefits the lower-
earning spouse, too 

6. Suggest that you co-create the agreement 

7. Leave room for change over time 
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To Pre-nup? Or not to Pre-nup? 
 

Due to the issues and problems surrounding 
prenuptial agreements, many individuals have 
turned to alternatives to protecting assets obtained 
prior to marriage, such as a domestic or foreign 
asset protection trust.  

“ 

“The prenup needs to be drawn up 
months before the wedding, not 

days - it's not something you slap 
together and sign in the car on the 
way to the ceremony. A shotgun 

prenup might not hold up in court.” 
~Suze Orman 
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1 jalapeno, seeded and minced (include some seeds 
for extra heat) 
1/2 bunch cilantro, chopped 
12 corn tortillas 
Crumbled queso fresco or cotija cheese 
 
Directions 

 Put the chicken breasts in a resealable plastic bag 
and add the oil, tequila, chili powder, cumin, the 
grated zest of both limes and some salt and 
pepper. Seal the bag and squish it all together. 
Refrigerate for 30 minutes or up to 2 hours. 

 While the chicken is marinating, make the salsa. 
Put the strawberries in a bowl along with the 
onions, bell peppers, jalapenos and most of the 
cilantro, reserving some for garnish. Add some 
salt and the juice of 1 of the limes. Mix it all 
together, cover and refrigerate. 

 Heat a grill pan over medium-high heat. Remove 
the chicken from the bag, shaking off any excess 
marinade. Grill until the chicken is well browned 
and cooked through, 5 to 6 minutes per side. 
Remove and let rest on a plate. When just cool 
enough to handle, shred the chicken with a fork. 

 To serve: remove the salsa from the fridge, taste 
and adjust the seasoning with more salt or lime 
juice. Heat the tortillas over a flame or in a 
microwave and keep warm. Fill a tortilla with 
some of the shredded chicken and top with some 
salsa. Serve topped with extra cilantro and the 
cheese, if using. Cut some wedges from the 
remaining lime to serve on the side. 
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Pre-nup 

• To Pre-nup? Or not to Pre-nup? 

• Simple Alternative to a Pre-nup  

• June’s Recipe—Grilled Chicken 

Tacos with Strawberry Salsa 

• Expert Thoughts on Pre-nups 

 Ingredients 

4 boneless, skinless chicken breasts 
1/4 cup extra-virgin olive oil 
1/4 cup tequila 
1 Tbsp. chili powder 
1 Tsp. ground cumin 
2 limes 
Kosher salt and fresh ground black pepper 
1 Qt. strawberries 
1 medium red onion, very finely diced 
1 jalapeno, seeded and minced (include some seeds 
for extra heat) 
1/2 bunch cilantro, chopped 
12 corn tortillas 
Crumbled queso fresco or cotija cheese 
 
Directions 

 Put the chicken breasts in a resealable plastic bag 
and add the oil, tequila, chili powder, cumin, the 
grated zest of both limes and some salt and 
pepper. Seal the bag and squish it all together. 
Refrigerate for 30 minutes or up to 2 hours. 

 While the chicken is marinating, make the salsa. 
Put the strawberries in a bowl along with the 
onions, bell peppers, jalapenos and most of the 
cilantro, reserving some for garnish. Add some 
salt and the juice of 1 of the limes. Mix it all 
together, cover and refrigerate. 

 Heat a grill pan over medium-high heat. Remove 
the chicken from the bag, shaking off any excess 
marinade. Grill until the chicken is well browned 
and cooked through, 5 to 6 minutes per side. 
Remove and let rest on a plate. When just cool 
enough to handle, shred the chicken with a fork. 

 To serve: remove the salsa from the fridge, taste 
and adjust the seasoning with more salt or lime 
juice. Heat the tortillas over a flame or in a 
microwave and keep warm. Fill a tortilla with 
some of the shredded chicken and top with some 
salsa. Serve topped with extra cilantro and the 
cheese, if using. Cut some wedges from the 
remaining lime to serve on the side. 
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June’s Recipe - Grilled Chicken Tacos with Strawberry Salsa 

What Various Relationship Experts Say on the Issue of Pre-
Nups  

Pro: The most common reason couples fight is because of finances. Getting it all out on the table 
up front will help with discussing financial matters down the road. —Carol Clark 

Con: If both parties are young and are just starting out with relatively equal contributions, then it 
does not seem to make sense to have a prenup signed. It erodes trust immediately and can leave 
one feeling suspicious as to the motives of the other. —Dr. John Beiter 

Pro: Spending habits need to be considered. If one person spends irresponsibly and the other per-
son is frugal/responsible then in order to be fair in the event of a death or divorce the one who 
saved should not be "penalized" twice. —Dr. John Beiter 

Con: Fool-proof crystal balls are in short supply these days. It's hard to anticipate every change in 

circumstance that might occur between the time a prenuptial agreement is written and when the 

marriage falls apart. What seems reasonable in 2012 might be ridiculously unfair to one of the 

spouses ten or twenty years later. —Meri Arnett-Kremian 
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Requirements and Validity of the Pre-nup 

The requirements and validity of Prenuptial Agreements vary significantly from state to state. 
What would work in one state will not work in another. 
 
For example, if you were doing a Prenuptial Agreement with your intended, how much infor-
mation do you have to give to them? Must you reveal all assets and debts?  The answer depends 
on your state.  Is it valid if your spouse did not reveal all of their assets and debts?  The answer 
depends on your state.  Must you reveal “expectancies?” The answer depends on your state.  
Must both sides be represented by counsel? This answer also depends on your state. 
 
There’s a long list of such items that vary by state. And, the requirements in practice may differ 
somewhat from what a cursory reading of the law might reveal. 

Estate Planning is the intersection of many different areas of the law. Of course, an Estate Planning 
attorney should understand Probate and Trust Law. And, Estate Planning attorneys must understand 
Estate & Gift taxes, at a minimum.  It is also generally expected that they will have somewhat broader 
knowledge of Tax Law. On the other hand, there are some areas of the law that they certainly are not 
expected to understand. Criminal Law is a good example of this. 
 
Arguably, Prenuptial Agreements fall in a grey area. They certainly can affect traditional areas of Estate 
Planning, such as the disposition of assets at death. But, they also tread on traditional areas of Family 
Law, such as the disposition of assets upon divorce. 

Simple Alternative to a Pre-nup is the …. 
 

NEVADA SELF-SETTLED SPENDTHRIFT TRUST which is a trust that 
protects assets from creditors, including by definition a future 
spouse.  

 
This technique is very appealing to many individuals who, 
although they would like to protect their assets from the 
uncertain future or the widely unpredictable discretion of 
a judge, would like to do so quietly and without the hassle 
of a pre-nuptial agreement. 
 
More information on this complex area of estate planning 
is available on our website at www.hagendorflaw.com.  
Additionally, please contact us to set up a consultation for 
the answers to any of your questions. 

Afraid to Broach the Subject of a Pre-nup  
According to research, you’re not alone.  Experts advise: 

1. Have the conversation as early as possible 

2. Know that it’s going to be a weird, heavy conversation 

3. Emphasize how much of a headache you’ll be saving 
yourselves later 

4. Remind your partner that all relationships end one 
way or another.  You’re just trying to make the inevi-
table easier. 

5. Point out that a good prenup benefits the lower-
earning spouse, too 

6. Suggest that you co-create the agreement 

7. Leave room for change over time 

 

Pre-nuptial Agreements in Estate Planning 
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table easier. 

5. Point out that a good prenup benefits the lower-
earning spouse, too 

6. Suggest that you co-create the agreement 

7. Leave room for change over time 
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grated zest of both limes and some salt and 
pepper. Seal the bag and squish it all together. 
Refrigerate for 30 minutes or up to 2 hours. 

 While the chicken is marinating, make the salsa. 
Put the strawberries in a bowl along with the 
onions, bell peppers, jalapenos and most of the 
cilantro, reserving some for garnish. Add some 
salt and the juice of 1 of the limes. Mix it all 
together, cover and refrigerate. 

 Heat a grill pan over medium-high heat. Remove 
the chicken from the bag, shaking off any excess 
marinade. Grill until the chicken is well browned 
and cooked through, 5 to 6 minutes per side. 
Remove and let rest on a plate. When just cool 
enough to handle, shred the chicken with a fork. 

 To serve: remove the salsa from the fridge, taste 
and adjust the seasoning with more salt or lime 
juice. Heat the tortillas over a flame or in a 
microwave and keep warm. Fill a tortilla with 
some of the shredded chicken and top with some 
salsa. Serve topped with extra cilantro and the 
cheese, if using. Cut some wedges from the 
remaining lime to serve on the side. 
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does not seem to make sense to have a prenup signed. It erodes trust immediately and can leave 
one feeling suspicious as to the motives of the other. —Dr. John Beiter 

Pro: Spending habits need to be considered. If one person spends irresponsibly and the other per-
son is frugal/responsible then in order to be fair in the event of a death or divorce the one who 
saved should not be "penalized" twice. —Dr. John Beiter 

Con: Fool-proof crystal balls are in short supply these days. It's hard to anticipate every change in 

circumstance that might occur between the time a prenuptial agreement is written and when the 

marriage falls apart. What seems reasonable in 2012 might be ridiculously unfair to one of the 
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Requirements and Validity of the Pre-nup 

The requirements and validity of Prenuptial Agreements vary significantly from state to state. 
What would work in one state will not work in another. 
 
For example, if you were doing a Prenuptial Agreement with your intended, how much infor-
mation do you have to give to them? Must you reveal all assets and debts?  The answer depends 
on your state.  Is it valid if your spouse did not reveal all of their assets and debts?  The answer 
depends on your state.  Must you reveal “expectancies?” The answer depends on your state.  
Must both sides be represented by counsel? This answer also depends on your state. 
 
There’s a long list of such items that vary by state. And, the requirements in practice may differ 
somewhat from what a cursory reading of the law might reveal. 
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attorney should understand Probate and Trust Law. And, Estate Planning attorneys must understand 
Estate & Gift taxes, at a minimum.  It is also generally expected that they will have somewhat broader 
knowledge of Tax Law. On the other hand, there are some areas of the law that they certainly are not 
expected to understand. Criminal Law is a good example of this. 
 
Arguably, Prenuptial Agreements fall in a grey area. They certainly can affect traditional areas of Estate 
Planning, such as the disposition of assets at death. But, they also tread on traditional areas of Family 
Law, such as the disposition of assets upon divorce. 

Simple Alternative to a Pre-nup is the …. 
 

NEVADA SELF-SETTLED SPENDTHRIFT TRUST which is a trust that 
protects assets from creditors, including by definition a future 
spouse.  

 
This technique is very appealing to many individuals who, 
although they would like to protect their assets from the 
uncertain future or the widely unpredictable discretion of 
a judge, would like to do so quietly and without the hassle 
of a pre-nuptial agreement. 
 
More information on this complex area of estate planning 
is available on our website at www.hagendorflaw.com.  
Additionally, please contact us to set up a consultation for 
the answers to any of your questions. 
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expected to understand. Criminal Law is a good example of this. 
 
Arguably, Prenuptial Agreements fall in a grey area. They certainly can affect traditional areas of Estate 
Planning, such as the disposition of assets at death. But, they also tread on traditional areas of Family 
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Simple Alternative to a Pre-nup is the …. 
 

NEVADA SELF-SETTLED SPENDTHRIFT TRUST which is a trust that 
protects assets from creditors, including by definition a future 
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This technique is very appealing to many individuals who, 
although they would like to protect their assets from the 
uncertain future or the widely unpredictable discretion of 
a judge, would like to do so quietly and without the hassle 
of a pre-nuptial agreement. 
 
More information on this complex area of estate planning 
is available on our website at www.hagendorflaw.com.  
Additionally, please contact us to set up a consultation for 
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Afraid to Broach the Subject of a Pre-nup  
According to research, you’re not alone.  Experts advise: 

1. Have the conversation as early as possible 

2. Know that it’s going to be a weird, heavy conversation 

3. Emphasize how much of a headache you’ll be saving 
yourselves later 
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table easier. 

5. Point out that a good prenup benefits the lower-
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6. Suggest that you co-create the agreement 
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prenuptial agreements, many individuals have 
turned to alternatives to protecting assets obtained 
prior to marriage, such as a domestic or foreign 
asset protection trust.  

“ 
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months before the wedding, not 

days - it's not something you slap 
together and sign in the car on the 
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spouses ten or twenty years later. —Meri Arnett-Kremian 
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Requirements and Validity of the Pre-nup 

The requirements and validity of Prenuptial Agreements vary significantly from state to state. 
What would work in one state will not work in another. 
 
For example, if you were doing a Prenuptial Agreement with your intended, how much infor-
mation do you have to give to them? Must you reveal all assets and debts?  The answer depends 
on your state.  Is it valid if your spouse did not reveal all of their assets and debts?  The answer 
depends on your state.  Must you reveal “expectancies?” The answer depends on your state.  
Must both sides be represented by counsel? This answer also depends on your state. 
 
There’s a long list of such items that vary by state. And, the requirements in practice may differ 
somewhat from what a cursory reading of the law might reveal. 

Estate Planning is the intersection of many different areas of the law. Of course, an Estate Planning 
attorney should understand Probate and Trust Law. And, Estate Planning attorneys must understand 
Estate & Gift taxes, at a minimum.  It is also generally expected that they will have somewhat broader 
knowledge of Tax Law. On the other hand, there are some areas of the law that they certainly are not 
expected to understand. Criminal Law is a good example of this. 
 
Arguably, Prenuptial Agreements fall in a grey area. They certainly can affect traditional areas of Estate 
Planning, such as the disposition of assets at death. But, they also tread on traditional areas of Family 
Law, such as the disposition of assets upon divorce. 

Simple Alternative to a Pre-nup is the …. 
 

NEVADA SELF-SETTLED SPENDTHRIFT TRUST which is a trust that 
protects assets from creditors, including by definition a future 
spouse.  

 
This technique is very appealing to many individuals who, 
although they would like to protect their assets from the 
uncertain future or the widely unpredictable discretion of 
a judge, would like to do so quietly and without the hassle 
of a pre-nuptial agreement. 
 
More information on this complex area of estate planning 
is available on our website at www.hagendorflaw.com.  
Additionally, please contact us to set up a consultation for 
the answers to any of your questions. 

Afraid to Broach the Subject of a Pre-nup  
According to research, you’re not alone.  Experts advise: 

1. Have the conversation as early as possible 

2. Know that it’s going to be a weird, heavy conversation 

3. Emphasize how much of a headache you’ll be saving 
yourselves later 

4. Remind your partner that all relationships end one 
way or another.  You’re just trying to make the inevi-
table easier. 

5. Point out that a good prenup benefits the lower-
earning spouse, too 

6. Suggest that you co-create the agreement 

7. Leave room for change over time 
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To Pre-nup? Or not to Pre-nup? 
 

Due to the issues and problems surrounding 
prenuptial agreements, many individuals have 
turned to alternatives to protecting assets obtained 
prior to marriage, such as a domestic or foreign 
asset protection trust.  

“ 

“The prenup needs to be drawn up 
months before the wedding, not 

days - it's not something you slap 
together and sign in the car on the 
way to the ceremony. A shotgun 

prenup might not hold up in court.” 
~Suze Orman 
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 Ingredients 

4 boneless, skinless chicken breasts 
1/4 cup extra-virgin olive oil 
1/4 cup tequila 
1 Tbsp. chili powder 
1 Tsp. ground cumin 
2 limes 
Kosher salt and fresh ground black pepper 
1 Qt. strawberries 
1 medium red onion, very finely diced 
1 jalapeno, seeded and minced (include some seeds 
for extra heat) 
1/2 bunch cilantro, chopped 
12 corn tortillas 
Crumbled queso fresco or cotija cheese 
 
Directions 

 Put the chicken breasts in a resealable plastic bag 
and add the oil, tequila, chili powder, cumin, the 
grated zest of both limes and some salt and 
pepper. Seal the bag and squish it all together. 
Refrigerate for 30 minutes or up to 2 hours. 

 While the chicken is marinating, make the salsa. 
Put the strawberries in a bowl along with the 
onions, bell peppers, jalapenos and most of the 
cilantro, reserving some for garnish. Add some 
salt and the juice of 1 of the limes. Mix it all 
together, cover and refrigerate. 

 Heat a grill pan over medium-high heat. Remove 
the chicken from the bag, shaking off any excess 
marinade. Grill until the chicken is well browned 
and cooked through, 5 to 6 minutes per side. 
Remove and let rest on a plate. When just cool 
enough to handle, shred the chicken with a fork. 

 To serve: remove the salsa from the fridge, taste 
and adjust the seasoning with more salt or lime 
juice. Heat the tortillas over a flame or in a 
microwave and keep warm. Fill a tortilla with 
some of the shredded chicken and top with some 
salsa. Serve topped with extra cilantro and the 
cheese, if using. Cut some wedges from the 
remaining lime to serve on the side. 
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does not seem to make sense to have a prenup signed. It erodes trust immediately and can leave 
one feeling suspicious as to the motives of the other. —Dr. John Beiter 

Pro: Spending habits need to be considered. If one person spends irresponsibly and the other per-
son is frugal/responsible then in order to be fair in the event of a death or divorce the one who 
saved should not be "penalized" twice. —Dr. John Beiter 

Con: Fool-proof crystal balls are in short supply these days. It's hard to anticipate every change in 
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Con: If both parties are young and are just starting out with relatively equal contributions, then it 
does not seem to make sense to have a prenup signed. It erodes trust immediately and can leave 
one feeling suspicious as to the motives of the other. —Dr. John Beiter 

Pro: Spending habits need to be considered. If one person spends irresponsibly and the other per-
son is frugal/responsible then in order to be fair in the event of a death or divorce the one who 
saved should not be "penalized" twice. —Dr. John Beiter 

Con: Fool-proof crystal balls are in short supply these days. It's hard to anticipate every change in 

circumstance that might occur between the time a prenuptial agreement is written and when the 

marriage falls apart. What seems reasonable in 2012 might be ridiculously unfair to one of the 

spouses ten or twenty years later. —Meri Arnett-Kremian 
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Requirements and Validity of the Pre-nup 

The requirements and validity of Prenuptial Agreements vary significantly from state to state. 
What would work in one state will not work in another. 
 
For example, if you were doing a Prenuptial Agreement with your intended, how much infor-
mation do you have to give to them? Must you reveal all assets and debts?  The answer depends 
on your state.  Is it valid if your spouse did not reveal all of their assets and debts?  The answer 
depends on your state.  Must you reveal “expectancies?” The answer depends on your state.  
Must both sides be represented by counsel? This answer also depends on your state. 
 
There’s a long list of such items that vary by state. And, the requirements in practice may differ 
somewhat from what a cursory reading of the law might reveal. 

Estate Planning is the intersection of many different areas of the law. Of course, an Estate Planning 
attorney should understand Probate and Trust Law. And, Estate Planning attorneys must understand 
Estate & Gift taxes, at a minimum.  It is also generally expected that they will have somewhat broader 
knowledge of Tax Law. On the other hand, there are some areas of the law that they certainly are not 
expected to understand. Criminal Law is a good example of this. 
 
Arguably, Prenuptial Agreements fall in a grey area. They certainly can affect traditional areas of Estate 
Planning, such as the disposition of assets at death. But, they also tread on traditional areas of Family 
Law, such as the disposition of assets upon divorce. 

Simple Alternative to a Pre-nup is the …. 
 

NEVADA SELF-SETTLED SPENDTHRIFT TRUST which is a trust that 
protects assets from creditors, including by definition a future 
spouse.  

 
This technique is very appealing to many individuals who, 
although they would like to protect their assets from the 
uncertain future or the widely unpredictable discretion of 
a judge, would like to do so quietly and without the hassle 
of a pre-nuptial agreement. 
 
More information on this complex area of estate planning 
is available on our website at www.hagendorflaw.com.  
Additionally, please contact us to set up a consultation for 
the answers to any of your questions. 

Afraid to Broach the Subject of a Pre-nup  
According to research, you’re not alone.  Experts advise: 

1. Have the conversation as early as possible 

2. Know that it’s going to be a weird, heavy conversation 

3. Emphasize how much of a headache you’ll be saving 
yourselves later 

4. Remind your partner that all relationships end one 
way or another.  You’re just trying to make the inevi-
table easier. 

5. Point out that a good prenup benefits the lower-
earning spouse, too 

6. Suggest that you co-create the agreement 

7. Leave room for change over time 
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To Pre-nup? Or not to Pre-nup? 
 

Due to the issues and problems surrounding 
prenuptial agreements, many individuals have 
turned to alternatives to protecting assets obtained 
prior to marriage, such as a domestic or foreign 
asset protection trust.  

“ 

“The prenup needs to be drawn up 
months before the wedding, not 

days - it's not something you slap 
together and sign in the car on the 
way to the ceremony. A shotgun 

prenup might not hold up in court.” 
~Suze Orman 
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4 boneless, skinless chicken breasts 
1/4 cup extra-virgin olive oil 
1/4 cup tequila 
1 Tbsp. chili powder 
1 Tsp. ground cumin 
2 limes 
Kosher salt and fresh ground black pepper 
1 Qt. strawberries 
1 medium red onion, very finely diced 
1 jalapeno, seeded and minced (include some seeds 
for extra heat) 
1/2 bunch cilantro, chopped 
12 corn tortillas 
Crumbled queso fresco or cotija cheese 
 
Directions 

 Put the chicken breasts in a resealable plastic bag 
and add the oil, tequila, chili powder, cumin, the 
grated zest of both limes and some salt and 
pepper. Seal the bag and squish it all together. 
Refrigerate for 30 minutes or up to 2 hours. 

 While the chicken is marinating, make the salsa. 
Put the strawberries in a bowl along with the 
onions, bell peppers, jalapenos and most of the 
cilantro, reserving some for garnish. Add some 
salt and the juice of 1 of the limes. Mix it all 
together, cover and refrigerate. 

 Heat a grill pan over medium-high heat. Remove 
the chicken from the bag, shaking off any excess 
marinade. Grill until the chicken is well browned 
and cooked through, 5 to 6 minutes per side. 
Remove and let rest on a plate. When just cool 
enough to handle, shred the chicken with a fork. 

 To serve: remove the salsa from the fridge, taste 
and adjust the seasoning with more salt or lime 
juice. Heat the tortillas over a flame or in a 
microwave and keep warm. Fill a tortilla with 
some of the shredded chicken and top with some 
salsa. Serve topped with extra cilantro and the 
cheese, if using. Cut some wedges from the 
remaining lime to serve on the side. 
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 While the chicken is marinating, make the salsa. 
Put the strawberries in a bowl along with the 
onions, bell peppers, jalapenos and most of the 
cilantro, reserving some for garnish. Add some 
salt and the juice of 1 of the limes. Mix it all 
together, cover and refrigerate. 

 Heat a grill pan over medium-high heat. Remove 
the chicken from the bag, shaking off any excess 
marinade. Grill until the chicken is well browned 
and cooked through, 5 to 6 minutes per side. 
Remove and let rest on a plate. When just cool 
enough to handle, shred the chicken with a fork. 

 To serve: remove the salsa from the fridge, taste 
and adjust the seasoning with more salt or lime 
juice. Heat the tortillas over a flame or in a 
microwave and keep warm. Fill a tortilla with 
some of the shredded chicken and top with some 
salsa. Serve topped with extra cilantro and the 
cheese, if using. Cut some wedges from the 
remaining lime to serve on the side. 
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What Various Relationship Experts Say on the Issue of Pre-
Nups  

Pro: The most common reason couples fight is because of finances. Getting it all out on the table 
up front will help with discussing financial matters down the road. —Carol Clark 

Con: If both parties are young and are just starting out with relatively equal contributions, then it 
does not seem to make sense to have a prenup signed. It erodes trust immediately and can leave 
one feeling suspicious as to the motives of the other. —Dr. John Beiter 

Pro: Spending habits need to be considered. If one person spends irresponsibly and the other per-
son is frugal/responsible then in order to be fair in the event of a death or divorce the one who 
saved should not be "penalized" twice. —Dr. John Beiter 

Con: Fool-proof crystal balls are in short supply these days. It's hard to anticipate every change in 

circumstance that might occur between the time a prenuptial agreement is written and when the 

marriage falls apart. What seems reasonable in 2012 might be ridiculously unfair to one of the 

spouses ten or twenty years later. —Meri Arnett-Kremian 
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Requirements and Validity of the Pre-nup 

The requirements and validity of Prenuptial Agreements vary significantly from state to state. 
What would work in one state will not work in another. 
 
For example, if you were doing a Prenuptial Agreement with your intended, how much infor-
mation do you have to give to them? Must you reveal all assets and debts?  The answer depends 
on your state.  Is it valid if your spouse did not reveal all of their assets and debts?  The answer 
depends on your state.  Must you reveal “expectancies?” The answer depends on your state.  
Must both sides be represented by counsel? This answer also depends on your state. 
 
There’s a long list of such items that vary by state. And, the requirements in practice may differ 
somewhat from what a cursory reading of the law might reveal. 

Estate Planning is the intersection of many different areas of the law. Of course, an Estate Planning 
attorney should understand Probate and Trust Law. And, Estate Planning attorneys must understand 
Estate & Gift taxes, at a minimum.  It is also generally expected that they will have somewhat broader 
knowledge of Tax Law. On the other hand, there are some areas of the law that they certainly are not 
expected to understand. Criminal Law is a good example of this. 
 
Arguably, Prenuptial Agreements fall in a grey area. They certainly can affect traditional areas of Estate 
Planning, such as the disposition of assets at death. But, they also tread on traditional areas of Family 
Law, such as the disposition of assets upon divorce. 

Simple Alternative to a Pre-nup is the …. 
 

NEVADA SELF-SETTLED SPENDTHRIFT TRUST which is a trust that 
protects assets from creditors, including by definition a future 
spouse.  

 
This technique is very appealing to many individuals who, 
although they would like to protect their assets from the 
uncertain future or the widely unpredictable discretion of 
a judge, would like to do so quietly and without the hassle 
of a pre-nuptial agreement. 
 
More information on this complex area of estate planning 
is available on our website at www.hagendorflaw.com.  
Additionally, please contact us to set up a consultation for 
the answers to any of your questions. 

Afraid to Broach the Subject of a Pre-nup  
According to research, you’re not alone.  Experts advise: 

1. Have the conversation as early as possible 

2. Know that it’s going to be a weird, heavy conversation 

3. Emphasize how much of a headache you’ll be saving 
yourselves later 

4. Remind your partner that all relationships end one 
way or another.  You’re just trying to make the inevi-
table easier. 

5. Point out that a good prenup benefits the lower-
earning spouse, too 

6. Suggest that you co-create the agreement 

7. Leave room for change over time 
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To Pre-nup? Or not to Pre-nup? 
 

Due to the issues and problems surrounding 
prenuptial agreements, many individuals have 
turned to alternatives to protecting assets obtained 
prior to marriage, such as a domestic or foreign 
asset protection trust.  

“ 

“The prenup needs to be drawn up 
months before the wedding, not 

days - it's not something you slap 
together and sign in the car on the 
way to the ceremony. A shotgun 

prenup might not hold up in court.” 
~Suze Orman 
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Remove and let rest on a plate. When just cool 
enough to handle, shred the chicken with a fork. 

 To serve: remove the salsa from the fridge, taste 
and adjust the seasoning with more salt or lime 
juice. Heat the tortillas over a flame or in a 
microwave and keep warm. Fill a tortilla with 
some of the shredded chicken and top with some 
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Con: If both parties are young and are just starting out with relatively equal contributions, then it 
does not seem to make sense to have a prenup signed. It erodes trust immediately and can leave 
one feeling suspicious as to the motives of the other. —Dr. John Beiter 

Pro: Spending habits need to be considered. If one person spends irresponsibly and the other per-
son is frugal/responsible then in order to be fair in the event of a death or divorce the one who 
saved should not be "penalized" twice. —Dr. John Beiter 

Con: Fool-proof crystal balls are in short supply these days. It's hard to anticipate every change in 

circumstance that might occur between the time a prenuptial agreement is written and when the 

marriage falls apart. What seems reasonable in 2012 might be ridiculously unfair to one of the 

spouses ten or twenty years later. —Meri Arnett-Kremian 
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Requirements and Validity of the Pre-nup 

The requirements and validity of Prenuptial Agreements vary significantly from state to state. 
What would work in one state will not work in another. 
 
For example, if you were doing a Prenuptial Agreement with your intended, how much infor-
mation do you have to give to them? Must you reveal all assets and debts?  The answer depends 
on your state.  Is it valid if your spouse did not reveal all of their assets and debts?  The answer 
depends on your state.  Must you reveal “expectancies?” The answer depends on your state.  
Must both sides be represented by counsel? This answer also depends on your state. 
 
There’s a long list of such items that vary by state. And, the requirements in practice may differ 
somewhat from what a cursory reading of the law might reveal. 

Estate Planning is the intersection of many different areas of the law. Of course, an Estate Planning 
attorney should understand Probate and Trust Law. And, Estate Planning attorneys must understand 
Estate & Gift taxes, at a minimum.  It is also generally expected that they will have somewhat broader 
knowledge of Tax Law. On the other hand, there are some areas of the law that they certainly are not 
expected to understand. Criminal Law is a good example of this. 
 
Arguably, Prenuptial Agreements fall in a grey area. They certainly can affect traditional areas of Estate 
Planning, such as the disposition of assets at death. But, they also tread on traditional areas of Family 
Law, such as the disposition of assets upon divorce. 

Simple Alternative to a Pre-nup is the …. 
 

NEVADA SELF-SETTLED SPENDTHRIFT TRUST which is a trust that 
protects assets from creditors, including by definition a future 
spouse.  

 
This technique is very appealing to many individuals who, 
although they would like to protect their assets from the 
uncertain future or the widely unpredictable discretion of 
a judge, would like to do so quietly and without the hassle 
of a pre-nuptial agreement. 
 
More information on this complex area of estate planning 
is available on our website at www.hagendorflaw.com.  
Additionally, please contact us to set up a consultation for 
the answers to any of your questions. 

Afraid to Broach the Subject of a Pre-nup  
According to research, you’re not alone.  Experts advise: 

1. Have the conversation as early as possible 

2. Know that it’s going to be a weird, heavy conversation 

3. Emphasize how much of a headache you’ll be saving 
yourselves later 

4. Remind your partner that all relationships end one 
way or another.  You’re just trying to make the inevi-
table easier. 

5. Point out that a good prenup benefits the lower-
earning spouse, too 

6. Suggest that you co-create the agreement 

7. Leave room for change over time 
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knowledge of Tax Law. On the other hand, there are some areas of the law that they certainly are not 
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According to research, you’re not alone.  Experts advise: 
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Due to the issues and problems surrounding 
prenuptial agreements, many individuals have 
turned to alternatives to protecting assets obtained 
prior to marriage, such as a domestic or foreign 
asset protection trust.  

“ 

“The prenup needs to be drawn up 
months before the wedding, not 

days - it's not something you slap 
together and sign in the car on the 
way to the ceremony. A shotgun 
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Remove and let rest on a plate. When just cool 
enough to handle, shred the chicken with a fork. 

 To serve: remove the salsa from the fridge, taste 
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some of the shredded chicken and top with some 
salsa. Serve topped with extra cilantro and the 
cheese, if using. Cut some wedges from the 
remaining lime to serve on the side. 
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saved should not be "penalized" twice. —Dr. John Beiter 

Con: Fool-proof crystal balls are in short supply these days. It's hard to anticipate every change in 

circumstance that might occur between the time a prenuptial agreement is written and when the 

marriage falls apart. What seems reasonable in 2012 might be ridiculously unfair to one of the 

spouses ten or twenty years later. —Meri Arnett-Kremian 
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Requirements and Validity of the Pre-nup 

The requirements and validity of Prenuptial Agreements vary significantly from state to state. 
What would work in one state will not work in another. 
 
For example, if you were doing a Prenuptial Agreement with your intended, how much infor-
mation do you have to give to them? Must you reveal all assets and debts?  The answer depends 
on your state.  Is it valid if your spouse did not reveal all of their assets and debts?  The answer 
depends on your state.  Must you reveal “expectancies?” The answer depends on your state.  
Must both sides be represented by counsel? This answer also depends on your state. 
 
There’s a long list of such items that vary by state. And, the requirements in practice may differ 
somewhat from what a cursory reading of the law might reveal. 

Estate Planning is the intersection of many different areas of the law. Of course, an Estate Planning 
attorney should understand Probate and Trust Law. And, Estate Planning attorneys must understand 
Estate & Gift taxes, at a minimum.  It is also generally expected that they will have somewhat broader 
knowledge of Tax Law. On the other hand, there are some areas of the law that they certainly are not 
expected to understand. Criminal Law is a good example of this. 
 
Arguably, Prenuptial Agreements fall in a grey area. They certainly can affect traditional areas of Estate 
Planning, such as the disposition of assets at death. But, they also tread on traditional areas of Family 
Law, such as the disposition of assets upon divorce. 

Simple Alternative to a Pre-nup is the …. 
 

NEVADA SELF-SETTLED SPENDTHRIFT TRUST which is a trust that 
protects assets from creditors, including by definition a future 
spouse.  

 
This technique is very appealing to many individuals who, 
although they would like to protect their assets from the 
uncertain future or the widely unpredictable discretion of 
a judge, would like to do so quietly and without the hassle 
of a pre-nuptial agreement. 
 
More information on this complex area of estate planning 
is available on our website at www.hagendorflaw.com.  
Additionally, please contact us to set up a consultation for 
the answers to any of your questions. 

Afraid to Broach the Subject of a Pre-nup  
According to research, you’re not alone.  Experts advise: 

1. Have the conversation as early as possible 

2. Know that it’s going to be a weird, heavy conversation 

3. Emphasize how much of a headache you’ll be saving 
yourselves later 

4. Remind your partner that all relationships end one 
way or another.  You’re just trying to make the inevi-
table easier. 

5. Point out that a good prenup benefits the lower-
earning spouse, too 

6. Suggest that you co-create the agreement 

7. Leave room for change over time 
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To Pre-nup? Or not to Pre-nup? 
 

Due to the issues and problems surrounding 
prenuptial agreements, many individuals have 
turned to alternatives to protecting assets obtained 
prior to marriage, such as a domestic or foreign 
asset protection trust.  

“ 

“The prenup needs to be drawn up 
months before the wedding, not 

days - it's not something you slap 
together and sign in the car on the 
way to the ceremony. A shotgun 

prenup might not hold up in court.” 
~Suze Orman 
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 Ingredients 

4 boneless, skinless chicken breasts 
1/4 cup extra-virgin olive oil 
1/4 cup tequila 
1 Tbsp. chili powder 
1 Tsp. ground cumin 
2 limes 
Kosher salt and fresh ground black pepper 
1 Qt. strawberries 
1 medium red onion, very finely diced 
1 jalapeno, seeded and minced (include some seeds 
for extra heat) 
1/2 bunch cilantro, chopped 
12 corn tortillas 
Crumbled queso fresco or cotija cheese 
 
Directions 

 Put the chicken breasts in a resealable plastic bag 
and add the oil, tequila, chili powder, cumin, the 
grated zest of both limes and some salt and 
pepper. Seal the bag and squish it all together. 
Refrigerate for 30 minutes or up to 2 hours. 

 While the chicken is marinating, make the salsa. 
Put the strawberries in a bowl along with the 
onions, bell peppers, jalapenos and most of the 
cilantro, reserving some for garnish. Add some 
salt and the juice of 1 of the limes. Mix it all 
together, cover and refrigerate. 

 Heat a grill pan over medium-high heat. Remove 
the chicken from the bag, shaking off any excess 
marinade. Grill until the chicken is well browned 
and cooked through, 5 to 6 minutes per side. 
Remove and let rest on a plate. When just cool 
enough to handle, shred the chicken with a fork. 

 To serve: remove the salsa from the fridge, taste 
and adjust the seasoning with more salt or lime 
juice. Heat the tortillas over a flame or in a 
microwave and keep warm. Fill a tortilla with 
some of the shredded chicken and top with some 
salsa. Serve topped with extra cilantro and the 
cheese, if using. Cut some wedges from the 
remaining lime to serve on the side. 
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does not seem to make sense to have a prenup signed. It erodes trust immediately and can leave 
one feeling suspicious as to the motives of the other. —Dr. John Beiter 

Pro: Spending habits need to be considered. If one person spends irresponsibly and the other per-
son is frugal/responsible then in order to be fair in the event of a death or divorce the one who 
saved should not be "penalized" twice. —Dr. John Beiter 

Con: Fool-proof crystal balls are in short supply these days. It's hard to anticipate every change in 

circumstance that might occur between the time a prenuptial agreement is written and when the 

marriage falls apart. What seems reasonable in 2012 might be ridiculously unfair to one of the 

spouses ten or twenty years later. —Meri Arnett-Kremian 
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Requirements and Validity of the Pre-nup 

The requirements and validity of Prenuptial Agreements vary significantly from state to state. 
What would work in one state will not work in another. 
 
For example, if you were doing a Prenuptial Agreement with your intended, how much infor-
mation do you have to give to them? Must you reveal all assets and debts?  The answer depends 
on your state.  Is it valid if your spouse did not reveal all of their assets and debts?  The answer 
depends on your state.  Must you reveal “expectancies?” The answer depends on your state.  
Must both sides be represented by counsel? This answer also depends on your state. 
 
There’s a long list of such items that vary by state. And, the requirements in practice may differ 
somewhat from what a cursory reading of the law might reveal. 

Estate Planning is the intersection of many different areas of the law. Of course, an Estate Planning 
attorney should understand Probate and Trust Law. And, Estate Planning attorneys must understand 
Estate & Gift taxes, at a minimum.  It is also generally expected that they will have somewhat broader 
knowledge of Tax Law. On the other hand, there are some areas of the law that they certainly are not 
expected to understand. Criminal Law is a good example of this. 
 
Arguably, Prenuptial Agreements fall in a grey area. They certainly can affect traditional areas of Estate 
Planning, such as the disposition of assets at death. But, they also tread on traditional areas of Family 
Law, such as the disposition of assets upon divorce. 

Simple Alternative to a Pre-nup is the …. 
 

NEVADA SELF-SETTLED SPENDTHRIFT TRUST which is a trust that 
protects assets from creditors, including by definition a future 
spouse.  

 
This technique is very appealing to many individuals who, 
although they would like to protect their assets from the 
uncertain future or the widely unpredictable discretion of 
a judge, would like to do so quietly and without the hassle 
of a pre-nuptial agreement. 
 
More information on this complex area of estate planning 
is available on our website at www.hagendorflaw.com.  
Additionally, please contact us to set up a consultation for 
the answers to any of your questions. 

Afraid to Broach the Subject of a Pre-nup  
According to research, you’re not alone.  Experts advise: 

1. Have the conversation as early as possible 

2. Know that it’s going to be a weird, heavy conversation 

3. Emphasize how much of a headache you’ll be saving 
yourselves later 

4. Remind your partner that all relationships end one 
way or another.  You’re just trying to make the inevi-
table easier. 

5. Point out that a good prenup benefits the lower-
earning spouse, too 

6. Suggest that you co-create the agreement 

7. Leave room for change over time 
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To Pre-nup? Or not to Pre-nup? 
 

Due to the issues and problems surrounding 
prenuptial agreements, many individuals have 
turned to alternatives to protecting assets obtained 
prior to marriage, such as a domestic or foreign 
asset protection trust.  

“ 

“The prenup needs to be drawn up 
months before the wedding, not 

days - it's not something you slap 
together and sign in the car on the 
way to the ceremony. A shotgun 

prenup might not hold up in court.” 
~Suze Orman 
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1 Tsp. ground cumin 
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Kosher salt and fresh ground black pepper 
1 Qt. strawberries 
1 medium red onion, very finely diced 
1 jalapeno, seeded and minced (include some seeds 
for extra heat) 
1/2 bunch cilantro, chopped 
12 corn tortillas 
Crumbled queso fresco or cotija cheese 
 
Directions 

 Put the chicken breasts in a resealable plastic bag 
and add the oil, tequila, chili powder, cumin, the 
grated zest of both limes and some salt and 
pepper. Seal the bag and squish it all together. 
Refrigerate for 30 minutes or up to 2 hours. 

 While the chicken is marinating, make the salsa. 
Put the strawberries in a bowl along with the 
onions, bell peppers, jalapenos and most of the 
cilantro, reserving some for garnish. Add some 
salt and the juice of 1 of the limes. Mix it all 
together, cover and refrigerate. 

 Heat a grill pan over medium-high heat. Remove 
the chicken from the bag, shaking off any excess 
marinade. Grill until the chicken is well browned 
and cooked through, 5 to 6 minutes per side. 
Remove and let rest on a plate. When just cool 
enough to handle, shred the chicken with a fork. 

 To serve: remove the salsa from the fridge, taste 
and adjust the seasoning with more salt or lime 
juice. Heat the tortillas over a flame or in a 
microwave and keep warm. Fill a tortilla with 
some of the shredded chicken and top with some 
salsa. Serve topped with extra cilantro and the 
cheese, if using. Cut some wedges from the 
remaining lime to serve on the side. 
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Remove and let rest on a plate. When just cool 
enough to handle, shred the chicken with a fork. 

 To serve: remove the salsa from the fridge, taste 
and adjust the seasoning with more salt or lime 
juice. Heat the tortillas over a flame or in a 
microwave and keep warm. Fill a tortilla with 
some of the shredded chicken and top with some 
salsa. Serve topped with extra cilantro and the 
cheese, if using. Cut some wedges from the 
remaining lime to serve on the side. 
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does not seem to make sense to have a prenup signed. It erodes trust immediately and can leave 
one feeling suspicious as to the motives of the other. —Dr. John Beiter 

Pro: Spending habits need to be considered. If one person spends irresponsibly and the other per-
son is frugal/responsible then in order to be fair in the event of a death or divorce the one who 
saved should not be "penalized" twice. —Dr. John Beiter 

Con: Fool-proof crystal balls are in short supply these days. It's hard to anticipate every change in 

circumstance that might occur between the time a prenuptial agreement is written and when the 

marriage falls apart. What seems reasonable in 2012 might be ridiculously unfair to one of the 

spouses ten or twenty years later. —Meri Arnett-Kremian 
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Requirements and Validity of the Pre-nup 

The requirements and validity of Prenuptial Agreements vary significantly from state to state. 
What would work in one state will not work in another. 
 
For example, if you were doing a Prenuptial Agreement with your intended, how much infor-
mation do you have to give to them? Must you reveal all assets and debts?  The answer depends 
on your state.  Is it valid if your spouse did not reveal all of their assets and debts?  The answer 
depends on your state.  Must you reveal “expectancies?” The answer depends on your state.  
Must both sides be represented by counsel? This answer also depends on your state. 
 
There’s a long list of such items that vary by state. And, the requirements in practice may differ 
somewhat from what a cursory reading of the law might reveal. 

Estate Planning is the intersection of many different areas of the law. Of course, an Estate Planning 
attorney should understand Probate and Trust Law. And, Estate Planning attorneys must understand 
Estate & Gift taxes, at a minimum.  It is also generally expected that they will have somewhat broader 
knowledge of Tax Law. On the other hand, there are some areas of the law that they certainly are not 
expected to understand. Criminal Law is a good example of this. 
 
Arguably, Prenuptial Agreements fall in a grey area. They certainly can affect traditional areas of Estate 
Planning, such as the disposition of assets at death. But, they also tread on traditional areas of Family 
Law, such as the disposition of assets upon divorce. 

Simple Alternative to a Pre-nup is the …. 
 

NEVADA SELF-SETTLED SPENDTHRIFT TRUST which is a trust that 
protects assets from creditors, including by definition a future 
spouse.  

 
This technique is very appealing to many individuals who, 
although they would like to protect their assets from the 
uncertain future or the widely unpredictable discretion of 
a judge, would like to do so quietly and without the hassle 
of a pre-nuptial agreement. 
 
More information on this complex area of estate planning 
is available on our website at www.hagendorflaw.com.  
Additionally, please contact us to set up a consultation for 
the answers to any of your questions. 

Afraid to Broach the Subject of a Pre-nup  
According to research, you’re not alone.  Experts advise: 

1. Have the conversation as early as possible 

2. Know that it’s going to be a weird, heavy conversation 

3. Emphasize how much of a headache you’ll be saving 
yourselves later 

4. Remind your partner that all relationships end one 
way or another.  You’re just trying to make the inevi-
table easier. 

5. Point out that a good prenup benefits the lower-
earning spouse, too 

6. Suggest that you co-create the agreement 

7. Leave room for change over time 
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cilantro, reserving some for garnish. Add some 
salt and the juice of 1 of the limes. Mix it all 
together, cover and refrigerate. 

 Heat a grill pan over medium-high heat. Remove 
the chicken from the bag, shaking off any excess 
marinade. Grill until the chicken is well browned 
and cooked through, 5 to 6 minutes per side. 
Remove and let rest on a plate. When just cool 
enough to handle, shred the chicken with a fork. 

 To serve: remove the salsa from the fridge, taste 
and adjust the seasoning with more salt or lime 
juice. Heat the tortillas over a flame or in a 
microwave and keep warm. Fill a tortilla with 
some of the shredded chicken and top with some 
salsa. Serve topped with extra cilantro and the 
cheese, if using. Cut some wedges from the 
remaining lime to serve on the side. 
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Pro: The most common reason couples fight is because of finances. Getting it all out on the table 
up front will help with discussing financial matters down the road. —Carol Clark 

Con: If both parties are young and are just starting out with relatively equal contributions, then it 
does not seem to make sense to have a prenup signed. It erodes trust immediately and can leave 
one feeling suspicious as to the motives of the other. —Dr. John Beiter 

Pro: Spending habits need to be considered. If one person spends irresponsibly and the other per-
son is frugal/responsible then in order to be fair in the event of a death or divorce the one who 
saved should not be "penalized" twice. —Dr. John Beiter 

Con: Fool-proof crystal balls are in short supply these days. It's hard to anticipate every change in 

circumstance that might occur between the time a prenuptial agreement is written and when the 

marriage falls apart. What seems reasonable in 2012 might be ridiculously unfair to one of the 

spouses ten or twenty years later. —Meri Arnett-Kremian 
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Requirements and Validity of the Pre-nup 

The requirements and validity of Prenuptial Agreements vary significantly from state to state. 
What would work in one state will not work in another. 
 
For example, if you were doing a Prenuptial Agreement with your intended, how much infor-
mation do you have to give to them? Must you reveal all assets and debts?  The answer depends 
on your state.  Is it valid if your spouse did not reveal all of their assets and debts?  The answer 
depends on your state.  Must you reveal “expectancies?” The answer depends on your state.  
Must both sides be represented by counsel? This answer also depends on your state. 
 
There’s a long list of such items that vary by state. And, the requirements in practice may differ 
somewhat from what a cursory reading of the law might reveal. 

Estate Planning is the intersection of many different areas of the law. Of course, an Estate Planning 
attorney should understand Probate and Trust Law. And, Estate Planning attorneys must understand 
Estate & Gift taxes, at a minimum.  It is also generally expected that they will have somewhat broader 
knowledge of Tax Law. On the other hand, there are some areas of the law that they certainly are not 
expected to understand. Criminal Law is a good example of this. 
 
Arguably, Prenuptial Agreements fall in a grey area. They certainly can affect traditional areas of Estate 
Planning, such as the disposition of assets at death. But, they also tread on traditional areas of Family 
Law, such as the disposition of assets upon divorce. 

Simple Alternative to a Pre-nup is the …. 
 

NEVADA SELF-SETTLED SPENDTHRIFT TRUST which is a trust that 
protects assets from creditors, including by definition a future 
spouse.  

 
This technique is very appealing to many individuals who, 
although they would like to protect their assets from the 
uncertain future or the widely unpredictable discretion of 
a judge, would like to do so quietly and without the hassle 
of a pre-nuptial agreement. 
 
More information on this complex area of estate planning 
is available on our website at www.hagendorflaw.com.  
Additionally, please contact us to set up a consultation for 
the answers to any of your questions. 

Afraid to Broach the Subject of a Pre-nup  
According to research, you’re not alone.  Experts advise: 

1. Have the conversation as early as possible 

2. Know that it’s going to be a weird, heavy conversation 

3. Emphasize how much of a headache you’ll be saving 
yourselves later 

4. Remind your partner that all relationships end one 
way or another.  You’re just trying to make the inevi-
table easier. 

5. Point out that a good prenup benefits the lower-
earning spouse, too 

6. Suggest that you co-create the agreement 

7. Leave room for change over time 
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depends on your state.  Must you reveal “expectancies?” The answer depends on your state.  
Must both sides be represented by counsel? This answer also depends on your state. 
 
There’s a long list of such items that vary by state. And, the requirements in practice may differ 
somewhat from what a cursory reading of the law might reveal. 

Estate Planning is the intersection of many different areas of the law. Of course, an Estate Planning 
attorney should understand Probate and Trust Law. And, Estate Planning attorneys must understand 
Estate & Gift taxes, at a minimum.  It is also generally expected that they will have somewhat broader 
knowledge of Tax Law. On the other hand, there are some areas of the law that they certainly are not 
expected to understand. Criminal Law is a good example of this. 
 
Arguably, Prenuptial Agreements fall in a grey area. They certainly can affect traditional areas of Estate 
Planning, such as the disposition of assets at death. But, they also tread on traditional areas of Family 
Law, such as the disposition of assets upon divorce. 

Simple Alternative to a Pre-nup is the …. 
 

NEVADA SELF-SETTLED SPENDTHRIFT TRUST which is a trust that 
protects assets from creditors, including by definition a future 
spouse.  

 
This technique is very appealing to many individuals who, 
although they would like to protect their assets from the 
uncertain future or the widely unpredictable discretion of 
a judge, would like to do so quietly and without the hassle 
of a pre-nuptial agreement. 
 
More information on this complex area of estate planning 
is available on our website at www.hagendorflaw.com.  
Additionally, please contact us to set up a consultation for 
the answers to any of your questions. 

Afraid to Broach the Subject of a Pre-nup  
According to research, you’re not alone.  Experts advise: 

1. Have the conversation as early as possible 

2. Know that it’s going to be a weird, heavy conversation 

3. Emphasize how much of a headache you’ll be saving 
yourselves later 

4. Remind your partner that all relationships end one 
way or another.  You’re just trying to make the inevi-
table easier. 

5. Point out that a good prenup benefits the lower-
earning spouse, too 

6. Suggest that you co-create the agreement 

7. Leave room for change over time 

 

Pre-nuptial Agreements in Estate Planning 
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To Pre-nup? Or not to Pre-nup? 
 

Due to the issues and problems surrounding 
prenuptial agreements, many individuals have 
turned to alternatives to protecting assets obtained 
prior to marriage, such as a domestic or foreign 
asset protection trust.  

“ 

“The prenup needs to be drawn up 
months before the wedding, not 

days - it's not something you slap 
together and sign in the car on the 
way to the ceremony. A shotgun 

prenup might not hold up in court.” 
~Suze Orman 

 

In this Wedding Month 
issue: 

• Afraid to Broach the Subject of the 

Prenup   

• Prenuptial Agreements in Estate 

Planning 

• Requirements and validity of the 

Pre-nup 

• To Pre-nup? Or not to Pre-nup? 

• Simple Alternative to a Pre-nup  

• June’s Recipe—Grilled Chicken 

Tacos with Strawberry Salsa 

• Expert Thoughts on Pre-nups 

 Ingredients 

4 boneless, skinless chicken breasts 
1/4 cup extra-virgin olive oil 
1/4 cup tequila 
1 Tbsp. chili powder 
1 Tsp. ground cumin 
2 limes 
Kosher salt and fresh ground black pepper 
1 Qt. strawberries 
1 medium red onion, very finely diced 
1 jalapeno, seeded and minced (include some seeds 
for extra heat) 
1/2 bunch cilantro, chopped 
12 corn tortillas 
Crumbled queso fresco or cotija cheese 
 
Directions 

 Put the chicken breasts in a resealable plastic bag 
and add the oil, tequila, chili powder, cumin, the 
grated zest of both limes and some salt and 
pepper. Seal the bag and squish it all together. 
Refrigerate for 30 minutes or up to 2 hours. 

 While the chicken is marinating, make the salsa. 
Put the strawberries in a bowl along with the 
onions, bell peppers, jalapenos and most of the 
cilantro, reserving some for garnish. Add some 
salt and the juice of 1 of the limes. Mix it all 
together, cover and refrigerate. 

 Heat a grill pan over medium-high heat. Remove 
the chicken from the bag, shaking off any excess 
marinade. Grill until the chicken is well browned 
and cooked through, 5 to 6 minutes per side. 
Remove and let rest on a plate. When just cool 
enough to handle, shred the chicken with a fork. 

 To serve: remove the salsa from the fridge, taste 
and adjust the seasoning with more salt or lime 
juice. Heat the tortillas over a flame or in a 
microwave and keep warm. Fill a tortilla with 
some of the shredded chicken and top with some 
salsa. Serve topped with extra cilantro and the 
cheese, if using. Cut some wedges from the 
remaining lime to serve on the side. 
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June’s Recipe - Grilled Chicken Tacos with Strawberry Salsa 

What Various Relationship Experts Say on the Issue of Pre-
Nups  

Pro: The most common reason couples fight is because of finances. Getting it all out on the table 
up front will help with discussing financial matters down the road. —Carol Clark 

Con: If both parties are young and are just starting out with relatively equal contributions, then it 
does not seem to make sense to have a prenup signed. It erodes trust immediately and can leave 
one feeling suspicious as to the motives of the other. —Dr. John Beiter 

Pro: Spending habits need to be considered. If one person spends irresponsibly and the other per-
son is frugal/responsible then in order to be fair in the event of a death or divorce the one who 
saved should not be "penalized" twice. —Dr. John Beiter 

Con: Fool-proof crystal balls are in short supply these days. It's hard to anticipate every change in 

circumstance that might occur between the time a prenuptial agreement is written and when the 

marriage falls apart. What seems reasonable in 2012 might be ridiculously unfair to one of the 

spouses ten or twenty years later. —Meri Arnett-Kremian 
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does not seem to make sense to have a prenup signed. It erodes trust immediately and can leave 
one feeling suspicious as to the motives of the other. —Dr. John Beiter 

Pro: Spending habits need to be considered. If one person spends irresponsibly and the other per-
son is frugal/responsible then in order to be fair in the event of a death or divorce the one who 
saved should not be "penalized" twice. —Dr. John Beiter 

Con: Fool-proof crystal balls are in short supply these days. It's hard to anticipate every change in 

circumstance that might occur between the time a prenuptial agreement is written and when the 

marriage falls apart. What seems reasonable in 2012 might be ridiculously unfair to one of the 

spouses ten or twenty years later. —Meri Arnett-Kremian 
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Requirements and Validity of the Pre-nup 

The requirements and validity of Prenuptial Agreements vary significantly from state to state. 
What would work in one state will not work in another. 
 
For example, if you were doing a Prenuptial Agreement with your intended, how much infor-
mation do you have to give to them? Must you reveal all assets and debts?  The answer depends 
on your state.  Is it valid if your spouse did not reveal all of their assets and debts?  The answer 
depends on your state.  Must you reveal “expectancies?” The answer depends on your state.  
Must both sides be represented by counsel? This answer also depends on your state. 
 
There’s a long list of such items that vary by state. And, the requirements in practice may differ 
somewhat from what a cursory reading of the law might reveal. 

Estate Planning is the intersection of many different areas of the law. Of course, an Estate Planning 
attorney should understand Probate and Trust Law. And, Estate Planning attorneys must understand 
Estate & Gift taxes, at a minimum.  It is also generally expected that they will have somewhat broader 
knowledge of Tax Law. On the other hand, there are some areas of the law that they certainly are not 
expected to understand. Criminal Law is a good example of this. 
 
Arguably, Prenuptial Agreements fall in a grey area. They certainly can affect traditional areas of Estate 
Planning, such as the disposition of assets at death. But, they also tread on traditional areas of Family 
Law, such as the disposition of assets upon divorce. 

Simple Alternative to a Pre-nup is the …. 
 

NEVADA SELF-SETTLED SPENDTHRIFT TRUST which is a trust that 
protects assets from creditors, including by definition a future 
spouse.  

 
This technique is very appealing to many individuals who, 
although they would like to protect their assets from the 
uncertain future or the widely unpredictable discretion of 
a judge, would like to do so quietly and without the hassle 
of a pre-nuptial agreement. 
 
More information on this complex area of estate planning 
is available on our website at www.hagendorflaw.com.  
Additionally, please contact us to set up a consultation for 
the answers to any of your questions. 

Afraid to Broach the Subject of a Pre-nup  
According to research, you’re not alone.  Experts advise: 

1. Have the conversation as early as possible 

2. Know that it’s going to be a weird, heavy conversation 

3. Emphasize how much of a headache you’ll be saving 
yourselves later 

4. Remind your partner that all relationships end one 
way or another.  You’re just trying to make the inevi-
table easier. 

5. Point out that a good prenup benefits the lower-
earning spouse, too 

6. Suggest that you co-create the agreement 

7. Leave room for change over time 
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To Pre-nup? Or not to Pre-nup? 
 

Due to the issues and problems surrounding 
prenuptial agreements, many individuals have 
turned to alternatives to protecting assets obtained 
prior to marriage, such as a domestic or foreign 
asset protection trust.  

“ 

“The prenup needs to be drawn up 
months before the wedding, not 

days - it's not something you slap 
together and sign in the car on the 
way to the ceremony. A shotgun 

prenup might not hold up in court.” 
~Suze Orman 
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4 boneless, skinless chicken breasts 
1/4 cup extra-virgin olive oil 
1/4 cup tequila 
1 Tbsp. chili powder 
1 Tsp. ground cumin 
2 limes 
Kosher salt and fresh ground black pepper 
1 Qt. strawberries 
1 medium red onion, very finely diced 
1 jalapeno, seeded and minced (include some seeds 
for extra heat) 
1/2 bunch cilantro, chopped 
12 corn tortillas 
Crumbled queso fresco or cotija cheese 
 
Directions 

 Put the chicken breasts in a resealable plastic bag 
and add the oil, tequila, chili powder, cumin, the 
grated zest of both limes and some salt and 
pepper. Seal the bag and squish it all together. 
Refrigerate for 30 minutes or up to 2 hours. 

 While the chicken is marinating, make the salsa. 
Put the strawberries in a bowl along with the 
onions, bell peppers, jalapenos and most of the 
cilantro, reserving some for garnish. Add some 
salt and the juice of 1 of the limes. Mix it all 
together, cover and refrigerate. 

 Heat a grill pan over medium-high heat. Remove 
the chicken from the bag, shaking off any excess 
marinade. Grill until the chicken is well browned 
and cooked through, 5 to 6 minutes per side. 
Remove and let rest on a plate. When just cool 
enough to handle, shred the chicken with a fork. 

 To serve: remove the salsa from the fridge, taste 
and adjust the seasoning with more salt or lime 
juice. Heat the tortillas over a flame or in a 
microwave and keep warm. Fill a tortilla with 
some of the shredded chicken and top with some 
salsa. Serve topped with extra cilantro and the 
cheese, if using. Cut some wedges from the 
remaining lime to serve on the side. 
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does not seem to make sense to have a prenup signed. It erodes trust immediately and can leave 
one feeling suspicious as to the motives of the other. —Dr. John Beiter 

Pro: Spending habits need to be considered. If one person spends irresponsibly and the other per-
son is frugal/responsible then in order to be fair in the event of a death or divorce the one who 
saved should not be "penalized" twice. —Dr. John Beiter 

Con: Fool-proof crystal balls are in short supply these days. It's hard to anticipate every change in 

circumstance that might occur between the time a prenuptial agreement is written and when the 

marriage falls apart. What seems reasonable in 2012 might be ridiculously unfair to one of the 

spouses ten or twenty years later. —Meri Arnett-Kremian 
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Requirements and Validity of the Pre-nup 

The requirements and validity of Prenuptial Agreements vary significantly from state to state. 
What would work in one state will not work in another. 
 
For example, if you were doing a Prenuptial Agreement with your intended, how much infor-
mation do you have to give to them? Must you reveal all assets and debts?  The answer depends 
on your state.  Is it valid if your spouse did not reveal all of their assets and debts?  The answer 
depends on your state.  Must you reveal “expectancies?” The answer depends on your state.  
Must both sides be represented by counsel? This answer also depends on your state. 
 
There’s a long list of such items that vary by state. And, the requirements in practice may differ 
somewhat from what a cursory reading of the law might reveal. 

Estate Planning is the intersection of many different areas of the law. Of course, an Estate Planning 
attorney should understand Probate and Trust Law. And, Estate Planning attorneys must understand 
Estate & Gift taxes, at a minimum.  It is also generally expected that they will have somewhat broader 
knowledge of Tax Law. On the other hand, there are some areas of the law that they certainly are not 
expected to understand. Criminal Law is a good example of this. 
 
Arguably, Prenuptial Agreements fall in a grey area. They certainly can affect traditional areas of Estate 
Planning, such as the disposition of assets at death. But, they also tread on traditional areas of Family 
Law, such as the disposition of assets upon divorce. 

Simple Alternative to a Pre-nup is the …. 
 

NEVADA SELF-SETTLED SPENDTHRIFT TRUST which is a trust that 
protects assets from creditors, including by definition a future 
spouse.  

 
This technique is very appealing to many individuals who, 
although they would like to protect their assets from the 
uncertain future or the widely unpredictable discretion of 
a judge, would like to do so quietly and without the hassle 
of a pre-nuptial agreement. 
 
More information on this complex area of estate planning 
is available on our website at www.hagendorflaw.com.  
Additionally, please contact us to set up a consultation for 
the answers to any of your questions. 

Afraid to Broach the Subject of a Pre-nup  
According to research, you’re not alone.  Experts advise: 

1. Have the conversation as early as possible 

2. Know that it’s going to be a weird, heavy conversation 

3. Emphasize how much of a headache you’ll be saving 
yourselves later 

4. Remind your partner that all relationships end one 
way or another.  You’re just trying to make the inevi-
table easier. 

5. Point out that a good prenup benefits the lower-
earning spouse, too 

6. Suggest that you co-create the agreement 

7. Leave room for change over time 
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To Pre-nup? Or not to Pre-nup? 
 

Due to the issues and problems surrounding 
prenuptial agreements, many individuals have 
turned to alternatives to protecting assets obtained 
prior to marriage, such as a domestic or foreign 
asset protection trust.  

“ 

“The prenup needs to be drawn up 
months before the wedding, not 

days - it's not something you slap 
together and sign in the car on the 
way to the ceremony. A shotgun 

prenup might not hold up in court.” 
~Suze Orman 
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1 jalapeno, seeded and minced (include some seeds 
for extra heat) 
1/2 bunch cilantro, chopped 
12 corn tortillas 
Crumbled queso fresco or cotija cheese 
 
Directions 

 Put the chicken breasts in a resealable plastic bag 
and add the oil, tequila, chili powder, cumin, the 
grated zest of both limes and some salt and 
pepper. Seal the bag and squish it all together. 
Refrigerate for 30 minutes or up to 2 hours. 

 While the chicken is marinating, make the salsa. 
Put the strawberries in a bowl along with the 
onions, bell peppers, jalapenos and most of the 
cilantro, reserving some for garnish. Add some 
salt and the juice of 1 of the limes. Mix it all 
together, cover and refrigerate. 

 Heat a grill pan over medium-high heat. Remove 
the chicken from the bag, shaking off any excess 
marinade. Grill until the chicken is well browned 
and cooked through, 5 to 6 minutes per side. 
Remove and let rest on a plate. When just cool 
enough to handle, shred the chicken with a fork. 

 To serve: remove the salsa from the fridge, taste 
and adjust the seasoning with more salt or lime 
juice. Heat the tortillas over a flame or in a 
microwave and keep warm. Fill a tortilla with 
some of the shredded chicken and top with some 
salsa. Serve topped with extra cilantro and the 
cheese, if using. Cut some wedges from the 
remaining lime to serve on the side. 
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4 boneless, skinless chicken breasts 
1/4 cup extra-virgin olive oil 
1/4 cup tequila 
1 Tbsp. chili powder 
1 Tsp. ground cumin 
2 limes 
Kosher salt and fresh ground black pepper 
1 Qt. strawberries 
1 medium red onion, very finely diced 
1 jalapeno, seeded and minced (include some seeds 
for extra heat) 
1/2 bunch cilantro, chopped 
12 corn tortillas 
Crumbled queso fresco or cotija cheese 
 
Directions 

 Put the chicken breasts in a resealable plastic bag 
and add the oil, tequila, chili powder, cumin, the 
grated zest of both limes and some salt and 
pepper. Seal the bag and squish it all together. 
Refrigerate for 30 minutes or up to 2 hours. 

 While the chicken is marinating, make the salsa. 
Put the strawberries in a bowl along with the 
onions, bell peppers, jalapenos and most of the 
cilantro, reserving some for garnish. Add some 
salt and the juice of 1 of the limes. Mix it all 
together, cover and refrigerate. 

 Heat a grill pan over medium-high heat. Remove 
the chicken from the bag, shaking off any excess 
marinade. Grill until the chicken is well browned 
and cooked through, 5 to 6 minutes per side. 
Remove and let rest on a plate. When just cool 
enough to handle, shred the chicken with a fork. 

 To serve: remove the salsa from the fridge, taste 
and adjust the seasoning with more salt or lime 
juice. Heat the tortillas over a flame or in a 
microwave and keep warm. Fill a tortilla with 
some of the shredded chicken and top with some 
salsa. Serve topped with extra cilantro and the 
cheese, if using. Cut some wedges from the 
remaining lime to serve on the side. 
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June’s Recipe - Grilled Chicken Tacos with Strawberry Salsa 

What Various Relationship Experts Say on the Issue of Pre-
Nups  

Pro: The most common reason couples fight is because of finances. Getting it all out on the table 
up front will help with discussing financial matters down the road. —Carol Clark 

Con: If both parties are young and are just starting out with relatively equal contributions, then it 
does not seem to make sense to have a prenup signed. It erodes trust immediately and can leave 
one feeling suspicious as to the motives of the other. —Dr. John Beiter 

Pro: Spending habits need to be considered. If one person spends irresponsibly and the other per-
son is frugal/responsible then in order to be fair in the event of a death or divorce the one who 
saved should not be "penalized" twice. —Dr. John Beiter 

Con: Fool-proof crystal balls are in short supply these days. It's hard to anticipate every change in 

circumstance that might occur between the time a prenuptial agreement is written and when the 

marriage falls apart. What seems reasonable in 2012 might be ridiculously unfair to one of the 

spouses ten or twenty years later. —Meri Arnett-Kremian 
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Requirements and Validity of the Pre-nup 

The requirements and validity of Prenuptial Agreements vary significantly from state to state. 
What would work in one state will not work in another. 
 
For example, if you were doing a Prenuptial Agreement with your intended, how much infor-
mation do you have to give to them? Must you reveal all assets and debts?  The answer depends 
on your state.  Is it valid if your spouse did not reveal all of their assets and debts?  The answer 
depends on your state.  Must you reveal “expectancies?” The answer depends on your state.  
Must both sides be represented by counsel? This answer also depends on your state. 
 
There’s a long list of such items that vary by state. And, the requirements in practice may differ 
somewhat from what a cursory reading of the law might reveal. 

Estate Planning is the intersection of many different areas of the law. Of course, an Estate Planning 
attorney should understand Probate and Trust Law. And, Estate Planning attorneys must understand 
Estate & Gift taxes, at a minimum.  It is also generally expected that they will have somewhat broader 
knowledge of Tax Law. On the other hand, there are some areas of the law that they certainly are not 
expected to understand. Criminal Law is a good example of this. 
 
Arguably, Prenuptial Agreements fall in a grey area. They certainly can affect traditional areas of Estate 
Planning, such as the disposition of assets at death. But, they also tread on traditional areas of Family 
Law, such as the disposition of assets upon divorce. 

Simple Alternative to a Pre-nup is the …. 
 

NEVADA SELF-SETTLED SPENDTHRIFT TRUST which is a trust that 
protects assets from creditors, including by definition a future 
spouse.  

 
This technique is very appealing to many individuals who, 
although they would like to protect their assets from the 
uncertain future or the widely unpredictable discretion of 
a judge, would like to do so quietly and without the hassle 
of a pre-nuptial agreement. 
 
More information on this complex area of estate planning 
is available on our website at www.hagendorflaw.com.  
Additionally, please contact us to set up a consultation for 
the answers to any of your questions. 

Afraid to Broach the Subject of a Pre-nup  
According to research, you’re not alone.  Experts advise: 

1. Have the conversation as early as possible 

2. Know that it’s going to be a weird, heavy conversation 

3. Emphasize how much of a headache you’ll be saving 
yourselves later 

4. Remind your partner that all relationships end one 
way or another.  You’re just trying to make the inevi-
table easier. 

5. Point out that a good prenup benefits the lower-
earning spouse, too 

6. Suggest that you co-create the agreement 

7. Leave room for change over time 
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To Pre-nup? Or not to Pre-nup? 
 

Due to the issues and problems surrounding 
prenuptial agreements, many individuals have 
turned to alternatives to protecting assets obtained 
prior to marriage, such as a domestic or foreign 
asset protection trust.  

“ 

“The prenup needs to be drawn up 
months before the wedding, not 

days - it's not something you slap 
together and sign in the car on the 
way to the ceremony. A shotgun 

prenup might not hold up in court.” 
~Suze Orman 
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one feeling suspicious as to the motives of the other. —Dr. John Beiter 

Pro: Spending habits need to be considered. If one person spends irresponsibly and the other per-
son is frugal/responsible then in order to be fair in the event of a death or divorce the one who 
saved should not be "penalized" twice. —Dr. John Beiter 

Con: Fool-proof crystal balls are in short supply these days. It's hard to anticipate every change in 

circumstance that might occur between the time a prenuptial agreement is written and when the 

marriage falls apart. What seems reasonable in 2012 might be ridiculously unfair to one of the 
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Requirements and Validity of the Pre-nup 

The requirements and validity of Prenuptial Agreements vary significantly from state to state. 
What would work in one state will not work in another. 
 
For example, if you were doing a Prenuptial Agreement with your intended, how much infor-
mation do you have to give to them? Must you reveal all assets and debts?  The answer depends 
on your state.  Is it valid if your spouse did not reveal all of their assets and debts?  The answer 
depends on your state.  Must you reveal “expectancies?” The answer depends on your state.  
Must both sides be represented by counsel? This answer also depends on your state. 
 
There’s a long list of such items that vary by state. And, the requirements in practice may differ 
somewhat from what a cursory reading of the law might reveal. 

Estate Planning is the intersection of many different areas of the law. Of course, an Estate Planning 
attorney should understand Probate and Trust Law. And, Estate Planning attorneys must understand 
Estate & Gift taxes, at a minimum.  It is also generally expected that they will have somewhat broader 
knowledge of Tax Law. On the other hand, there are some areas of the law that they certainly are not 
expected to understand. Criminal Law is a good example of this. 
 
Arguably, Prenuptial Agreements fall in a grey area. They certainly can affect traditional areas of Estate 
Planning, such as the disposition of assets at death. But, they also tread on traditional areas of Family 
Law, such as the disposition of assets upon divorce. 

Simple Alternative to a Pre-nup is the …. 
 

NEVADA SELF-SETTLED SPENDTHRIFT TRUST which is a trust that 
protects assets from creditors, including by definition a future 
spouse.  

 
This technique is very appealing to many individuals who, 
although they would like to protect their assets from the 
uncertain future or the widely unpredictable discretion of 
a judge, would like to do so quietly and without the hassle 
of a pre-nuptial agreement. 
 
More information on this complex area of estate planning 
is available on our website at www.hagendorflaw.com.  
Additionally, please contact us to set up a consultation for 
the answers to any of your questions. 

Afraid to Broach the Subject of a Pre-nup  
According to research, you’re not alone.  Experts advise: 

1. Have the conversation as early as possible 

2. Know that it’s going to be a weird, heavy conversation 

3. Emphasize how much of a headache you’ll be saving 
yourselves later 

4. Remind your partner that all relationships end one 
way or another.  You’re just trying to make the inevi-
table easier. 

5. Point out that a good prenup benefits the lower-
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Simple Alternative to a Pre-nup is the …. 
 

NEVADA SELF-SETTLED SPENDTHRIFT TRUST which is a trust that 
protects assets from creditors, including by definition a future 
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This technique is very appealing to many individuals who, 
although they would like to protect their assets from the 
uncertain future or the widely unpredictable discretion of 
a judge, would like to do so quietly and without the hassle 
of a pre-nuptial agreement. 
 
More information on this complex area of estate planning 
is available on our website at www.hagendorflaw.com.  
Additionally, please contact us to set up a consultation for 
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Afraid to Broach the Subject of a Pre-nup  
According to research, you’re not alone.  Experts advise: 

1. Have the conversation as early as possible 

2. Know that it’s going to be a weird, heavy conversation 

3. Emphasize how much of a headache you’ll be saving 
yourselves later 

4. Remind your partner that all relationships end one 
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table easier. 

5. Point out that a good prenup benefits the lower-
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6. Suggest that you co-create the agreement 
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prenuptial agreements, many individuals have 
turned to alternatives to protecting assets obtained 
prior to marriage, such as a domestic or foreign 
asset protection trust.  

“ 

“The prenup needs to be drawn up 
months before the wedding, not 

days - it's not something you slap 
together and sign in the car on the 
way to the ceremony. A shotgun 

prenup might not hold up in court.” 
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enough to handle, shred the chicken with a fork. 
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cheese, if using. Cut some wedges from the 
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The requirements and validity of Prenuptial Agreements vary significantly from state to state. 
What would work in one state will not work in another. 
 
For example, if you were doing a Prenuptial Agreement with your intended, how much infor-
mation do you have to give to them? Must you reveal all assets and debts?  The answer depends 
on your state.  Is it valid if your spouse did not reveal all of their assets and debts?  The answer 
depends on your state.  Must you reveal “expectancies?” The answer depends on your state.  
Must both sides be represented by counsel? This answer also depends on your state. 
 
There’s a long list of such items that vary by state. And, the requirements in practice may differ 
somewhat from what a cursory reading of the law might reveal. 

Estate Planning is the intersection of many different areas of the law. Of course, an Estate Planning 
attorney should understand Probate and Trust Law. And, Estate Planning attorneys must understand 
Estate & Gift taxes, at a minimum.  It is also generally expected that they will have somewhat broader 
knowledge of Tax Law. On the other hand, there are some areas of the law that they certainly are not 
expected to understand. Criminal Law is a good example of this. 
 
Arguably, Prenuptial Agreements fall in a grey area. They certainly can affect traditional areas of Estate 
Planning, such as the disposition of assets at death. But, they also tread on traditional areas of Family 
Law, such as the disposition of assets upon divorce. 

Simple Alternative to a Pre-nup is the …. 
 

NEVADA SELF-SETTLED SPENDTHRIFT TRUST which is a trust that 
protects assets from creditors, including by definition a future 
spouse.  

 
This technique is very appealing to many individuals who, 
although they would like to protect their assets from the 
uncertain future or the widely unpredictable discretion of 
a judge, would like to do so quietly and without the hassle 
of a pre-nuptial agreement. 
 
More information on this complex area of estate planning 
is available on our website at www.hagendorflaw.com.  
Additionally, please contact us to set up a consultation for 
the answers to any of your questions. 

Afraid to Broach the Subject of a Pre-nup  
According to research, you’re not alone.  Experts advise: 

1. Have the conversation as early as possible 

2. Know that it’s going to be a weird, heavy conversation 

3. Emphasize how much of a headache you’ll be saving 
yourselves later 

4. Remind your partner that all relationships end one 
way or another.  You’re just trying to make the inevi-
table easier. 

5. Point out that a good prenup benefits the lower-
earning spouse, too 

6. Suggest that you co-create the agreement 

7. Leave room for change over time 
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To Pre-nup? Or not to Pre-nup? 
 

Due to the issues and problems surrounding 
prenuptial agreements, many individuals have 
turned to alternatives to protecting assets obtained 
prior to marriage, such as a domestic or foreign 
asset protection trust.  

“ 

“The prenup needs to be drawn up 
months before the wedding, not 

days - it's not something you slap 
together and sign in the car on the 
way to the ceremony. A shotgun 

prenup might not hold up in court.” 
~Suze Orman 
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 Ingredients 

4 boneless, skinless chicken breasts 
1/4 cup extra-virgin olive oil 
1/4 cup tequila 
1 Tbsp. chili powder 
1 Tsp. ground cumin 
2 limes 
Kosher salt and fresh ground black pepper 
1 Qt. strawberries 
1 medium red onion, very finely diced 
1 jalapeno, seeded and minced (include some seeds 
for extra heat) 
1/2 bunch cilantro, chopped 
12 corn tortillas 
Crumbled queso fresco or cotija cheese 
 
Directions 

 Put the chicken breasts in a resealable plastic bag 
and add the oil, tequila, chili powder, cumin, the 
grated zest of both limes and some salt and 
pepper. Seal the bag and squish it all together. 
Refrigerate for 30 minutes or up to 2 hours. 

 While the chicken is marinating, make the salsa. 
Put the strawberries in a bowl along with the 
onions, bell peppers, jalapenos and most of the 
cilantro, reserving some for garnish. Add some 
salt and the juice of 1 of the limes. Mix it all 
together, cover and refrigerate. 

 Heat a grill pan over medium-high heat. Remove 
the chicken from the bag, shaking off any excess 
marinade. Grill until the chicken is well browned 
and cooked through, 5 to 6 minutes per side. 
Remove and let rest on a plate. When just cool 
enough to handle, shred the chicken with a fork. 

 To serve: remove the salsa from the fridge, taste 
and adjust the seasoning with more salt or lime 
juice. Heat the tortillas over a flame or in a 
microwave and keep warm. Fill a tortilla with 
some of the shredded chicken and top with some 
salsa. Serve topped with extra cilantro and the 
cheese, if using. Cut some wedges from the 
remaining lime to serve on the side. 
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up front will help with discussing financial matters down the road. —Carol Clark 

Con: If both parties are young and are just starting out with relatively equal contributions, then it 
does not seem to make sense to have a prenup signed. It erodes trust immediately and can leave 
one feeling suspicious as to the motives of the other. —Dr. John Beiter 

Pro: Spending habits need to be considered. If one person spends irresponsibly and the other per-
son is frugal/responsible then in order to be fair in the event of a death or divorce the one who 
saved should not be "penalized" twice. —Dr. John Beiter 

Con: Fool-proof crystal balls are in short supply these days. It's hard to anticipate every change in 

circumstance that might occur between the time a prenuptial agreement is written and when the 

marriage falls apart. What seems reasonable in 2012 might be ridiculously unfair to one of the 
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Con: If both parties are young and are just starting out with relatively equal contributions, then it 
does not seem to make sense to have a prenup signed. It erodes trust immediately and can leave 
one feeling suspicious as to the motives of the other. —Dr. John Beiter 

Pro: Spending habits need to be considered. If one person spends irresponsibly and the other per-
son is frugal/responsible then in order to be fair in the event of a death or divorce the one who 
saved should not be "penalized" twice. —Dr. John Beiter 

Con: Fool-proof crystal balls are in short supply these days. It's hard to anticipate every change in 

circumstance that might occur between the time a prenuptial agreement is written and when the 

marriage falls apart. What seems reasonable in 2012 might be ridiculously unfair to one of the 
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Requirements and Validity of the Pre-nup 

The requirements and validity of Prenuptial Agreements vary significantly from state to state. 
What would work in one state will not work in another. 
 
For example, if you were doing a Prenuptial Agreement with your intended, how much infor-
mation do you have to give to them? Must you reveal all assets and debts?  The answer depends 
on your state.  Is it valid if your spouse did not reveal all of their assets and debts?  The answer 
depends on your state.  Must you reveal “expectancies?” The answer depends on your state.  
Must both sides be represented by counsel? This answer also depends on your state. 
 
There’s a long list of such items that vary by state. And, the requirements in practice may differ 
somewhat from what a cursory reading of the law might reveal. 

Estate Planning is the intersection of many different areas of the law. Of course, an Estate Planning 
attorney should understand Probate and Trust Law. And, Estate Planning attorneys must understand 
Estate & Gift taxes, at a minimum.  It is also generally expected that they will have somewhat broader 
knowledge of Tax Law. On the other hand, there are some areas of the law that they certainly are not 
expected to understand. Criminal Law is a good example of this. 
 
Arguably, Prenuptial Agreements fall in a grey area. They certainly can affect traditional areas of Estate 
Planning, such as the disposition of assets at death. But, they also tread on traditional areas of Family 
Law, such as the disposition of assets upon divorce. 

Simple Alternative to a Pre-nup is the …. 
 

NEVADA SELF-SETTLED SPENDTHRIFT TRUST which is a trust that 
protects assets from creditors, including by definition a future 
spouse.  

 
This technique is very appealing to many individuals who, 
although they would like to protect their assets from the 
uncertain future or the widely unpredictable discretion of 
a judge, would like to do so quietly and without the hassle 
of a pre-nuptial agreement. 
 
More information on this complex area of estate planning 
is available on our website at www.hagendorflaw.com.  
Additionally, please contact us to set up a consultation for 
the answers to any of your questions. 

Afraid to Broach the Subject of a Pre-nup  
According to research, you’re not alone.  Experts advise: 

1. Have the conversation as early as possible 

2. Know that it’s going to be a weird, heavy conversation 

3. Emphasize how much of a headache you’ll be saving 
yourselves later 

4. Remind your partner that all relationships end one 
way or another.  You’re just trying to make the inevi-
table easier. 

5. Point out that a good prenup benefits the lower-
earning spouse, too 

6. Suggest that you co-create the agreement 

7. Leave room for change over time 
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To Pre-nup? Or not to Pre-nup? 
 

Due to the issues and problems surrounding 
prenuptial agreements, many individuals have 
turned to alternatives to protecting assets obtained 
prior to marriage, such as a domestic or foreign 
asset protection trust.  

“ 

“The prenup needs to be drawn up 
months before the wedding, not 

days - it's not something you slap 
together and sign in the car on the 
way to the ceremony. A shotgun 

prenup might not hold up in court.” 
~Suze Orman 
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 Ingredients 

4 boneless, skinless chicken breasts 
1/4 cup extra-virgin olive oil 
1/4 cup tequila 
1 Tbsp. chili powder 
1 Tsp. ground cumin 
2 limes 
Kosher salt and fresh ground black pepper 
1 Qt. strawberries 
1 medium red onion, very finely diced 
1 jalapeno, seeded and minced (include some seeds 
for extra heat) 
1/2 bunch cilantro, chopped 
12 corn tortillas 
Crumbled queso fresco or cotija cheese 
 
Directions 

 Put the chicken breasts in a resealable plastic bag 
and add the oil, tequila, chili powder, cumin, the 
grated zest of both limes and some salt and 
pepper. Seal the bag and squish it all together. 
Refrigerate for 30 minutes or up to 2 hours. 

 While the chicken is marinating, make the salsa. 
Put the strawberries in a bowl along with the 
onions, bell peppers, jalapenos and most of the 
cilantro, reserving some for garnish. Add some 
salt and the juice of 1 of the limes. Mix it all 
together, cover and refrigerate. 

 Heat a grill pan over medium-high heat. Remove 
the chicken from the bag, shaking off any excess 
marinade. Grill until the chicken is well browned 
and cooked through, 5 to 6 minutes per side. 
Remove and let rest on a plate. When just cool 
enough to handle, shred the chicken with a fork. 

 To serve: remove the salsa from the fridge, taste 
and adjust the seasoning with more salt or lime 
juice. Heat the tortillas over a flame or in a 
microwave and keep warm. Fill a tortilla with 
some of the shredded chicken and top with some 
salsa. Serve topped with extra cilantro and the 
cheese, if using. Cut some wedges from the 
remaining lime to serve on the side. 
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does not seem to make sense to have a prenup signed. It erodes trust immediately and can leave 
one feeling suspicious as to the motives of the other. —Dr. John Beiter 

Pro: Spending habits need to be considered. If one person spends irresponsibly and the other per-
son is frugal/responsible then in order to be fair in the event of a death or divorce the one who 
saved should not be "penalized" twice. —Dr. John Beiter 

Con: Fool-proof crystal balls are in short supply these days. It's hard to anticipate every change in 

circumstance that might occur between the time a prenuptial agreement is written and when the 

marriage falls apart. What seems reasonable in 2012 might be ridiculously unfair to one of the 

spouses ten or twenty years later. —Meri Arnett-Kremian 
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Requirements and Validity of the Pre-nup 

The requirements and validity of Prenuptial Agreements vary significantly from state to state. 
What would work in one state will not work in another. 
 
For example, if you were doing a Prenuptial Agreement with your intended, how much infor-
mation do you have to give to them? Must you reveal all assets and debts?  The answer depends 
on your state.  Is it valid if your spouse did not reveal all of their assets and debts?  The answer 
depends on your state.  Must you reveal “expectancies?” The answer depends on your state.  
Must both sides be represented by counsel? This answer also depends on your state. 
 
There’s a long list of such items that vary by state. And, the requirements in practice may differ 
somewhat from what a cursory reading of the law might reveal. 

Estate Planning is the intersection of many different areas of the law. Of course, an Estate Planning 
attorney should understand Probate and Trust Law. And, Estate Planning attorneys must understand 
Estate & Gift taxes, at a minimum.  It is also generally expected that they will have somewhat broader 
knowledge of Tax Law. On the other hand, there are some areas of the law that they certainly are not 
expected to understand. Criminal Law is a good example of this. 
 
Arguably, Prenuptial Agreements fall in a grey area. They certainly can affect traditional areas of Estate 
Planning, such as the disposition of assets at death. But, they also tread on traditional areas of Family 
Law, such as the disposition of assets upon divorce. 

Simple Alternative to a Pre-nup is the …. 
 

NEVADA SELF-SETTLED SPENDTHRIFT TRUST which is a trust that 
protects assets from creditors, including by definition a future 
spouse.  

 
This technique is very appealing to many individuals who, 
although they would like to protect their assets from the 
uncertain future or the widely unpredictable discretion of 
a judge, would like to do so quietly and without the hassle 
of a pre-nuptial agreement. 
 
More information on this complex area of estate planning 
is available on our website at www.hagendorflaw.com.  
Additionally, please contact us to set up a consultation for 
the answers to any of your questions. 

Afraid to Broach the Subject of a Pre-nup  
According to research, you’re not alone.  Experts advise: 

1. Have the conversation as early as possible 

2. Know that it’s going to be a weird, heavy conversation 

3. Emphasize how much of a headache you’ll be saving 
yourselves later 

4. Remind your partner that all relationships end one 
way or another.  You’re just trying to make the inevi-
table easier. 

5. Point out that a good prenup benefits the lower-
earning spouse, too 

6. Suggest that you co-create the agreement 

7. Leave room for change over time 
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To Pre-nup? Or not to Pre-nup? 
 

Due to the issues and problems surrounding 
prenuptial agreements, many individuals have 
turned to alternatives to protecting assets obtained 
prior to marriage, such as a domestic or foreign 
asset protection trust.  

“ 

“The prenup needs to be drawn up 
months before the wedding, not 

days - it's not something you slap 
together and sign in the car on the 
way to the ceremony. A shotgun 

prenup might not hold up in court.” 
~Suze Orman 
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for extra heat) 
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Directions 

 Put the chicken breasts in a resealable plastic bag 
and add the oil, tequila, chili powder, cumin, the 
grated zest of both limes and some salt and 
pepper. Seal the bag and squish it all together. 
Refrigerate for 30 minutes or up to 2 hours. 

 While the chicken is marinating, make the salsa. 
Put the strawberries in a bowl along with the 
onions, bell peppers, jalapenos and most of the 
cilantro, reserving some for garnish. Add some 
salt and the juice of 1 of the limes. Mix it all 
together, cover and refrigerate. 

 Heat a grill pan over medium-high heat. Remove 
the chicken from the bag, shaking off any excess 
marinade. Grill until the chicken is well browned 
and cooked through, 5 to 6 minutes per side. 
Remove and let rest on a plate. When just cool 
enough to handle, shred the chicken with a fork. 

 To serve: remove the salsa from the fridge, taste 
and adjust the seasoning with more salt or lime 
juice. Heat the tortillas over a flame or in a 
microwave and keep warm. Fill a tortilla with 
some of the shredded chicken and top with some 
salsa. Serve topped with extra cilantro and the 
cheese, if using. Cut some wedges from the 
remaining lime to serve on the side. 
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salt and the juice of 1 of the limes. Mix it all 
together, cover and refrigerate. 
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the chicken from the bag, shaking off any excess 
marinade. Grill until the chicken is well browned 
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Remove and let rest on a plate. When just cool 
enough to handle, shred the chicken with a fork. 

 To serve: remove the salsa from the fridge, taste 
and adjust the seasoning with more salt or lime 
juice. Heat the tortillas over a flame or in a 
microwave and keep warm. Fill a tortilla with 
some of the shredded chicken and top with some 
salsa. Serve topped with extra cilantro and the 
cheese, if using. Cut some wedges from the 
remaining lime to serve on the side. 
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up front will help with discussing financial matters down the road. —Carol Clark 

Con: If both parties are young and are just starting out with relatively equal contributions, then it 
does not seem to make sense to have a prenup signed. It erodes trust immediately and can leave 
one feeling suspicious as to the motives of the other. —Dr. John Beiter 

Pro: Spending habits need to be considered. If one person spends irresponsibly and the other per-
son is frugal/responsible then in order to be fair in the event of a death or divorce the one who 
saved should not be "penalized" twice. —Dr. John Beiter 

Con: Fool-proof crystal balls are in short supply these days. It's hard to anticipate every change in 

circumstance that might occur between the time a prenuptial agreement is written and when the 

marriage falls apart. What seems reasonable in 2012 might be ridiculously unfair to one of the 

spouses ten or twenty years later. —Meri Arnett-Kremian 
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Requirements and Validity of the Pre-nup 

The requirements and validity of Prenuptial Agreements vary significantly from state to state. 
What would work in one state will not work in another. 
 
For example, if you were doing a Prenuptial Agreement with your intended, how much infor-
mation do you have to give to them? Must you reveal all assets and debts?  The answer depends 
on your state.  Is it valid if your spouse did not reveal all of their assets and debts?  The answer 
depends on your state.  Must you reveal “expectancies?” The answer depends on your state.  
Must both sides be represented by counsel? This answer also depends on your state. 
 
There’s a long list of such items that vary by state. And, the requirements in practice may differ 
somewhat from what a cursory reading of the law might reveal. 

Estate Planning is the intersection of many different areas of the law. Of course, an Estate Planning 
attorney should understand Probate and Trust Law. And, Estate Planning attorneys must understand 
Estate & Gift taxes, at a minimum.  It is also generally expected that they will have somewhat broader 
knowledge of Tax Law. On the other hand, there are some areas of the law that they certainly are not 
expected to understand. Criminal Law is a good example of this. 
 
Arguably, Prenuptial Agreements fall in a grey area. They certainly can affect traditional areas of Estate 
Planning, such as the disposition of assets at death. But, they also tread on traditional areas of Family 
Law, such as the disposition of assets upon divorce. 

Simple Alternative to a Pre-nup is the …. 
 

NEVADA SELF-SETTLED SPENDTHRIFT TRUST which is a trust that 
protects assets from creditors, including by definition a future 
spouse.  

 
This technique is very appealing to many individuals who, 
although they would like to protect their assets from the 
uncertain future or the widely unpredictable discretion of 
a judge, would like to do so quietly and without the hassle 
of a pre-nuptial agreement. 
 
More information on this complex area of estate planning 
is available on our website at www.hagendorflaw.com.  
Additionally, please contact us to set up a consultation for 
the answers to any of your questions. 

Afraid to Broach the Subject of a Pre-nup  
According to research, you’re not alone.  Experts advise: 

1. Have the conversation as early as possible 

2. Know that it’s going to be a weird, heavy conversation 

3. Emphasize how much of a headache you’ll be saving 
yourselves later 

4. Remind your partner that all relationships end one 
way or another.  You’re just trying to make the inevi-
table easier. 

5. Point out that a good prenup benefits the lower-
earning spouse, too 

6. Suggest that you co-create the agreement 

7. Leave room for change over time 
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4. Remind your partner that all relationships end one 
way or another.  You’re just trying to make the inevi-
table easier. 

5. Point out that a good prenup benefits the lower-
earning spouse, too 

6. Suggest that you co-create the agreement 

7. Leave room for change over time 
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Due to the issues and problems surrounding 
prenuptial agreements, many individuals have 
turned to alternatives to protecting assets obtained 
prior to marriage, such as a domestic or foreign 
asset protection trust.  

“ 

“The prenup needs to be drawn up 
months before the wedding, not 

days - it's not something you slap 
together and sign in the car on the 
way to the ceremony. A shotgun 

prenup might not hold up in court.” 
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grated zest of both limes and some salt and 
pepper. Seal the bag and squish it all together. 
Refrigerate for 30 minutes or up to 2 hours. 

 While the chicken is marinating, make the salsa. 
Put the strawberries in a bowl along with the 
onions, bell peppers, jalapenos and most of the 
cilantro, reserving some for garnish. Add some 
salt and the juice of 1 of the limes. Mix it all 
together, cover and refrigerate. 

 Heat a grill pan over medium-high heat. Remove 
the chicken from the bag, shaking off any excess 
marinade. Grill until the chicken is well browned 
and cooked through, 5 to 6 minutes per side. 
Remove and let rest on a plate. When just cool 
enough to handle, shred the chicken with a fork. 

 To serve: remove the salsa from the fridge, taste 
and adjust the seasoning with more salt or lime 
juice. Heat the tortillas over a flame or in a 
microwave and keep warm. Fill a tortilla with 
some of the shredded chicken and top with some 
salsa. Serve topped with extra cilantro and the 
cheese, if using. Cut some wedges from the 
remaining lime to serve on the side. 
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does not seem to make sense to have a prenup signed. It erodes trust immediately and can leave 
one feeling suspicious as to the motives of the other. —Dr. John Beiter 

Pro: Spending habits need to be considered. If one person spends irresponsibly and the other per-
son is frugal/responsible then in order to be fair in the event of a death or divorce the one who 
saved should not be "penalized" twice. —Dr. John Beiter 

Con: Fool-proof crystal balls are in short supply these days. It's hard to anticipate every change in 

circumstance that might occur between the time a prenuptial agreement is written and when the 

marriage falls apart. What seems reasonable in 2012 might be ridiculously unfair to one of the 
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Requirements and Validity of the Pre-nup 

The requirements and validity of Prenuptial Agreements vary significantly from state to state. 
What would work in one state will not work in another. 
 
For example, if you were doing a Prenuptial Agreement with your intended, how much infor-
mation do you have to give to them? Must you reveal all assets and debts?  The answer depends 
on your state.  Is it valid if your spouse did not reveal all of their assets and debts?  The answer 
depends on your state.  Must you reveal “expectancies?” The answer depends on your state.  
Must both sides be represented by counsel? This answer also depends on your state. 
 
There’s a long list of such items that vary by state. And, the requirements in practice may differ 
somewhat from what a cursory reading of the law might reveal. 
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attorney should understand Probate and Trust Law. And, Estate Planning attorneys must understand 
Estate & Gift taxes, at a minimum.  It is also generally expected that they will have somewhat broader 
knowledge of Tax Law. On the other hand, there are some areas of the law that they certainly are not 
expected to understand. Criminal Law is a good example of this. 
 
Arguably, Prenuptial Agreements fall in a grey area. They certainly can affect traditional areas of Estate 
Planning, such as the disposition of assets at death. But, they also tread on traditional areas of Family 
Law, such as the disposition of assets upon divorce. 

Simple Alternative to a Pre-nup is the …. 
 

NEVADA SELF-SETTLED SPENDTHRIFT TRUST which is a trust that 
protects assets from creditors, including by definition a future 
spouse.  

 
This technique is very appealing to many individuals who, 
although they would like to protect their assets from the 
uncertain future or the widely unpredictable discretion of 
a judge, would like to do so quietly and without the hassle 
of a pre-nuptial agreement. 
 
More information on this complex area of estate planning 
is available on our website at www.hagendorflaw.com.  
Additionally, please contact us to set up a consultation for 
the answers to any of your questions. 
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This technique is very appealing to many individuals who, 
although they would like to protect their assets from the 
uncertain future or the widely unpredictable discretion of 
a judge, would like to do so quietly and without the hassle 
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More information on this complex area of estate planning 
is available on our website at www.hagendorflaw.com.  
Additionally, please contact us to set up a consultation for 
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Afraid to Broach the Subject of a Pre-nup  
According to research, you’re not alone.  Experts advise: 

1. Have the conversation as early as possible 

2. Know that it’s going to be a weird, heavy conversation 

3. Emphasize how much of a headache you’ll be saving 
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table easier. 
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turned to alternatives to protecting assets obtained 
prior to marriage, such as a domestic or foreign 
asset protection trust.  
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days - it's not something you slap 
together and sign in the car on the 
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marriage falls apart. What seems reasonable in 2012 might be ridiculously unfair to one of the 

spouses ten or twenty years later. —Meri Arnett-Kremian 
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Requirements and Validity of the Pre-nup 

The requirements and validity of Prenuptial Agreements vary significantly from state to state. 
What would work in one state will not work in another. 
 
For example, if you were doing a Prenuptial Agreement with your intended, how much infor-
mation do you have to give to them? Must you reveal all assets and debts?  The answer depends 
on your state.  Is it valid if your spouse did not reveal all of their assets and debts?  The answer 
depends on your state.  Must you reveal “expectancies?” The answer depends on your state.  
Must both sides be represented by counsel? This answer also depends on your state. 
 
There’s a long list of such items that vary by state. And, the requirements in practice may differ 
somewhat from what a cursory reading of the law might reveal. 

Estate Planning is the intersection of many different areas of the law. Of course, an Estate Planning 
attorney should understand Probate and Trust Law. And, Estate Planning attorneys must understand 
Estate & Gift taxes, at a minimum.  It is also generally expected that they will have somewhat broader 
knowledge of Tax Law. On the other hand, there are some areas of the law that they certainly are not 
expected to understand. Criminal Law is a good example of this. 
 
Arguably, Prenuptial Agreements fall in a grey area. They certainly can affect traditional areas of Estate 
Planning, such as the disposition of assets at death. But, they also tread on traditional areas of Family 
Law, such as the disposition of assets upon divorce. 

Simple Alternative to a Pre-nup is the …. 
 

NEVADA SELF-SETTLED SPENDTHRIFT TRUST which is a trust that 
protects assets from creditors, including by definition a future 
spouse.  

 
This technique is very appealing to many individuals who, 
although they would like to protect their assets from the 
uncertain future or the widely unpredictable discretion of 
a judge, would like to do so quietly and without the hassle 
of a pre-nuptial agreement. 
 
More information on this complex area of estate planning 
is available on our website at www.hagendorflaw.com.  
Additionally, please contact us to set up a consultation for 
the answers to any of your questions. 

Afraid to Broach the Subject of a Pre-nup  
According to research, you’re not alone.  Experts advise: 

1. Have the conversation as early as possible 

2. Know that it’s going to be a weird, heavy conversation 

3. Emphasize how much of a headache you’ll be saving 
yourselves later 

4. Remind your partner that all relationships end one 
way or another.  You’re just trying to make the inevi-
table easier. 

5. Point out that a good prenup benefits the lower-
earning spouse, too 

6. Suggest that you co-create the agreement 

7. Leave room for change over time 
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To Pre-nup? Or not to Pre-nup? 
 

Due to the issues and problems surrounding 
prenuptial agreements, many individuals have 
turned to alternatives to protecting assets obtained 
prior to marriage, such as a domestic or foreign 
asset protection trust.  

“ 

“The prenup needs to be drawn up 
months before the wedding, not 

days - it's not something you slap 
together and sign in the car on the 
way to the ceremony. A shotgun 

prenup might not hold up in court.” 
~Suze Orman 
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 Ingredients 

4 boneless, skinless chicken breasts 
1/4 cup extra-virgin olive oil 
1/4 cup tequila 
1 Tbsp. chili powder 
1 Tsp. ground cumin 
2 limes 
Kosher salt and fresh ground black pepper 
1 Qt. strawberries 
1 medium red onion, very finely diced 
1 jalapeno, seeded and minced (include some seeds 
for extra heat) 
1/2 bunch cilantro, chopped 
12 corn tortillas 
Crumbled queso fresco or cotija cheese 
 
Directions 

 Put the chicken breasts in a resealable plastic bag 
and add the oil, tequila, chili powder, cumin, the 
grated zest of both limes and some salt and 
pepper. Seal the bag and squish it all together. 
Refrigerate for 30 minutes or up to 2 hours. 

 While the chicken is marinating, make the salsa. 
Put the strawberries in a bowl along with the 
onions, bell peppers, jalapenos and most of the 
cilantro, reserving some for garnish. Add some 
salt and the juice of 1 of the limes. Mix it all 
together, cover and refrigerate. 

 Heat a grill pan over medium-high heat. Remove 
the chicken from the bag, shaking off any excess 
marinade. Grill until the chicken is well browned 
and cooked through, 5 to 6 minutes per side. 
Remove and let rest on a plate. When just cool 
enough to handle, shred the chicken with a fork. 

 To serve: remove the salsa from the fridge, taste 
and adjust the seasoning with more salt or lime 
juice. Heat the tortillas over a flame or in a 
microwave and keep warm. Fill a tortilla with 
some of the shredded chicken and top with some 
salsa. Serve topped with extra cilantro and the 
cheese, if using. Cut some wedges from the 
remaining lime to serve on the side. 
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does not seem to make sense to have a prenup signed. It erodes trust immediately and can leave 
one feeling suspicious as to the motives of the other. —Dr. John Beiter 

Pro: Spending habits need to be considered. If one person spends irresponsibly and the other per-
son is frugal/responsible then in order to be fair in the event of a death or divorce the one who 
saved should not be "penalized" twice. —Dr. John Beiter 

Con: Fool-proof crystal balls are in short supply these days. It's hard to anticipate every change in 

circumstance that might occur between the time a prenuptial agreement is written and when the 

marriage falls apart. What seems reasonable in 2012 might be ridiculously unfair to one of the 

spouses ten or twenty years later. —Meri Arnett-Kremian 
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Requirements and Validity of the Pre-nup 

The requirements and validity of Prenuptial Agreements vary significantly from state to state. 
What would work in one state will not work in another. 
 
For example, if you were doing a Prenuptial Agreement with your intended, how much infor-
mation do you have to give to them? Must you reveal all assets and debts?  The answer depends 
on your state.  Is it valid if your spouse did not reveal all of their assets and debts?  The answer 
depends on your state.  Must you reveal “expectancies?” The answer depends on your state.  
Must both sides be represented by counsel? This answer also depends on your state. 
 
There’s a long list of such items that vary by state. And, the requirements in practice may differ 
somewhat from what a cursory reading of the law might reveal. 

Estate Planning is the intersection of many different areas of the law. Of course, an Estate Planning 
attorney should understand Probate and Trust Law. And, Estate Planning attorneys must understand 
Estate & Gift taxes, at a minimum.  It is also generally expected that they will have somewhat broader 
knowledge of Tax Law. On the other hand, there are some areas of the law that they certainly are not 
expected to understand. Criminal Law is a good example of this. 
 
Arguably, Prenuptial Agreements fall in a grey area. They certainly can affect traditional areas of Estate 
Planning, such as the disposition of assets at death. But, they also tread on traditional areas of Family 
Law, such as the disposition of assets upon divorce. 

Simple Alternative to a Pre-nup is the …. 
 

NEVADA SELF-SETTLED SPENDTHRIFT TRUST which is a trust that 
protects assets from creditors, including by definition a future 
spouse.  

 
This technique is very appealing to many individuals who, 
although they would like to protect their assets from the 
uncertain future or the widely unpredictable discretion of 
a judge, would like to do so quietly and without the hassle 
of a pre-nuptial agreement. 
 
More information on this complex area of estate planning 
is available on our website at www.hagendorflaw.com.  
Additionally, please contact us to set up a consultation for 
the answers to any of your questions. 

Afraid to Broach the Subject of a Pre-nup  
According to research, you’re not alone.  Experts advise: 

1. Have the conversation as early as possible 

2. Know that it’s going to be a weird, heavy conversation 

3. Emphasize how much of a headache you’ll be saving 
yourselves later 

4. Remind your partner that all relationships end one 
way or another.  You’re just trying to make the inevi-
table easier. 

5. Point out that a good prenup benefits the lower-
earning spouse, too 

6. Suggest that you co-create the agreement 

7. Leave room for change over time 
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To Pre-nup? Or not to Pre-nup? 
 

Due to the issues and problems surrounding 
prenuptial agreements, many individuals have 
turned to alternatives to protecting assets obtained 
prior to marriage, such as a domestic or foreign 
asset protection trust.  

“ 

“The prenup needs to be drawn up 
months before the wedding, not 

days - it's not something you slap 
together and sign in the car on the 
way to the ceremony. A shotgun 

prenup might not hold up in court.” 
~Suze Orman 
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1/4 cup tequila 
1 Tbsp. chili powder 
1 Tsp. ground cumin 
2 limes 
Kosher salt and fresh ground black pepper 
1 Qt. strawberries 
1 medium red onion, very finely diced 
1 jalapeno, seeded and minced (include some seeds 
for extra heat) 
1/2 bunch cilantro, chopped 
12 corn tortillas 
Crumbled queso fresco or cotija cheese 
 
Directions 

 Put the chicken breasts in a resealable plastic bag 
and add the oil, tequila, chili powder, cumin, the 
grated zest of both limes and some salt and 
pepper. Seal the bag and squish it all together. 
Refrigerate for 30 minutes or up to 2 hours. 

 While the chicken is marinating, make the salsa. 
Put the strawberries in a bowl along with the 
onions, bell peppers, jalapenos and most of the 
cilantro, reserving some for garnish. Add some 
salt and the juice of 1 of the limes. Mix it all 
together, cover and refrigerate. 

 Heat a grill pan over medium-high heat. Remove 
the chicken from the bag, shaking off any excess 
marinade. Grill until the chicken is well browned 
and cooked through, 5 to 6 minutes per side. 
Remove and let rest on a plate. When just cool 
enough to handle, shred the chicken with a fork. 

 To serve: remove the salsa from the fridge, taste 
and adjust the seasoning with more salt or lime 
juice. Heat the tortillas over a flame or in a 
microwave and keep warm. Fill a tortilla with 
some of the shredded chicken and top with some 
salsa. Serve topped with extra cilantro and the 
cheese, if using. Cut some wedges from the 
remaining lime to serve on the side. 
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enough to handle, shred the chicken with a fork. 

 To serve: remove the salsa from the fridge, taste 
and adjust the seasoning with more salt or lime 
juice. Heat the tortillas over a flame or in a 
microwave and keep warm. Fill a tortilla with 
some of the shredded chicken and top with some 
salsa. Serve topped with extra cilantro and the 
cheese, if using. Cut some wedges from the 
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Con: If both parties are young and are just starting out with relatively equal contributions, then it 
does not seem to make sense to have a prenup signed. It erodes trust immediately and can leave 
one feeling suspicious as to the motives of the other. —Dr. John Beiter 

Pro: Spending habits need to be considered. If one person spends irresponsibly and the other per-
son is frugal/responsible then in order to be fair in the event of a death or divorce the one who 
saved should not be "penalized" twice. —Dr. John Beiter 

Con: Fool-proof crystal balls are in short supply these days. It's hard to anticipate every change in 

circumstance that might occur between the time a prenuptial agreement is written and when the 

marriage falls apart. What seems reasonable in 2012 might be ridiculously unfair to one of the 

spouses ten or twenty years later. —Meri Arnett-Kremian 
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Requirements and Validity of the Pre-nup 

The requirements and validity of Prenuptial Agreements vary significantly from state to state. 
What would work in one state will not work in another. 
 
For example, if you were doing a Prenuptial Agreement with your intended, how much infor-
mation do you have to give to them? Must you reveal all assets and debts?  The answer depends 
on your state.  Is it valid if your spouse did not reveal all of their assets and debts?  The answer 
depends on your state.  Must you reveal “expectancies?” The answer depends on your state.  
Must both sides be represented by counsel? This answer also depends on your state. 
 
There’s a long list of such items that vary by state. And, the requirements in practice may differ 
somewhat from what a cursory reading of the law might reveal. 

Estate Planning is the intersection of many different areas of the law. Of course, an Estate Planning 
attorney should understand Probate and Trust Law. And, Estate Planning attorneys must understand 
Estate & Gift taxes, at a minimum.  It is also generally expected that they will have somewhat broader 
knowledge of Tax Law. On the other hand, there are some areas of the law that they certainly are not 
expected to understand. Criminal Law is a good example of this. 
 
Arguably, Prenuptial Agreements fall in a grey area. They certainly can affect traditional areas of Estate 
Planning, such as the disposition of assets at death. But, they also tread on traditional areas of Family 
Law, such as the disposition of assets upon divorce. 

Simple Alternative to a Pre-nup is the …. 
 

NEVADA SELF-SETTLED SPENDTHRIFT TRUST which is a trust that 
protects assets from creditors, including by definition a future 
spouse.  

 
This technique is very appealing to many individuals who, 
although they would like to protect their assets from the 
uncertain future or the widely unpredictable discretion of 
a judge, would like to do so quietly and without the hassle 
of a pre-nuptial agreement. 
 
More information on this complex area of estate planning 
is available on our website at www.hagendorflaw.com.  
Additionally, please contact us to set up a consultation for 
the answers to any of your questions. 

Afraid to Broach the Subject of a Pre-nup  
According to research, you’re not alone.  Experts advise: 

1. Have the conversation as early as possible 

2. Know that it’s going to be a weird, heavy conversation 

3. Emphasize how much of a headache you’ll be saving 
yourselves later 

4. Remind your partner that all relationships end one 
way or another.  You’re just trying to make the inevi-
table easier. 

5. Point out that a good prenup benefits the lower-
earning spouse, too 

6. Suggest that you co-create the agreement 

7. Leave room for change over time 
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Due to the issues and problems surrounding 
prenuptial agreements, many individuals have 
turned to alternatives to protecting assets obtained 
prior to marriage, such as a domestic or foreign 
asset protection trust.  

“ 

“The prenup needs to be drawn up 
months before the wedding, not 

days - it's not something you slap 
together and sign in the car on the 
way to the ceremony. A shotgun 

prenup might not hold up in court.” 
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the chicken from the bag, shaking off any excess 
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Remove and let rest on a plate. When just cool 
enough to handle, shred the chicken with a fork. 

 To serve: remove the salsa from the fridge, taste 
and adjust the seasoning with more salt or lime 
juice. Heat the tortillas over a flame or in a 
microwave and keep warm. Fill a tortilla with 
some of the shredded chicken and top with some 
salsa. Serve topped with extra cilantro and the 
cheese, if using. Cut some wedges from the 
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“The prenup needs to be drawn up 
months before the wedding, not 

days - it's not something you slap 
together and sign in the car on the 
way to the ceremony. A shotgun 

prenup might not hold up in court.” 
~Suze Orman 
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1 Tbsp. chili powder 
1 Tsp. ground cumin 
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1 jalapeno, seeded and minced (include some seeds 
for extra heat) 
1/2 bunch cilantro, chopped 
12 corn tortillas 
Crumbled queso fresco or cotija cheese 
 
Directions 

 Put the chicken breasts in a resealable plastic bag 
and add the oil, tequila, chili powder, cumin, the 
grated zest of both limes and some salt and 
pepper. Seal the bag and squish it all together. 
Refrigerate for 30 minutes or up to 2 hours. 

 While the chicken is marinating, make the salsa. 
Put the strawberries in a bowl along with the 
onions, bell peppers, jalapenos and most of the 
cilantro, reserving some for garnish. Add some 
salt and the juice of 1 of the limes. Mix it all 
together, cover and refrigerate. 

 Heat a grill pan over medium-high heat. Remove 
the chicken from the bag, shaking off any excess 
marinade. Grill until the chicken is well browned 
and cooked through, 5 to 6 minutes per side. 
Remove and let rest on a plate. When just cool 
enough to handle, shred the chicken with a fork. 

 To serve: remove the salsa from the fridge, taste 
and adjust the seasoning with more salt or lime 
juice. Heat the tortillas over a flame or in a 
microwave and keep warm. Fill a tortilla with 
some of the shredded chicken and top with some 
salsa. Serve topped with extra cilantro and the 
cheese, if using. Cut some wedges from the 
remaining lime to serve on the side. 
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What Various Relationship Experts Say on the Issue of Pre-
Nups  

Pro: The most common reason couples fight is because of finances. Getting it all out on the table 
up front will help with discussing financial matters down the road. —Carol Clark 

Con: If both parties are young and are just starting out with relatively equal contributions, then it 
does not seem to make sense to have a prenup signed. It erodes trust immediately and can leave 
one feeling suspicious as to the motives of the other. —Dr. John Beiter 

Pro: Spending habits need to be considered. If one person spends irresponsibly and the other per-
son is frugal/responsible then in order to be fair in the event of a death or divorce the one who 
saved should not be "penalized" twice. —Dr. John Beiter 

Con: Fool-proof crystal balls are in short supply these days. It's hard to anticipate every change in 

circumstance that might occur between the time a prenuptial agreement is written and when the 

marriage falls apart. What seems reasonable in 2012 might be ridiculously unfair to one of the 

spouses ten or twenty years later. —Meri Arnett-Kremian 
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Requirements and Validity of the Pre-nup 

The requirements and validity of Prenuptial Agreements vary significantly from state to state. 
What would work in one state will not work in another. 
 
For example, if you were doing a Prenuptial Agreement with your intended, how much infor-
mation do you have to give to them? Must you reveal all assets and debts?  The answer depends 
on your state.  Is it valid if your spouse did not reveal all of their assets and debts?  The answer 
depends on your state.  Must you reveal “expectancies?” The answer depends on your state.  
Must both sides be represented by counsel? This answer also depends on your state. 
 
There’s a long list of such items that vary by state. And, the requirements in practice may differ 
somewhat from what a cursory reading of the law might reveal. 

Estate Planning is the intersection of many different areas of the law. Of course, an Estate Planning 
attorney should understand Probate and Trust Law. And, Estate Planning attorneys must understand 
Estate & Gift taxes, at a minimum.  It is also generally expected that they will have somewhat broader 
knowledge of Tax Law. On the other hand, there are some areas of the law that they certainly are not 
expected to understand. Criminal Law is a good example of this. 
 
Arguably, Prenuptial Agreements fall in a grey area. They certainly can affect traditional areas of Estate 
Planning, such as the disposition of assets at death. But, they also tread on traditional areas of Family 
Law, such as the disposition of assets upon divorce. 

Simple Alternative to a Pre-nup is the …. 
 

NEVADA SELF-SETTLED SPENDTHRIFT TRUST which is a trust that 
protects assets from creditors, including by definition a future 
spouse.  

 
This technique is very appealing to many individuals who, 
although they would like to protect their assets from the 
uncertain future or the widely unpredictable discretion of 
a judge, would like to do so quietly and without the hassle 
of a pre-nuptial agreement. 
 
More information on this complex area of estate planning 
is available on our website at www.hagendorflaw.com.  
Additionally, please contact us to set up a consultation for 
the answers to any of your questions. 

Afraid to Broach the Subject of a Pre-nup  
According to research, you’re not alone.  Experts advise: 

1. Have the conversation as early as possible 

2. Know that it’s going to be a weird, heavy conversation 

3. Emphasize how much of a headache you’ll be saving 
yourselves later 

4. Remind your partner that all relationships end one 
way or another.  You’re just trying to make the inevi-
table easier. 

5. Point out that a good prenup benefits the lower-
earning spouse, too 

6. Suggest that you co-create the agreement 

7. Leave room for change over time 

 

Pre-nuptial Agreements in Estate Planning 
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somewhat from what a cursory reading of the law might reveal. 

Estate Planning is the intersection of many different areas of the law. Of course, an Estate Planning 
attorney should understand Probate and Trust Law. And, Estate Planning attorneys must understand 
Estate & Gift taxes, at a minimum.  It is also generally expected that they will have somewhat broader 
knowledge of Tax Law. On the other hand, there are some areas of the law that they certainly are not 
expected to understand. Criminal Law is a good example of this. 
 
Arguably, Prenuptial Agreements fall in a grey area. They certainly can affect traditional areas of Estate 
Planning, such as the disposition of assets at death. But, they also tread on traditional areas of Family 
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Simple Alternative to a Pre-nup is the …. 
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protects assets from creditors, including by definition a future 
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This technique is very appealing to many individuals who, 
although they would like to protect their assets from the 
uncertain future or the widely unpredictable discretion of 
a judge, would like to do so quietly and without the hassle 
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More information on this complex area of estate planning 
is available on our website at www.hagendorflaw.com.  
Additionally, please contact us to set up a consultation for 
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Afraid to Broach the Subject of a Pre-nup  
According to research, you’re not alone.  Experts advise: 

1. Have the conversation as early as possible 

2. Know that it’s going to be a weird, heavy conversation 

3. Emphasize how much of a headache you’ll be saving 
yourselves later 
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way or another.  You’re just trying to make the inevi-
table easier. 

5. Point out that a good prenup benefits the lower-
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6. Suggest that you co-create the agreement 
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Due to the issues and problems surrounding 
prenuptial agreements, many individuals have 
turned to alternatives to protecting assets obtained 
prior to marriage, such as a domestic or foreign 
asset protection trust.  

“ 

“The prenup needs to be drawn up 
months before the wedding, not 

days - it's not something you slap 
together and sign in the car on the 
way to the ceremony. A shotgun 

prenup might not hold up in court.” 
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Remove and let rest on a plate. When just cool 
enough to handle, shred the chicken with a fork. 

 To serve: remove the salsa from the fridge, taste 
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juice. Heat the tortillas over a flame or in a 
microwave and keep warm. Fill a tortilla with 
some of the shredded chicken and top with some 
salsa. Serve topped with extra cilantro and the 
cheese, if using. Cut some wedges from the 
remaining lime to serve on the side. 
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son is frugal/responsible then in order to be fair in the event of a death or divorce the one who 
saved should not be "penalized" twice. —Dr. John Beiter 

Con: Fool-proof crystal balls are in short supply these days. It's hard to anticipate every change in 

circumstance that might occur between the time a prenuptial agreement is written and when the 

marriage falls apart. What seems reasonable in 2012 might be ridiculously unfair to one of the 

spouses ten or twenty years later. —Meri Arnett-Kremian 
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Requirements and Validity of the Pre-nup 

The requirements and validity of Prenuptial Agreements vary significantly from state to state. 
What would work in one state will not work in another. 
 
For example, if you were doing a Prenuptial Agreement with your intended, how much infor-
mation do you have to give to them? Must you reveal all assets and debts?  The answer depends 
on your state.  Is it valid if your spouse did not reveal all of their assets and debts?  The answer 
depends on your state.  Must you reveal “expectancies?” The answer depends on your state.  
Must both sides be represented by counsel? This answer also depends on your state. 
 
There’s a long list of such items that vary by state. And, the requirements in practice may differ 
somewhat from what a cursory reading of the law might reveal. 

Estate Planning is the intersection of many different areas of the law. Of course, an Estate Planning 
attorney should understand Probate and Trust Law. And, Estate Planning attorneys must understand 
Estate & Gift taxes, at a minimum.  It is also generally expected that they will have somewhat broader 
knowledge of Tax Law. On the other hand, there are some areas of the law that they certainly are not 
expected to understand. Criminal Law is a good example of this. 
 
Arguably, Prenuptial Agreements fall in a grey area. They certainly can affect traditional areas of Estate 
Planning, such as the disposition of assets at death. But, they also tread on traditional areas of Family 
Law, such as the disposition of assets upon divorce. 

Simple Alternative to a Pre-nup is the …. 
 

NEVADA SELF-SETTLED SPENDTHRIFT TRUST which is a trust that 
protects assets from creditors, including by definition a future 
spouse.  

 
This technique is very appealing to many individuals who, 
although they would like to protect their assets from the 
uncertain future or the widely unpredictable discretion of 
a judge, would like to do so quietly and without the hassle 
of a pre-nuptial agreement. 
 
More information on this complex area of estate planning 
is available on our website at www.hagendorflaw.com.  
Additionally, please contact us to set up a consultation for 
the answers to any of your questions. 

Afraid to Broach the Subject of a Pre-nup  
According to research, you’re not alone.  Experts advise: 

1. Have the conversation as early as possible 

2. Know that it’s going to be a weird, heavy conversation 

3. Emphasize how much of a headache you’ll be saving 
yourselves later 

4. Remind your partner that all relationships end one 
way or another.  You’re just trying to make the inevi-
table easier. 

5. Point out that a good prenup benefits the lower-
earning spouse, too 

6. Suggest that you co-create the agreement 

7. Leave room for change over time 
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To Pre-nup? Or not to Pre-nup? 
 

Due to the issues and problems surrounding 
prenuptial agreements, many individuals have 
turned to alternatives to protecting assets obtained 
prior to marriage, such as a domestic or foreign 
asset protection trust.  

“ 

“The prenup needs to be drawn up 
months before the wedding, not 

days - it's not something you slap 
together and sign in the car on the 
way to the ceremony. A shotgun 

prenup might not hold up in court.” 
~Suze Orman 
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 Ingredients 

4 boneless, skinless chicken breasts 
1/4 cup extra-virgin olive oil 
1/4 cup tequila 
1 Tbsp. chili powder 
1 Tsp. ground cumin 
2 limes 
Kosher salt and fresh ground black pepper 
1 Qt. strawberries 
1 medium red onion, very finely diced 
1 jalapeno, seeded and minced (include some seeds 
for extra heat) 
1/2 bunch cilantro, chopped 
12 corn tortillas 
Crumbled queso fresco or cotija cheese 
 
Directions 

 Put the chicken breasts in a resealable plastic bag 
and add the oil, tequila, chili powder, cumin, the 
grated zest of both limes and some salt and 
pepper. Seal the bag and squish it all together. 
Refrigerate for 30 minutes or up to 2 hours. 

 While the chicken is marinating, make the salsa. 
Put the strawberries in a bowl along with the 
onions, bell peppers, jalapenos and most of the 
cilantro, reserving some for garnish. Add some 
salt and the juice of 1 of the limes. Mix it all 
together, cover and refrigerate. 

 Heat a grill pan over medium-high heat. Remove 
the chicken from the bag, shaking off any excess 
marinade. Grill until the chicken is well browned 
and cooked through, 5 to 6 minutes per side. 
Remove and let rest on a plate. When just cool 
enough to handle, shred the chicken with a fork. 

 To serve: remove the salsa from the fridge, taste 
and adjust the seasoning with more salt or lime 
juice. Heat the tortillas over a flame or in a 
microwave and keep warm. Fill a tortilla with 
some of the shredded chicken and top with some 
salsa. Serve topped with extra cilantro and the 
cheese, if using. Cut some wedges from the 
remaining lime to serve on the side. 
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does not seem to make sense to have a prenup signed. It erodes trust immediately and can leave 
one feeling suspicious as to the motives of the other. —Dr. John Beiter 

Pro: Spending habits need to be considered. If one person spends irresponsibly and the other per-
son is frugal/responsible then in order to be fair in the event of a death or divorce the one who 
saved should not be "penalized" twice. —Dr. John Beiter 

Con: Fool-proof crystal balls are in short supply these days. It's hard to anticipate every change in 

circumstance that might occur between the time a prenuptial agreement is written and when the 

marriage falls apart. What seems reasonable in 2012 might be ridiculously unfair to one of the 

spouses ten or twenty years later. —Meri Arnett-Kremian 
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Requirements and Validity of the Pre-nup 

The requirements and validity of Prenuptial Agreements vary significantly from state to state. 
What would work in one state will not work in another. 
 
For example, if you were doing a Prenuptial Agreement with your intended, how much infor-
mation do you have to give to them? Must you reveal all assets and debts?  The answer depends 
on your state.  Is it valid if your spouse did not reveal all of their assets and debts?  The answer 
depends on your state.  Must you reveal “expectancies?” The answer depends on your state.  
Must both sides be represented by counsel? This answer also depends on your state. 
 
There’s a long list of such items that vary by state. And, the requirements in practice may differ 
somewhat from what a cursory reading of the law might reveal. 

Estate Planning is the intersection of many different areas of the law. Of course, an Estate Planning 
attorney should understand Probate and Trust Law. And, Estate Planning attorneys must understand 
Estate & Gift taxes, at a minimum.  It is also generally expected that they will have somewhat broader 
knowledge of Tax Law. On the other hand, there are some areas of the law that they certainly are not 
expected to understand. Criminal Law is a good example of this. 
 
Arguably, Prenuptial Agreements fall in a grey area. They certainly can affect traditional areas of Estate 
Planning, such as the disposition of assets at death. But, they also tread on traditional areas of Family 
Law, such as the disposition of assets upon divorce. 

Simple Alternative to a Pre-nup is the …. 
 

NEVADA SELF-SETTLED SPENDTHRIFT TRUST which is a trust that 
protects assets from creditors, including by definition a future 
spouse.  

 
This technique is very appealing to many individuals who, 
although they would like to protect their assets from the 
uncertain future or the widely unpredictable discretion of 
a judge, would like to do so quietly and without the hassle 
of a pre-nuptial agreement. 
 
More information on this complex area of estate planning 
is available on our website at www.hagendorflaw.com.  
Additionally, please contact us to set up a consultation for 
the answers to any of your questions. 

Afraid to Broach the Subject of a Pre-nup  
According to research, you’re not alone.  Experts advise: 

1. Have the conversation as early as possible 

2. Know that it’s going to be a weird, heavy conversation 

3. Emphasize how much of a headache you’ll be saving 
yourselves later 

4. Remind your partner that all relationships end one 
way or another.  You’re just trying to make the inevi-
table easier. 

5. Point out that a good prenup benefits the lower-
earning spouse, too 

6. Suggest that you co-create the agreement 

7. Leave room for change over time 
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To Pre-nup? Or not to Pre-nup? 
 

Due to the issues and problems surrounding 
prenuptial agreements, many individuals have 
turned to alternatives to protecting assets obtained 
prior to marriage, such as a domestic or foreign 
asset protection trust.  

“ 

“The prenup needs to be drawn up 
months before the wedding, not 

days - it's not something you slap 
together and sign in the car on the 
way to the ceremony. A shotgun 

prenup might not hold up in court.” 
~Suze Orman 
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1 jalapeno, seeded and minced (include some seeds 
for extra heat) 
1/2 bunch cilantro, chopped 
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Crumbled queso fresco or cotija cheese 
 
Directions 

 Put the chicken breasts in a resealable plastic bag 
and add the oil, tequila, chili powder, cumin, the 
grated zest of both limes and some salt and 
pepper. Seal the bag and squish it all together. 
Refrigerate for 30 minutes or up to 2 hours. 

 While the chicken is marinating, make the salsa. 
Put the strawberries in a bowl along with the 
onions, bell peppers, jalapenos and most of the 
cilantro, reserving some for garnish. Add some 
salt and the juice of 1 of the limes. Mix it all 
together, cover and refrigerate. 

 Heat a grill pan over medium-high heat. Remove 
the chicken from the bag, shaking off any excess 
marinade. Grill until the chicken is well browned 
and cooked through, 5 to 6 minutes per side. 
Remove and let rest on a plate. When just cool 
enough to handle, shred the chicken with a fork. 

 To serve: remove the salsa from the fridge, taste 
and adjust the seasoning with more salt or lime 
juice. Heat the tortillas over a flame or in a 
microwave and keep warm. Fill a tortilla with 
some of the shredded chicken and top with some 
salsa. Serve topped with extra cilantro and the 
cheese, if using. Cut some wedges from the 
remaining lime to serve on the side. 
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enough to handle, shred the chicken with a fork. 

 To serve: remove the salsa from the fridge, taste 
and adjust the seasoning with more salt or lime 
juice. Heat the tortillas over a flame or in a 
microwave and keep warm. Fill a tortilla with 
some of the shredded chicken and top with some 
salsa. Serve topped with extra cilantro and the 
cheese, if using. Cut some wedges from the 
remaining lime to serve on the side. 
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does not seem to make sense to have a prenup signed. It erodes trust immediately and can leave 
one feeling suspicious as to the motives of the other. —Dr. John Beiter 

Pro: Spending habits need to be considered. If one person spends irresponsibly and the other per-
son is frugal/responsible then in order to be fair in the event of a death or divorce the one who 
saved should not be "penalized" twice. —Dr. John Beiter 

Con: Fool-proof crystal balls are in short supply these days. It's hard to anticipate every change in 

circumstance that might occur between the time a prenuptial agreement is written and when the 

marriage falls apart. What seems reasonable in 2012 might be ridiculously unfair to one of the 

spouses ten or twenty years later. —Meri Arnett-Kremian 
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Requirements and Validity of the Pre-nup 

The requirements and validity of Prenuptial Agreements vary significantly from state to state. 
What would work in one state will not work in another. 
 
For example, if you were doing a Prenuptial Agreement with your intended, how much infor-
mation do you have to give to them? Must you reveal all assets and debts?  The answer depends 
on your state.  Is it valid if your spouse did not reveal all of their assets and debts?  The answer 
depends on your state.  Must you reveal “expectancies?” The answer depends on your state.  
Must both sides be represented by counsel? This answer also depends on your state. 
 
There’s a long list of such items that vary by state. And, the requirements in practice may differ 
somewhat from what a cursory reading of the law might reveal. 

Estate Planning is the intersection of many different areas of the law. Of course, an Estate Planning 
attorney should understand Probate and Trust Law. And, Estate Planning attorneys must understand 
Estate & Gift taxes, at a minimum.  It is also generally expected that they will have somewhat broader 
knowledge of Tax Law. On the other hand, there are some areas of the law that they certainly are not 
expected to understand. Criminal Law is a good example of this. 
 
Arguably, Prenuptial Agreements fall in a grey area. They certainly can affect traditional areas of Estate 
Planning, such as the disposition of assets at death. But, they also tread on traditional areas of Family 
Law, such as the disposition of assets upon divorce. 

Simple Alternative to a Pre-nup is the …. 
 

NEVADA SELF-SETTLED SPENDTHRIFT TRUST which is a trust that 
protects assets from creditors, including by definition a future 
spouse.  

 
This technique is very appealing to many individuals who, 
although they would like to protect their assets from the 
uncertain future or the widely unpredictable discretion of 
a judge, would like to do so quietly and without the hassle 
of a pre-nuptial agreement. 
 
More information on this complex area of estate planning 
is available on our website at www.hagendorflaw.com.  
Additionally, please contact us to set up a consultation for 
the answers to any of your questions. 

Afraid to Broach the Subject of a Pre-nup  
According to research, you’re not alone.  Experts advise: 

1. Have the conversation as early as possible 

2. Know that it’s going to be a weird, heavy conversation 

3. Emphasize how much of a headache you’ll be saving 
yourselves later 

4. Remind your partner that all relationships end one 
way or another.  You’re just trying to make the inevi-
table easier. 

5. Point out that a good prenup benefits the lower-
earning spouse, too 

6. Suggest that you co-create the agreement 

7. Leave room for change over time 
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salt and the juice of 1 of the limes. Mix it all 
together, cover and refrigerate. 

 Heat a grill pan over medium-high heat. Remove 
the chicken from the bag, shaking off any excess 
marinade. Grill until the chicken is well browned 
and cooked through, 5 to 6 minutes per side. 
Remove and let rest on a plate. When just cool 
enough to handle, shred the chicken with a fork. 

 To serve: remove the salsa from the fridge, taste 
and adjust the seasoning with more salt or lime 
juice. Heat the tortillas over a flame or in a 
microwave and keep warm. Fill a tortilla with 
some of the shredded chicken and top with some 
salsa. Serve topped with extra cilantro and the 
cheese, if using. Cut some wedges from the 
remaining lime to serve on the side. 
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up front will help with discussing financial matters down the road. —Carol Clark 

Con: If both parties are young and are just starting out with relatively equal contributions, then it 
does not seem to make sense to have a prenup signed. It erodes trust immediately and can leave 
one feeling suspicious as to the motives of the other. —Dr. John Beiter 

Pro: Spending habits need to be considered. If one person spends irresponsibly and the other per-
son is frugal/responsible then in order to be fair in the event of a death or divorce the one who 
saved should not be "penalized" twice. —Dr. John Beiter 

Con: Fool-proof crystal balls are in short supply these days. It's hard to anticipate every change in 

circumstance that might occur between the time a prenuptial agreement is written and when the 

marriage falls apart. What seems reasonable in 2012 might be ridiculously unfair to one of the 

spouses ten or twenty years later. —Meri Arnett-Kremian 
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Requirements and Validity of the Pre-nup 

The requirements and validity of Prenuptial Agreements vary significantly from state to state. 
What would work in one state will not work in another. 
 
For example, if you were doing a Prenuptial Agreement with your intended, how much infor-
mation do you have to give to them? Must you reveal all assets and debts?  The answer depends 
on your state.  Is it valid if your spouse did not reveal all of their assets and debts?  The answer 
depends on your state.  Must you reveal “expectancies?” The answer depends on your state.  
Must both sides be represented by counsel? This answer also depends on your state. 
 
There’s a long list of such items that vary by state. And, the requirements in practice may differ 
somewhat from what a cursory reading of the law might reveal. 

Estate Planning is the intersection of many different areas of the law. Of course, an Estate Planning 
attorney should understand Probate and Trust Law. And, Estate Planning attorneys must understand 
Estate & Gift taxes, at a minimum.  It is also generally expected that they will have somewhat broader 
knowledge of Tax Law. On the other hand, there are some areas of the law that they certainly are not 
expected to understand. Criminal Law is a good example of this. 
 
Arguably, Prenuptial Agreements fall in a grey area. They certainly can affect traditional areas of Estate 
Planning, such as the disposition of assets at death. But, they also tread on traditional areas of Family 
Law, such as the disposition of assets upon divorce. 

Simple Alternative to a Pre-nup is the …. 
 

NEVADA SELF-SETTLED SPENDTHRIFT TRUST which is a trust that 
protects assets from creditors, including by definition a future 
spouse.  

 
This technique is very appealing to many individuals who, 
although they would like to protect their assets from the 
uncertain future or the widely unpredictable discretion of 
a judge, would like to do so quietly and without the hassle 
of a pre-nuptial agreement. 
 
More information on this complex area of estate planning 
is available on our website at www.hagendorflaw.com.  
Additionally, please contact us to set up a consultation for 
the answers to any of your questions. 

Afraid to Broach the Subject of a Pre-nup  
According to research, you’re not alone.  Experts advise: 

1. Have the conversation as early as possible 

2. Know that it’s going to be a weird, heavy conversation 

3. Emphasize how much of a headache you’ll be saving 
yourselves later 

4. Remind your partner that all relationships end one 
way or another.  You’re just trying to make the inevi-
table easier. 

5. Point out that a good prenup benefits the lower-
earning spouse, too 

6. Suggest that you co-create the agreement 

7. Leave room for change over time 
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mation do you have to give to them? Must you reveal all assets and debts?  The answer depends 
on your state.  Is it valid if your spouse did not reveal all of their assets and debts?  The answer 
depends on your state.  Must you reveal “expectancies?” The answer depends on your state.  
Must both sides be represented by counsel? This answer also depends on your state. 
 
There’s a long list of such items that vary by state. And, the requirements in practice may differ 
somewhat from what a cursory reading of the law might reveal. 

Estate Planning is the intersection of many different areas of the law. Of course, an Estate Planning 
attorney should understand Probate and Trust Law. And, Estate Planning attorneys must understand 
Estate & Gift taxes, at a minimum.  It is also generally expected that they will have somewhat broader 
knowledge of Tax Law. On the other hand, there are some areas of the law that they certainly are not 
expected to understand. Criminal Law is a good example of this. 
 
Arguably, Prenuptial Agreements fall in a grey area. They certainly can affect traditional areas of Estate 
Planning, such as the disposition of assets at death. But, they also tread on traditional areas of Family 
Law, such as the disposition of assets upon divorce. 

Simple Alternative to a Pre-nup is the …. 
 

NEVADA SELF-SETTLED SPENDTHRIFT TRUST which is a trust that 
protects assets from creditors, including by definition a future 
spouse.  

 
This technique is very appealing to many individuals who, 
although they would like to protect their assets from the 
uncertain future or the widely unpredictable discretion of 
a judge, would like to do so quietly and without the hassle 
of a pre-nuptial agreement. 
 
More information on this complex area of estate planning 
is available on our website at www.hagendorflaw.com.  
Additionally, please contact us to set up a consultation for 
the answers to any of your questions. 

Afraid to Broach the Subject of a Pre-nup  
According to research, you’re not alone.  Experts advise: 

1. Have the conversation as early as possible 

2. Know that it’s going to be a weird, heavy conversation 

3. Emphasize how much of a headache you’ll be saving 
yourselves later 

4. Remind your partner that all relationships end one 
way or another.  You’re just trying to make the inevi-
table easier. 

5. Point out that a good prenup benefits the lower-
earning spouse, too 

6. Suggest that you co-create the agreement 

7. Leave room for change over time 
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To Pre-nup? Or not to Pre-nup? 
 

Due to the issues and problems surrounding 
prenuptial agreements, many individuals have 
turned to alternatives to protecting assets obtained 
prior to marriage, such as a domestic or foreign 
asset protection trust.  

“ 

“The prenup needs to be drawn up 
months before the wedding, not 

days - it's not something you slap 
together and sign in the car on the 
way to the ceremony. A shotgun 

prenup might not hold up in court.” 
~Suze Orman 
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• June’s Recipe—Grilled Chicken 

Tacos with Strawberry Salsa 

• Expert Thoughts on Pre-nups 

 Ingredients 

4 boneless, skinless chicken breasts 
1/4 cup extra-virgin olive oil 
1/4 cup tequila 
1 Tbsp. chili powder 
1 Tsp. ground cumin 
2 limes 
Kosher salt and fresh ground black pepper 
1 Qt. strawberries 
1 medium red onion, very finely diced 
1 jalapeno, seeded and minced (include some seeds 
for extra heat) 
1/2 bunch cilantro, chopped 
12 corn tortillas 
Crumbled queso fresco or cotija cheese 
 
Directions 

 Put the chicken breasts in a resealable plastic bag 
and add the oil, tequila, chili powder, cumin, the 
grated zest of both limes and some salt and 
pepper. Seal the bag and squish it all together. 
Refrigerate for 30 minutes or up to 2 hours. 

 While the chicken is marinating, make the salsa. 
Put the strawberries in a bowl along with the 
onions, bell peppers, jalapenos and most of the 
cilantro, reserving some for garnish. Add some 
salt and the juice of 1 of the limes. Mix it all 
together, cover and refrigerate. 

 Heat a grill pan over medium-high heat. Remove 
the chicken from the bag, shaking off any excess 
marinade. Grill until the chicken is well browned 
and cooked through, 5 to 6 minutes per side. 
Remove and let rest on a plate. When just cool 
enough to handle, shred the chicken with a fork. 

 To serve: remove the salsa from the fridge, taste 
and adjust the seasoning with more salt or lime 
juice. Heat the tortillas over a flame or in a 
microwave and keep warm. Fill a tortilla with 
some of the shredded chicken and top with some 
salsa. Serve topped with extra cilantro and the 
cheese, if using. Cut some wedges from the 
remaining lime to serve on the side. 
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June’s Recipe - Grilled Chicken Tacos with Strawberry Salsa 

What Various Relationship Experts Say on the Issue of Pre-
Nups  

Pro: The most common reason couples fight is because of finances. Getting it all out on the table 
up front will help with discussing financial matters down the road. —Carol Clark 

Con: If both parties are young and are just starting out with relatively equal contributions, then it 
does not seem to make sense to have a prenup signed. It erodes trust immediately and can leave 
one feeling suspicious as to the motives of the other. —Dr. John Beiter 

Pro: Spending habits need to be considered. If one person spends irresponsibly and the other per-
son is frugal/responsible then in order to be fair in the event of a death or divorce the one who 
saved should not be "penalized" twice. —Dr. John Beiter 

Con: Fool-proof crystal balls are in short supply these days. It's hard to anticipate every change in 

circumstance that might occur between the time a prenuptial agreement is written and when the 

marriage falls apart. What seems reasonable in 2012 might be ridiculously unfair to one of the 

spouses ten or twenty years later. —Meri Arnett-Kremian 
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Con: If both parties are young and are just starting out with relatively equal contributions, then it 
does not seem to make sense to have a prenup signed. It erodes trust immediately and can leave 
one feeling suspicious as to the motives of the other. —Dr. John Beiter 

Pro: Spending habits need to be considered. If one person spends irresponsibly and the other per-
son is frugal/responsible then in order to be fair in the event of a death or divorce the one who 
saved should not be "penalized" twice. —Dr. John Beiter 

Con: Fool-proof crystal balls are in short supply these days. It's hard to anticipate every change in 

circumstance that might occur between the time a prenuptial agreement is written and when the 

marriage falls apart. What seems reasonable in 2012 might be ridiculously unfair to one of the 

spouses ten or twenty years later. —Meri Arnett-Kremian 
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Requirements and Validity of the Pre-nup 

The requirements and validity of Prenuptial Agreements vary significantly from state to state. 
What would work in one state will not work in another. 
 
For example, if you were doing a Prenuptial Agreement with your intended, how much infor-
mation do you have to give to them? Must you reveal all assets and debts?  The answer depends 
on your state.  Is it valid if your spouse did not reveal all of their assets and debts?  The answer 
depends on your state.  Must you reveal “expectancies?” The answer depends on your state.  
Must both sides be represented by counsel? This answer also depends on your state. 
 
There’s a long list of such items that vary by state. And, the requirements in practice may differ 
somewhat from what a cursory reading of the law might reveal. 

Estate Planning is the intersection of many different areas of the law. Of course, an Estate Planning 
attorney should understand Probate and Trust Law. And, Estate Planning attorneys must understand 
Estate & Gift taxes, at a minimum.  It is also generally expected that they will have somewhat broader 
knowledge of Tax Law. On the other hand, there are some areas of the law that they certainly are not 
expected to understand. Criminal Law is a good example of this. 
 
Arguably, Prenuptial Agreements fall in a grey area. They certainly can affect traditional areas of Estate 
Planning, such as the disposition of assets at death. But, they also tread on traditional areas of Family 
Law, such as the disposition of assets upon divorce. 

Simple Alternative to a Pre-nup is the …. 
 

NEVADA SELF-SETTLED SPENDTHRIFT TRUST which is a trust that 
protects assets from creditors, including by definition a future 
spouse.  

 
This technique is very appealing to many individuals who, 
although they would like to protect their assets from the 
uncertain future or the widely unpredictable discretion of 
a judge, would like to do so quietly and without the hassle 
of a pre-nuptial agreement. 
 
More information on this complex area of estate planning 
is available on our website at www.hagendorflaw.com.  
Additionally, please contact us to set up a consultation for 
the answers to any of your questions. 

Afraid to Broach the Subject of a Pre-nup  
According to research, you’re not alone.  Experts advise: 

1. Have the conversation as early as possible 

2. Know that it’s going to be a weird, heavy conversation 

3. Emphasize how much of a headache you’ll be saving 
yourselves later 

4. Remind your partner that all relationships end one 
way or another.  You’re just trying to make the inevi-
table easier. 

5. Point out that a good prenup benefits the lower-
earning spouse, too 

6. Suggest that you co-create the agreement 

7. Leave room for change over time 
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To Pre-nup? Or not to Pre-nup? 
 

Due to the issues and problems surrounding 
prenuptial agreements, many individuals have 
turned to alternatives to protecting assets obtained 
prior to marriage, such as a domestic or foreign 
asset protection trust.  

“ 

“The prenup needs to be drawn up 
months before the wedding, not 

days - it's not something you slap 
together and sign in the car on the 
way to the ceremony. A shotgun 

prenup might not hold up in court.” 
~Suze Orman 
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1 Tbsp. chili powder 
1 Tsp. ground cumin 
2 limes 
Kosher salt and fresh ground black pepper 
1 Qt. strawberries 
1 medium red onion, very finely diced 
1 jalapeno, seeded and minced (include some seeds 
for extra heat) 
1/2 bunch cilantro, chopped 
12 corn tortillas 
Crumbled queso fresco or cotija cheese 
 
Directions 

 Put the chicken breasts in a resealable plastic bag 
and add the oil, tequila, chili powder, cumin, the 
grated zest of both limes and some salt and 
pepper. Seal the bag and squish it all together. 
Refrigerate for 30 minutes or up to 2 hours. 

 While the chicken is marinating, make the salsa. 
Put the strawberries in a bowl along with the 
onions, bell peppers, jalapenos and most of the 
cilantro, reserving some for garnish. Add some 
salt and the juice of 1 of the limes. Mix it all 
together, cover and refrigerate. 

 Heat a grill pan over medium-high heat. Remove 
the chicken from the bag, shaking off any excess 
marinade. Grill until the chicken is well browned 
and cooked through, 5 to 6 minutes per side. 
Remove and let rest on a plate. When just cool 
enough to handle, shred the chicken with a fork. 

 To serve: remove the salsa from the fridge, taste 
and adjust the seasoning with more salt or lime 
juice. Heat the tortillas over a flame or in a 
microwave and keep warm. Fill a tortilla with 
some of the shredded chicken and top with some 
salsa. Serve topped with extra cilantro and the 
cheese, if using. Cut some wedges from the 
remaining lime to serve on the side. 
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does not seem to make sense to have a prenup signed. It erodes trust immediately and can leave 
one feeling suspicious as to the motives of the other. —Dr. John Beiter 

Pro: Spending habits need to be considered. If one person spends irresponsibly and the other per-
son is frugal/responsible then in order to be fair in the event of a death or divorce the one who 
saved should not be "penalized" twice. —Dr. John Beiter 

Con: Fool-proof crystal balls are in short supply these days. It's hard to anticipate every change in 

circumstance that might occur between the time a prenuptial agreement is written and when the 

marriage falls apart. What seems reasonable in 2012 might be ridiculously unfair to one of the 

spouses ten or twenty years later. —Meri Arnett-Kremian 
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Requirements and Validity of the Pre-nup 

The requirements and validity of Prenuptial Agreements vary significantly from state to state. 
What would work in one state will not work in another. 
 
For example, if you were doing a Prenuptial Agreement with your intended, how much infor-
mation do you have to give to them? Must you reveal all assets and debts?  The answer depends 
on your state.  Is it valid if your spouse did not reveal all of their assets and debts?  The answer 
depends on your state.  Must you reveal “expectancies?” The answer depends on your state.  
Must both sides be represented by counsel? This answer also depends on your state. 
 
There’s a long list of such items that vary by state. And, the requirements in practice may differ 
somewhat from what a cursory reading of the law might reveal. 

Estate Planning is the intersection of many different areas of the law. Of course, an Estate Planning 
attorney should understand Probate and Trust Law. And, Estate Planning attorneys must understand 
Estate & Gift taxes, at a minimum.  It is also generally expected that they will have somewhat broader 
knowledge of Tax Law. On the other hand, there are some areas of the law that they certainly are not 
expected to understand. Criminal Law is a good example of this. 
 
Arguably, Prenuptial Agreements fall in a grey area. They certainly can affect traditional areas of Estate 
Planning, such as the disposition of assets at death. But, they also tread on traditional areas of Family 
Law, such as the disposition of assets upon divorce. 

Simple Alternative to a Pre-nup is the …. 
 

NEVADA SELF-SETTLED SPENDTHRIFT TRUST which is a trust that 
protects assets from creditors, including by definition a future 
spouse.  

 
This technique is very appealing to many individuals who, 
although they would like to protect their assets from the 
uncertain future or the widely unpredictable discretion of 
a judge, would like to do so quietly and without the hassle 
of a pre-nuptial agreement. 
 
More information on this complex area of estate planning 
is available on our website at www.hagendorflaw.com.  
Additionally, please contact us to set up a consultation for 
the answers to any of your questions. 

Afraid to Broach the Subject of a Pre-nup  
According to research, you’re not alone.  Experts advise: 

1. Have the conversation as early as possible 

2. Know that it’s going to be a weird, heavy conversation 

3. Emphasize how much of a headache you’ll be saving 
yourselves later 

4. Remind your partner that all relationships end one 
way or another.  You’re just trying to make the inevi-
table easier. 

5. Point out that a good prenup benefits the lower-
earning spouse, too 

6. Suggest that you co-create the agreement 

7. Leave room for change over time 
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To Pre-nup? Or not to Pre-nup? 
 

Due to the issues and problems surrounding 
prenuptial agreements, many individuals have 
turned to alternatives to protecting assets obtained 
prior to marriage, such as a domestic or foreign 
asset protection trust.  

“ 

“The prenup needs to be drawn up 
months before the wedding, not 

days - it's not something you slap 
together and sign in the car on the 
way to the ceremony. A shotgun 

prenup might not hold up in court.” 
~Suze Orman 
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cilantro, reserving some for garnish. Add some 
salt and the juice of 1 of the limes. Mix it all 
together, cover and refrigerate. 

 Heat a grill pan over medium-high heat. Remove 
the chicken from the bag, shaking off any excess 
marinade. Grill until the chicken is well browned 
and cooked through, 5 to 6 minutes per side. 
Remove and let rest on a plate. When just cool 
enough to handle, shred the chicken with a fork. 

 To serve: remove the salsa from the fridge, taste 
and adjust the seasoning with more salt or lime 
juice. Heat the tortillas over a flame or in a 
microwave and keep warm. Fill a tortilla with 
some of the shredded chicken and top with some 
salsa. Serve topped with extra cilantro and the 
cheese, if using. Cut some wedges from the 
remaining lime to serve on the side. 
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1 jalapeno, seeded and minced (include some seeds 
for extra heat) 
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Directions 

 Put the chicken breasts in a resealable plastic bag 
and add the oil, tequila, chili powder, cumin, the 
grated zest of both limes and some salt and 
pepper. Seal the bag and squish it all together. 
Refrigerate for 30 minutes or up to 2 hours. 

 While the chicken is marinating, make the salsa. 
Put the strawberries in a bowl along with the 
onions, bell peppers, jalapenos and most of the 
cilantro, reserving some for garnish. Add some 
salt and the juice of 1 of the limes. Mix it all 
together, cover and refrigerate. 

 Heat a grill pan over medium-high heat. Remove 
the chicken from the bag, shaking off any excess 
marinade. Grill until the chicken is well browned 
and cooked through, 5 to 6 minutes per side. 
Remove and let rest on a plate. When just cool 
enough to handle, shred the chicken with a fork. 

 To serve: remove the salsa from the fridge, taste 
and adjust the seasoning with more salt or lime 
juice. Heat the tortillas over a flame or in a 
microwave and keep warm. Fill a tortilla with 
some of the shredded chicken and top with some 
salsa. Serve topped with extra cilantro and the 
cheese, if using. Cut some wedges from the 
remaining lime to serve on the side. 
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Nups  

Pro: The most common reason couples fight is because of finances. Getting it all out on the table 
up front will help with discussing financial matters down the road. —Carol Clark 

Con: If both parties are young and are just starting out with relatively equal contributions, then it 
does not seem to make sense to have a prenup signed. It erodes trust immediately and can leave 
one feeling suspicious as to the motives of the other. —Dr. John Beiter 

Pro: Spending habits need to be considered. If one person spends irresponsibly and the other per-
son is frugal/responsible then in order to be fair in the event of a death or divorce the one who 
saved should not be "penalized" twice. —Dr. John Beiter 

Con: Fool-proof crystal balls are in short supply these days. It's hard to anticipate every change in 

circumstance that might occur between the time a prenuptial agreement is written and when the 

marriage falls apart. What seems reasonable in 2012 might be ridiculously unfair to one of the 

spouses ten or twenty years later. —Meri Arnett-Kremian 
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Requirements and Validity of the Pre-nup 

The requirements and validity of Prenuptial Agreements vary significantly from state to state. 
What would work in one state will not work in another. 
 
For example, if you were doing a Prenuptial Agreement with your intended, how much infor-
mation do you have to give to them? Must you reveal all assets and debts?  The answer depends 
on your state.  Is it valid if your spouse did not reveal all of their assets and debts?  The answer 
depends on your state.  Must you reveal “expectancies?” The answer depends on your state.  
Must both sides be represented by counsel? This answer also depends on your state. 
 
There’s a long list of such items that vary by state. And, the requirements in practice may differ 
somewhat from what a cursory reading of the law might reveal. 

Estate Planning is the intersection of many different areas of the law. Of course, an Estate Planning 
attorney should understand Probate and Trust Law. And, Estate Planning attorneys must understand 
Estate & Gift taxes, at a minimum.  It is also generally expected that they will have somewhat broader 
knowledge of Tax Law. On the other hand, there are some areas of the law that they certainly are not 
expected to understand. Criminal Law is a good example of this. 
 
Arguably, Prenuptial Agreements fall in a grey area. They certainly can affect traditional areas of Estate 
Planning, such as the disposition of assets at death. But, they also tread on traditional areas of Family 
Law, such as the disposition of assets upon divorce. 

Simple Alternative to a Pre-nup is the …. 
 

NEVADA SELF-SETTLED SPENDTHRIFT TRUST which is a trust that 
protects assets from creditors, including by definition a future 
spouse.  

 
This technique is very appealing to many individuals who, 
although they would like to protect their assets from the 
uncertain future or the widely unpredictable discretion of 
a judge, would like to do so quietly and without the hassle 
of a pre-nuptial agreement. 
 
More information on this complex area of estate planning 
is available on our website at www.hagendorflaw.com.  
Additionally, please contact us to set up a consultation for 
the answers to any of your questions. 

Afraid to Broach the Subject of a Pre-nup  
According to research, you’re not alone.  Experts advise: 

1. Have the conversation as early as possible 

2. Know that it’s going to be a weird, heavy conversation 

3. Emphasize how much of a headache you’ll be saving 
yourselves later 

4. Remind your partner that all relationships end one 
way or another.  You’re just trying to make the inevi-
table easier. 

5. Point out that a good prenup benefits the lower-
earning spouse, too 

6. Suggest that you co-create the agreement 

7. Leave room for change over time 
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Pro: Spending habits need to be considered. If one person spends irresponsibly and the other per-
son is frugal/responsible then in order to be fair in the event of a death or divorce the one who 
saved should not be "penalized" twice. —Dr. John Beiter 

Con: Fool-proof crystal balls are in short supply these days. It's hard to anticipate every change in 

circumstance that might occur between the time a prenuptial agreement is written and when the 

marriage falls apart. What seems reasonable in 2012 might be ridiculously unfair to one of the 
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Requirements and Validity of the Pre-nup 

The requirements and validity of Prenuptial Agreements vary significantly from state to state. 
What would work in one state will not work in another. 
 
For example, if you were doing a Prenuptial Agreement with your intended, how much infor-
mation do you have to give to them? Must you reveal all assets and debts?  The answer depends 
on your state.  Is it valid if your spouse did not reveal all of their assets and debts?  The answer 
depends on your state.  Must you reveal “expectancies?” The answer depends on your state.  
Must both sides be represented by counsel? This answer also depends on your state. 
 
There’s a long list of such items that vary by state. And, the requirements in practice may differ 
somewhat from what a cursory reading of the law might reveal. 
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attorney should understand Probate and Trust Law. And, Estate Planning attorneys must understand 
Estate & Gift taxes, at a minimum.  It is also generally expected that they will have somewhat broader 
knowledge of Tax Law. On the other hand, there are some areas of the law that they certainly are not 
expected to understand. Criminal Law is a good example of this. 
 
Arguably, Prenuptial Agreements fall in a grey area. They certainly can affect traditional areas of Estate 
Planning, such as the disposition of assets at death. But, they also tread on traditional areas of Family 
Law, such as the disposition of assets upon divorce. 

Simple Alternative to a Pre-nup is the …. 
 

NEVADA SELF-SETTLED SPENDTHRIFT TRUST which is a trust that 
protects assets from creditors, including by definition a future 
spouse.  

 
This technique is very appealing to many individuals who, 
although they would like to protect their assets from the 
uncertain future or the widely unpredictable discretion of 
a judge, would like to do so quietly and without the hassle 
of a pre-nuptial agreement. 
 
More information on this complex area of estate planning 
is available on our website at www.hagendorflaw.com.  
Additionally, please contact us to set up a consultation for 
the answers to any of your questions. 

Afraid to Broach the Subject of a Pre-nup  
According to research, you’re not alone.  Experts advise: 

1. Have the conversation as early as possible 

2. Know that it’s going to be a weird, heavy conversation 
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Simple Alternative to a Pre-nup is the …. 
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protects assets from creditors, including by definition a future 
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This technique is very appealing to many individuals who, 
although they would like to protect their assets from the 
uncertain future or the widely unpredictable discretion of 
a judge, would like to do so quietly and without the hassle 
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More information on this complex area of estate planning 
is available on our website at www.hagendorflaw.com.  
Additionally, please contact us to set up a consultation for 
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Afraid to Broach the Subject of a Pre-nup  
According to research, you’re not alone.  Experts advise: 
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2. Know that it’s going to be a weird, heavy conversation 
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Due to the issues and problems surrounding 
prenuptial agreements, many individuals have 
turned to alternatives to protecting assets obtained 
prior to marriage, such as a domestic or foreign 
asset protection trust.  

“ 

“The prenup needs to be drawn up 
months before the wedding, not 

days - it's not something you slap 
together and sign in the car on the 
way to the ceremony. A shotgun 

prenup might not hold up in court.” 
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Requirements and Validity of the Pre-nup 

The requirements and validity of Prenuptial Agreements vary significantly from state to state. 
What would work in one state will not work in another. 
 
For example, if you were doing a Prenuptial Agreement with your intended, how much infor-
mation do you have to give to them? Must you reveal all assets and debts?  The answer depends 
on your state.  Is it valid if your spouse did not reveal all of their assets and debts?  The answer 
depends on your state.  Must you reveal “expectancies?” The answer depends on your state.  
Must both sides be represented by counsel? This answer also depends on your state. 
 
There’s a long list of such items that vary by state. And, the requirements in practice may differ 
somewhat from what a cursory reading of the law might reveal. 

Estate Planning is the intersection of many different areas of the law. Of course, an Estate Planning 
attorney should understand Probate and Trust Law. And, Estate Planning attorneys must understand 
Estate & Gift taxes, at a minimum.  It is also generally expected that they will have somewhat broader 
knowledge of Tax Law. On the other hand, there are some areas of the law that they certainly are not 
expected to understand. Criminal Law is a good example of this. 
 
Arguably, Prenuptial Agreements fall in a grey area. They certainly can affect traditional areas of Estate 
Planning, such as the disposition of assets at death. But, they also tread on traditional areas of Family 
Law, such as the disposition of assets upon divorce. 

Simple Alternative to a Pre-nup is the …. 
 

NEVADA SELF-SETTLED SPENDTHRIFT TRUST which is a trust that 
protects assets from creditors, including by definition a future 
spouse.  

 
This technique is very appealing to many individuals who, 
although they would like to protect their assets from the 
uncertain future or the widely unpredictable discretion of 
a judge, would like to do so quietly and without the hassle 
of a pre-nuptial agreement. 
 
More information on this complex area of estate planning 
is available on our website at www.hagendorflaw.com.  
Additionally, please contact us to set up a consultation for 
the answers to any of your questions. 

Afraid to Broach the Subject of a Pre-nup  
According to research, you’re not alone.  Experts advise: 

1. Have the conversation as early as possible 

2. Know that it’s going to be a weird, heavy conversation 

3. Emphasize how much of a headache you’ll be saving 
yourselves later 

4. Remind your partner that all relationships end one 
way or another.  You’re just trying to make the inevi-
table easier. 

5. Point out that a good prenup benefits the lower-
earning spouse, too 

6. Suggest that you co-create the agreement 

7. Leave room for change over time 

 

Pre-nuptial Agreements in Estate Planning 
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To Pre-nup? Or not to Pre-nup? 
 

Due to the issues and problems surrounding 
prenuptial agreements, many individuals have 
turned to alternatives to protecting assets obtained 
prior to marriage, such as a domestic or foreign 
asset protection trust.  

“ 

“The prenup needs to be drawn up 
months before the wedding, not 

days - it's not something you slap 
together and sign in the car on the 
way to the ceremony. A shotgun 

prenup might not hold up in court.” 
~Suze Orman 
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 Ingredients 

4 boneless, skinless chicken breasts 
1/4 cup extra-virgin olive oil 
1/4 cup tequila 
1 Tbsp. chili powder 
1 Tsp. ground cumin 
2 limes 
Kosher salt and fresh ground black pepper 
1 Qt. strawberries 
1 medium red onion, very finely diced 
1 jalapeno, seeded and minced (include some seeds 
for extra heat) 
1/2 bunch cilantro, chopped 
12 corn tortillas 
Crumbled queso fresco or cotija cheese 
 
Directions 

 Put the chicken breasts in a resealable plastic bag 
and add the oil, tequila, chili powder, cumin, the 
grated zest of both limes and some salt and 
pepper. Seal the bag and squish it all together. 
Refrigerate for 30 minutes or up to 2 hours. 

 While the chicken is marinating, make the salsa. 
Put the strawberries in a bowl along with the 
onions, bell peppers, jalapenos and most of the 
cilantro, reserving some for garnish. Add some 
salt and the juice of 1 of the limes. Mix it all 
together, cover and refrigerate. 

 Heat a grill pan over medium-high heat. Remove 
the chicken from the bag, shaking off any excess 
marinade. Grill until the chicken is well browned 
and cooked through, 5 to 6 minutes per side. 
Remove and let rest on a plate. When just cool 
enough to handle, shred the chicken with a fork. 

 To serve: remove the salsa from the fridge, taste 
and adjust the seasoning with more salt or lime 
juice. Heat the tortillas over a flame or in a 
microwave and keep warm. Fill a tortilla with 
some of the shredded chicken and top with some 
salsa. Serve topped with extra cilantro and the 
cheese, if using. Cut some wedges from the 
remaining lime to serve on the side. 
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What Various Relationship Experts Say on the Issue of Pre-
Nups  

Pro: The most common reason couples fight is because of finances. Getting it all out on the table 
up front will help with discussing financial matters down the road. —Carol Clark 

Con: If both parties are young and are just starting out with relatively equal contributions, then it 
does not seem to make sense to have a prenup signed. It erodes trust immediately and can leave 
one feeling suspicious as to the motives of the other. —Dr. John Beiter 

Pro: Spending habits need to be considered. If one person spends irresponsibly and the other per-
son is frugal/responsible then in order to be fair in the event of a death or divorce the one who 
saved should not be "penalized" twice. —Dr. John Beiter 

Con: Fool-proof crystal balls are in short supply these days. It's hard to anticipate every change in 

circumstance that might occur between the time a prenuptial agreement is written and when the 

marriage falls apart. What seems reasonable in 2012 might be ridiculously unfair to one of the 

spouses ten or twenty years later. —Meri Arnett-Kremian 
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on your state.  Is it valid if your spouse did not reveal all of their assets and debts?  The answer 
depends on your state.  Must you reveal “expectancies?” The answer depends on your state.  
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There’s a long list of such items that vary by state. And, the requirements in practice may differ 
somewhat from what a cursory reading of the law might reveal. 

Estate Planning is the intersection of many different areas of the law. Of course, an Estate Planning 
attorney should understand Probate and Trust Law. And, Estate Planning attorneys must understand 
Estate & Gift taxes, at a minimum.  It is also generally expected that they will have somewhat broader 
knowledge of Tax Law. On the other hand, there are some areas of the law that they certainly are not 
expected to understand. Criminal Law is a good example of this. 
 
Arguably, Prenuptial Agreements fall in a grey area. They certainly can affect traditional areas of Estate 
Planning, such as the disposition of assets at death. But, they also tread on traditional areas of Family 
Law, such as the disposition of assets upon divorce. 

Simple Alternative to a Pre-nup is the …. 
 

NEVADA SELF-SETTLED SPENDTHRIFT TRUST which is a trust that 
protects assets from creditors, including by definition a future 
spouse.  

 
This technique is very appealing to many individuals who, 
although they would like to protect their assets from the 
uncertain future or the widely unpredictable discretion of 
a judge, would like to do so quietly and without the hassle 
of a pre-nuptial agreement. 
 
More information on this complex area of estate planning 
is available on our website at www.hagendorflaw.com.  
Additionally, please contact us to set up a consultation for 
the answers to any of your questions. 

Afraid to Broach the Subject of a Pre-nup  
According to research, you’re not alone.  Experts advise: 

1. Have the conversation as early as possible 

2. Know that it’s going to be a weird, heavy conversation 

3. Emphasize how much of a headache you’ll be saving 
yourselves later 

4. Remind your partner that all relationships end one 
way or another.  You’re just trying to make the inevi-
table easier. 

5. Point out that a good prenup benefits the lower-
earning spouse, too 

6. Suggest that you co-create the agreement 

7. Leave room for change over time 
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